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OVERSIGHT OF THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

4 TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.O.
The committee inet, pursuant to notice, at 9:39 a.rh., in room

4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Orrin Hatch (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hatch and Nickles.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order. ,

Today's 'hearing has three purposes: First, to review the finan-
cial, progra0, and management problems Of the EEOC; second, to
review what corrective steps have been taken to correct identified
problems, and third, td revieW the agency's goals and objectives for
the next 2 years.

A,year ago April, this committee set as one of its major oversight
goals the review of the Federal Government's effort to further two
important natiopal goals: One, the elimination of illegal discrimi-
nation, and, two: the improvement of employment opportunities for

'women and rainorities. .
,

As a method for achieving this end, the comm ittee exlmined the
activities of the EEOC and OFCCP. GAO reports that more than 87
agencies administer equal opportunity programs throughout the
Federal establishment, but the EEOC and the 'OFCCP have the
major responsibility for furthering these national goals.

This past April kve completed our review of the Exe6utive Order
11246 program, tbe affirmative action program, as administered by
the OFCCP, and we released a report which contained recommen-

. dations for Improiring the prograin. It also called for a clearer de-
lineation between tlie role of the EEOC and the OFCCP and calleti
for an effective EEOC.

This hearing today culminates a similar, though less detailed,
review of the EEOC.

Without objection, I will 'put the balance of my statement in the
record at this point. I believe it has been passed out.

(The opening statement of.Senator Hatch follows:)

4 OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

The CHAIRMAN. In July of 19 1, the committee became aware of
critical management and finaijcial problems in the EEOC which
needed immediate attention. I requested the GAO to conduct a
thorough and immediate financi l audit of that agency and-report

(1
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its findings as soon as possible. Three months later, in October of
1981, they provided the committee with an interim report which
found the agency in financial chaos. The books could not be audit-
ed, reports'were unreliable, receiables and paNables were rhiSman-
aged, fund controls were inadequate, and transactions went unre-

-corded. There were over $27 million in unliquidated obligations,
over $9 million in error transactions, and over $1 million in out-
standing travel advances which have not been collected from staff.

Today, I am releasing the GAO's final report of that audit and it
documents a dismal record of that agency's past attempts to come
to grips with its management problems. The report is almost a
repeat of the stud,y GAO completed a decade ago in 1976 and which
the EEOC at that time said it would use in improving the agency.
The 11)T6 report found the agency in violation of the Anti-Deficien-
cy Act and recommended the EEOC adopt a new financial manage-
ment system. In 1978 the new system was started. It was never
managed properly, however, and since then, management seems to
have disregarded the recommendations and ,the problems have
become compounded

The final report, aside from reporting the agency's inability to
-keep accurate records, raises more serious questions about the in-
tegrity of Ost management and of possible 'violations of the law.
For example,,the audit revealed that the EEOC entered into year-
end 'agreements with civil rights groups whereby money was
loaned or advanced to private attorneys to try civirrights cases on
behalf of individuals. Such agreements gcr beyond congressional
intent.

'The amount totaled over $1.2 million with at least one-third of
that being kept by the group with whom the agreement was made.
Furthermore, EEOC4obligated funds' in .one fiscal year to cover
future needs for the following year. Finally, the most flagrant vio-

'lotion found was that the EEOC managers were certifying annual
reports knowing they were inaccurate.

Because of the serious nature of their findings and because we
want to correct the problems identified, I have requested the GAO
auditors to t6stify this morning. We need to get to the bottom of
these allegations and be sure it does not happen again.

In addition to the financial management problems, other GAO
reports have found administrative and program .problems within
the EEOC which need correcting if the agency is to be effective.
These include the questionable methods used by 1EOC in settling
charges, their backlog versus frontlog which distorts the caseload
picture, the low number of cases handled by attorneysthey aver-
age three casesthe EEOC's delay in filing suifs or closing cases,
its duplication of OFCCP's function with its systemic program, its
poor record of Monitoring unions, and poor management of person-
nel and equipment, to name a few. These and other ,problems are
well documented in the following GAO-reports:

One "Equal Employment Opportuhity Commission Needs To Im-
prove Its Administrative Activities" (HRD-81-740, April 21, 1981).

Two. "Further Improvements Needed in EEOC Enforcement Ac-
tivities" (HRD-81-29, April 9, 1981).

Three. "Financial Management Problems at the EEOC",(AFMD-
882-17, October 30, 1981).
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Four. "Federal Efforts To Increase Minority Opportunities in,
Skilled Construction Craft Unions Have Had Little Success" (HRD-'
79-p) March 15, 1979.

This administration and this committee have been criticized for a
lack of a commitment to civil rights, yet the record speaks other-
wise. This "committee has undertaken a long study, including 9

. days of hearings covering affirmative actidn and sex discrimina-
tion. It has recommended solutions for furthering our national
goals of eliminating discrimination and increasing opportunities for
women and minorities.

4 Our goal has' been that of increasing the country's efforts at pur-

1 suing those goals. Unfortunately, because we ask critical.questions
such as the ones which I hate raised today and have taken the
audies of GAO seriously, A are accused of being anti-civil rights. I
must question whether those who criticize are also the same as
those who would allow the conditions which the GAO revealed at
EEOC to continue, thereby denying services to the people who need
the assistance for which the agency was created.

In add tion, this committee has worked closely with the adminis-
tration's w appointees in taking hold of the problems. For exam-
ple,'Commissioner)Shattuck, in her first 2 months as ACTION Di-
rector, managed to start proper accounting procedures, and for the
first time in several years the agency is able to reconcile its month-
ly accounts. I have with the photographs of the conditions of the
financial records room which I am submitting for the record. They
clearly, demonstrate the chaos and irresponsible management at
EEOC: Yet I am tola- the 'responsible administrators for these 'of-
fices received bonuses up to $5,000 for "outstanding performance "

[The photographs referred to follow]

I
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The PHAIRMAN. In addition, Corni.nissioner Shattuck has man-
aged to begin making the Office of Review, and Appeals more effi-
cient in processing grievances which 'have IDeen backlogged I un-
derstand that in the past, attorneys managed to make only two de-
cisions a week. In short, what is evident is that the new adminis-
tration is taking hold of the ageprcy and correcting problems which
have'gone uncorrected.

Such action strikes me as evidence of a ti administration that
takes civil rights seriously. On the other halid, one must ask the
question of why past administrators came an& asked,this commit-
tee for more funds when thex did not know how much they alreadY
had. On December 19, 1982, Acting Chairman Clay Smith provided
me with afi update of that agency, and on May 10 Acting Chair-
man Shattuck responded to a series of questions on progress being
made at EEOC. I am submitting both documents for the record.
Ms. Shattuck's response demonstrates the positive manner in
which this administration is moving forward.

I have asked Chairman Clarence Thomas to come before this
committee today to begin reviewing with us what goals and objec-
tives he is planning for the coming year, and he was quick to ac-
commodate our request. I appreciate his eageriless, especially given
that he has held office for less than a month. During his confirma-
tion hearing, I requested that he keep up the momentum the new
Commission appointees had aChieved. Looking at his written state-
ment leads me to believe he is a quick learner.

While it is important that we review the problems of the agency,
it is even more important that we examine where we want to go
and how we're going to get there. As we have done with OFCCP,
we plan to review EEOC's prOgress every 6 months. This will
assure that Our problems are being worked on rather than being
ignored. More important, it will assure that our agencies are kept
sharp as problem-solving tools ihther than monuments to old ideas.
and old solutions.

We will go to our first witness, 'Mr. Wilbur D. Campbell, the
Acting Director, Accounting and Financial Management Division of
the General Accounting Office.

Mr. Campbell, we are delighted to have you here today. We ap-
preciate you and your associates being willing to testify` hene today
on this very important subject.

Now, I will have to apologize. I am managing the bill on the floor
that will come up about 10 o'clock. I am trying to get Senator
Nickles, who I think will be there, to spell merIf he is not, I am
going to have to have my counsel, Mr. Flores, ask my, questions so
we can build this record today. It is just one of those things that I
just cannot seem to avoid. In fact, probably the next three or four
major things on the floor, will require me-to be there almost every
minute. The balanced budget amendment comes up next, and I Will
be floor manager of that as well.

So I will have to apologize in advance-for Rot being able to be
here past about 10 o'clock this morning.

1
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STATEMENT OF WILBUR D. CAMPBELL, ACTING DIRECTOR, AC-
COUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION, GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES CURRY, ORAL
BUTCHER. AND ROBERT H. HUNTER

The CHAIROAN. I wonder, Mr. Campbell, most of the people'have
your statement as well. Would it be possible for me to move right
to questions with yeti, just put your statement in the record?

Mr CAMPBELL. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Without objection, then, we will put

your statement in the record, and I will just move to some ques-
tions because I would like to get some questions out before I leave
here this morning.

Now, as I-understand, there are really about four critical areas
.zovered in your report, and I would like to examine each of them
in greater detail.

Firs't, you have made it quite clear that the agency has not main-
tained accurate and up-to-date financial records which are capable
of showing how much money,the EEOC has at any given time, -low
much it owes and hoW much it is owed.

Second, the repo4 indicates that the EEOC has not implemented
the necessary audir controls to insUre t its records are being
maintained accurately and that th f co ols which do exist
have been ignored.

Third, the agency has engaged in a highly questionable "loan"
progr an in an attempt to finance private title VII suits at a time
when its own staff was not working to capacity.

Finally, the financial disarray of the EEOC forced senior finan-.
cial staif and apparently- others in the line of command to make A
manual adjustments to the yearend' reports for the fiscal years
1980-81, even though these individuals knew that these adjust-
ments were unsupported.and improper.

Ncm, all of these issues require further examination. Did I fairly.
and accurately state them?

1 Mr, CAMPBELL. Yes, sir, you did.
The CHAIRMAN. Your report points out that the, EEOC's account-

ing r.ecords and reports are unreliable. How long has this conditipn
existed?

Mr CAMPBELL. For quite a number of years, Mr. Chairman. Our
last report in 1976 disclosed a number of problems with fiscal year
1974 transactions. Our most recent report dealt with 1980-81, and
we found that a lot of the condition's noted in the 1974 era contin-
ued to exist over this period of time.

The CHAIRMAN. As of the end of fiscal year 1981, how much was
owed b7 the Commission? In other words, what was the size of the
agency s unliquidate&debt?

Mr. CAMPBELL. For 1981, about $30 million, and for 1980, about
$27 million.

The CHAIRMAN, So realrY a 'total of about $57 million for the 2
years. 1

Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, those navobers are cumulative, Mr. Chair-
man In other words, the total obligatiOns as of 1989 were $27 mil-
lion for prior years forward. By 1981, they had increased another
$3 million.

12
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The CHAIRMAN. They-came up to $30 million. I see.
You ha.ve teslified that the Commission has failed to keep accu-

rate records, drid I presume that this failure may affect the figures
, you have just.given. How mu.ch mohey do you think the Commis-

siori really owes?
Mr. CAMPBELL,It is almost impossible to tell. They have not vali-

dated the obligations as required under section -1311. We suspect
. there is a wide range..For example; over $9 million of that data

relates 'to obligations prior to 1979, some of that going back as
early. as,1974, so there is some question about whether or not any
debtor would let a debt go that long.

In addition, you have a statute of limitations running of about 6
years against Federal debts.

The CHAIRMAN. According to law, the Cbmmission cannot use the
$30.1 million for current-year operating costs. Am I correct in that?

Mr. CAmpant. That is cbrrect; prior years only.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, does,the Commission have the necessary

, controls to insure that these funds are not used to exceed budg-
etary limits imposed by Congress?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sir. There arsLcontrols designed into the ac-
counting system, but because of tffr,iiianner in which it is lking
implemented; the controls do not exist.

The CHAIRMAN. Aa.I,understand it, there have been instance§ of
people and contractors who were owed money by the Conimission
having to wait niore than a year in order to get paid. Is that,cor:

' rect?
Mr. CAMPBELL. 'Yes, sir. We noted a, number of such examples.
The' CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with a case involving the Hertz

Corp:. in- Oklahoma Cify?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Somewhat, yes, sir, we are.,
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that the company finally 1>ired a .

collection agency to get the money it was owed. I also understand
that some companies were paid only after they contacted theiriSen-
ators and Congressman. Now, is this a common problem for those
owed money by the Federal Government that they have to use the

, Congress to receive payment or hire collection agencietc
Mr. CAMPBELL. The Gdvernment, as a general rule, does a rea- .

sonable effort in paying its debts, but in this case we noted. a
number of instances where debtors had to go to their Congressmen,
either Senators or Representatives, and k-et assistance. We know ef
cases where they have had to resort to an attorney to, help.

The CHAIRMAN. Why isn't the Commission paying these bills n

tithe, in your opinion?
Mr. CAMPBELL. j don't mean to imply that every bill is not paid

on time, but it ig simply that there is inadequate docurnwitation to

match up, for example, the invoice against the voucher. In some
cases, it is as simple as no't having typists available to type up the
vouchers,

The CHAI4.MAN, You stated that accounting record differefices
were not reconciled and that accounting transactions tvere not
promptly and correctly recorded over the last several years. Have
these conditions persisted?

...

Mr. CAMPRE'LL. There has reallf been .4 lack of emphasis' on the
part of EEOC, Mr. Chairman. The automated system has internal
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edits to provide mternal controls, and when an invalid transaction
is inputted as rejected, it should be carefully researched, corrected,
and reinputted.

EEOC in the past chose to ignore those transactions and1ettheni
pile up to the point, where, I think, from about November 1980 to
September 1981, they had increased from about 360 rejected cases
to over 4,000 transactions that had been rejected and not reentered
info the accounttng system.

The CHAIRMAN. What possible adverse impact do unsupported
adjustments have? Could fraudulent expenditures riot be detected?

Mr CAMPBELL. It provides an ideal environment which is condi-
cive to improper actions. By bypassing the internal controls built
into the system, it certainly creates an environment where it is
possible. ,

Manual adjustments also could result in improper transactions
being forced into, the system, which distorts the financial results. -

The CHAIRMAN. Would you give us the name of the chief finan-
cial officer who was responsible for the accounting system at the
EEOC during this period?,

Mr CAMPBELL. Mr. Lefford Fauntleroy, who was the director of
the Finance and AccountiMDivision.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. You mentioned that the Commission rec-
ords did not accurately, show the receivables; that is, the money
owed to the Commission that it should-be collecting from its own
employees arid other sources: bid you establish the amounts actual-.
ly owed the Commission?

Mr CAMPBELL We did pt. Mr. Chairnian. It would be a mon-,
strous task For example, of the $1.1 million outstanding'advances
representing travel advances, we would have to examine each and
every advance, and there are something like 2,200 advances, in
order to determine what the correct amount should be.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you provide examples of the types of re-
ceivables not recorded on the Commission's records? .

Mr CAMPBELL. Yes; I can provide a coupld. One example is relat-
ed to the agreement under which lOanseitd 'grants were_ made to
private attorneys handling allegatioris of unlawful employment
practices. 'Ais was abodt $300,000.

Another example related to audit-questioned contact payments
which had been questioned by the internal audit staff.

The CHAIRMAN. You had indicated that there were about $1.1
million in outstanding 'travel advances to Commission employees;
and that represents moneys which- should be recovered as well,
right?

,Mr. CAMPBELL. Well; not. totally' . Sontf those advances repre-
sent travel that has actually been peWtmed but for which no
voucher has yet been submitted. Some of that is very old stuff and
should be Collected, yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. I understand that members of the audit
team investigated some of the travel voucher cases in depth, and I
believe one related to an employee named Ronald Crenshaw. I,un-
derstand that he had over $2,570 in outstanding travel advances at
the time of your interim report. What was the nature of his travel?

14
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Mr. CAMPBELI.1. Mr. Crenshaw was traveling on union business.'
He is an EEOC employee, but he is a union representative, and our
records show that he owed $2,570 in advances.

The CHAIRMAN. How long has he owed that money?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Several years. I believe the figure was 28 ad-

vances, and he has filed something like 5 vouchers in that period of,
time.

The CHAIRMAN. Ahd you are saying that these dollars 'were
charged to the Government fdr well that he was doing that was
not Governmetkt related?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No; it was Government related. He is an employ-
ee of the EEOC, but he is a union representative and presumably
traveling on union business to be reimbursed by the Federal Gov-
ernment.

The CHAIRMAN. So you are saying he should have been reim-
bursed by the union if he was traveling on union business. What do
'you mean by this?

Mr. CAMPBELL. I don't think we are quekioning the fact that-the
Federal Government should not have paid his travel; it is that he is
not filing the vouchers to validate the fact that it is a valid obliga-
tion Of the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that the audit team talked wiSh

Mr. Crenshaw about his unpaid advances. What was his response?
Mr. CAMPBELL. He indicated to our audit team that he doesn't

owe the money, and he implied that under the union agreement
that the union has, he is not required to prepare travel vouchers.
We have not had an opportunity to look into this, but there; is a
definite problem there.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, has Mr. Crenshaw gotten more travel ad-
vances since your discovery?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir. After our interim report, he received
some additional advances.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, the GAO has reported that a
significant numbek of failings in the Commission's accounting
system stem from ersonnel problems. What are these problems
and how significant a hey?

Mr. CAMPBELL. OK. So e of the problems noted were inadequate
training, particularly in the financial arena, vacant positions 'of re-
sponsibility, not being filled, resulting in inadequate supervision.
We found examples of accounting duties being performed by nonac-
counting personnel. We found a lack of cooperation and comMuni-
cation between various levels of management and a series of in-
stances of unprofessional conduct on the part of staff.

The CHAIRMW Do you call these items that you have listed un-
professional conduct?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Some of those, yes, sir. Net all of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you submit all other instances*that ydu

know of of unprofessional conduct, or are they in your statement?
Mr. CAMPBELL. There are a lot of disruptive practices on the part

of personnel; in some cases, threats of violence by an employee
against a supervisor; in other cases, the GSA guards were required
to come into the work area to maintain order, those types of
things.,

1 5'
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The CHAIRMAN Are these unprofessional practices a common oc-
currence in the Federal Government?

Mr. CAMPBELL I certainly hope rapt, Mr. Chairman. We like to
think we havea very professional group.

The CHAIRMAN. I also understand that that EEOC engaged in a
loan pr.ogram" during 1978 and 1979 in which then Chair Norton

gave gr,thits of more than $1.2 million -to five civil rights groups.
According to your records, Women for Change of Dallas, Tex., was
kriven $200,000; the National Bar Association was given a total of
345,000; the Women's Law Center, Inc., which is no longer in ex-

istence, was given $144,00; the Lawyers . Committee for Civil
Rights under law received $200,000; and the Chicago Lawyers Com-
mittee fon Civil Rights, under Law, Inc., was given $345,000. What
in the world was the purpose of these loan programs?

Mr CAMPBELL. The objective, Mr. Chairman, *as to determine
whether or not, through the use of private attorneys, EEOC Would
be able to provide legal assistance to a greater number of people
than it would otheiwise have been able to do.

The program was also seen from one respect as a means to elimi-
nate somewhat the hacklog cases.

The CHAIRMAN' Well, it looks to me like these amoiunts were
front money to help fund those organizations. Would you conclude
that?

.Msr CAMPBELL. The funds were made available to 'nonprofit orga-
nizations as grants, who in turn gave them to* private attorneys,
.ind the private attorney either had to pay or not repay, based on
whether he won or lost his case. So you might say it was seed
money I.think was the intent; yeS, sir.

The CHAIRMAN Why should the Federal Government be involved
in fostering private organizations, foundations, or otherwise, that ..
have their own special interests at heart?

Mr CAMPBELL. The program was questionable in nature as to
whether or not they had the authority to enter into the program..

The CHAIRMAN$ This i the kind of stuff that really bothers me
because I think the agency, if it is doing its job, will find ways of
providing new opportunities for women and minoriiies without nec-
essarily fostering political organizations in the process. Do you
agree or disagre

Mr CAMPBELL Yes, sir.
The,CHAIRAA . You agree. tisaughter.)
You, still haven't answered my question.
Mr CAMPBELL. I am sorry. I may have misunderstood the ques-

tion, sic. Would you repeat?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you think the Federal Government

ought to be in the process of fostering political organizations, or
shoula they be doing the job as a bureaucracy Or as an ,agency
itself?

Mr CNIMPBELL. No, the FederatGovernment should-not be foster-
ing ,poli tical organization.

The CHAIRMANt Well, that is what they are doing here. Now,
whether you agree dr disagree with these agencies, such loans
could be turned around the Other way, I suppose, if you have differ-

people ih control df the EEOC. Is-this a reasonable practice, in
you, opinion; for the;Federal Governmeht to be engaging in.
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Mr. CAMPBELL, NO, sit-COur legal people have held that it was a
questionable Piactice, and there was some question as to wbether
authority existed to undertake the program. '

The CHAIRMAN. Well, how much of this $1.2 million that went to
five civil rights groups was earmarked for the cost of administra;
tion of those groups?

, Mr. CAMPBELL. As I recall, about $334,000 of the total went for
administrative expenses.

The CHAIRMAN, Where did the rest of it go? ,
Mr. CAMPBELL. For the loans and grants to the private attorneys.'

4 The CHAIRMAN. As I understand, your report indicates that a
lawyer would turn to one of the groups administering this money
and ask for money to cover the expenses of bringing suit. He or she
could receive up to $1,500 for an individual case and $7,500 for a
class -action. You know, under the cornMon law, we used to call
that champerty and, maintenance. ,-- .

. Apparently, if an altorney loSt the case, the money received was
called a grant. Is that right?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes. .

The Cl4AIRMAN. If the attorney won, he or she would return the
money. Is that right?

Mr. CAMPBE . Tliat is coriect.
.- .

The CHAIRMMIJ. Both of those statements are correCt. To the at-
torney, the mon Twas a loan if he won, agrant if he lost. Is 'that
right?

, Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems, like a form of no-fault litigation insur-

ance. Wben did this loan fund program end?
Mr. CAMPRELL. It was first funded at the end of 1978 from 1978

funds, and it went through fiscal years 1980 and 1981. It ended in
fiscal year 1981. No, I am sorry, at the end of fiscal year 1980. I am
Corrected; at the end of fiscal year 1980, Mr, Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am really concerned about this program
because I don't think the Federal Government ought to be support-
ing any political organization on any side of these issues. We ought
to be doing the job. If the agency has a good purpose to begin
withand it doesit ought to be doing the job itself. If it needs
more attorneys, we ought to be hiring more attorneys. But I don't
think we should be fostering private groups out there at Govern-
ment expense to sue the Government, among other people.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir. n
The CHAIRMAN. DO you agree(
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir. We agree. .

The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with the memorandum dated

.50

ctober 28, 1981, from Johnny L. Johnson, Jr., Assistant General
unsel to Izzie,L. Jenkins, Executi've Director, entitled "Status

eport on Loan 'Fund"?
Without objection, I wish to ainsert this memorandum in the

record. Are You familiar with that?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir, I have seen the memo. ,

The CHAIRMAN. According to that memorandum, tbe grants have
been consolidated into four regional loan programs: Atlanta, Balti-
more, Chicago, and Dallas. A total of $847,934 has been obligated
for 212 cases. Is that correct?

91-339 ô - 82 -
1
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Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to insert that memorandum at this

-point.
[The memorandum referred tO follows]
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Issie L. Jenkins
Executive Director (Act'g)

Constance L. Dup '

General Counse (Act'g)

.
James N. Finnei
AssoCiate Gtiner;1 Counsel
Trial Division

FROM Johnnie 1,...Johnson, Jr.
Assistant General Counsel
Support Progrhms Brane.h

SUIAUCT Status Report oL 1,:ar Tund

\

7ht. Luaa Fund Program esuircd on S(Ttember 30. -19M.1. Purstiabt

to Lo..tn Fund Clo,u Oot PtoecuurLs. the Ofriee of Audit con..
duLtd audits on each of the four programs and transferred tLe

ciles to this office for collection purposes.

We have ttea, able,to determine that there was n'total of
S847.934.69 obligated for the Atlanta. Baltimore, Chicago hnd

Dallas Loan Funds on a total of 212 cases. There is a total of

SB04.907.74 in outstanding loans.

Tht following 2S a summary of the activities talen pursuant to

the bean Fund Close Out Proredurea on each Vona Fund.

ATLANTA LOAN FUND

. .

The Atlanta Loan Fund.loaned a total of 6141.037.69 On 36 ctses.

There has not heen A repayment oh any ot the cases and cm have
not teen requested to mAkc a deci,sion as to the eaticellation or

e-ttinguishment of Rny roan. Therefore, the outistagding balance

remains S141,037.69.

a

*I
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The 1....ttrs Commttvo for (1%)1 Figh's Unoer Law d-d not trate.fer
the files fur the 3.. fund. ca 0, to the U.i.r o udit, at th,.
time of the audit Hol.ever, they ;.:f-cl in.:tt.te :he auditor uith
a list ol the loan recio:..mts, 'Is %sell .s toe sine of tne case,
the date the lovn was granted, tht amount of the loan :,nd
the sigrv: loar agreement& for all but 4 ol'the casts. Th.:. loan
re ipient for the four taf.et, is io,epn Bendcrson of Tallahassee,F orida Thc ar,mint loaned 19 9. H.ndeljeon is ;217,500.

1 an confirmation letters her( ti in,mttleu to all loan recipients
o Octatur 27, 19h1: Tho attorneys were requested tc respond
by Novembtr 23, !O8 !. and for each .-,u10.3Vque:,t sl% mouth period
wi h information re;ardine status of the lttigntion and further
anti:.inated aellon he also tiansmitted tne promissory notes
and other portinen documents to Ow Budget and rinanse Dittlsion
and r..quented that ateount.s receivable.: he establisl.ed and placed
intb the compute%

1141.11MORE.IDAN_FUND

The Baltimore limb Fund lupned a total of S41'.272 73 on 52 cases
Tle case files transferied Oh N.,tomher 5, 19$0, by the '

National Bt,r Asso:..ation to the Office 01 luOlt which verifled the
loanod mounts and in turn sent the fIle, to the Support Programs
Brarmn Loan euni:rmation letter, .err ,ent to all atturneys uho
received Icans on lpril 21, 21 and 27, 1981, r0uttestingf that loan
,ecipi.nts provid., thi, office. alahin -lonth, and for each
suhsequ,,ct 'rn nth period. ssith inforTat:un regara,ng tne :tatty:
o, the 'ittgktieNn, ,ntl%;ding las, act: tahen, dutt, of actioe,
ual( or ,rch "ar7-1a.r ic.,on i,,anticipated and

p,o,iected date on
litigAt:,,v is expected to be toncluded. The status refcrts

u(le due Oct,her 21, el and 27., 1011 1/ This office tiansmitted
the cromis>or% aotes and ,.ther pertine;1-1,ducnmevts ,ti tne Budi,et
and Fiujnoy hie'atan and teuue,ted that utr.mnt.s receivables be
estahll,hed and ulaced into the tompuitr. Uadget and Finance
01%ision has tomputerized the FY '79 data which reflect that
5l44,212.73 were committed for loans-

'Ae have re.:eirta eight re,polo,es to our letteichni loan
i.ec.altnts. loan lecti.lents un thrOe c4se, ha7( ,ndicated
that a tutal of $8,521 10 had been repaid to the ELOC and 01)
..snother ftte , total of $6,301 7 h:0 been repaid to
the NrA he s,,nt a memorandum to the li,:dget and Finance Div-
sion requestiag that it terify ishethqr t,nesa repayments were
made tc tte 0.mmi,sion lf-the budgct and Fimane Di.ts:on'
v,J,ifies that patnunt has been u,:de, thi:s vill reduce the
outiianding amount to $220,259 36. Bomt,r, if the Budget and

Divtsion is un.qm'e to et.T1,v that payment:, Isere made,
tv.s.11 .rylest serifioatioa Atom tht NatiehalDar ASsoci2tirin,

4

2 0

-
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Tht IN '78 data I e.ii n t0(i,UUti loa-ns

IlLs nut been ticaeea into the con:lacer

ChICAGO JOAN FUND ,

The Chicago. Loan Fund loaned ). total of $214,500 on thirti,-seven
(37) Cases. There is a total of $213,500.00 in odtstandiitg loans.
letters requesting a statub report on ihe cases were sent to all
attorneys on April 20, 198) and May 20, 1981. Status Reports are
due in this office within six months nt those dat,es. which are '
October 20, 1981 and November 20. 1081.

0We transmitted the,promitssooNnotes and other InforInation on the
cases to the Budget and Finance DivIsion and requested that
accounts receivablt: be 45stabl,lhed on each individual loan
recipient and placed in to,the computer. We have not received
a response from the Budget.and Finance Division

lo date, WE have received a stattc; repurt on tn follouihr

four cases ,

a. Mazarie,o v, Matw.od Board of..Fire and Police
Commissionei, - Ca.c scTiTiVir - caen paiing
lIA oan tees. 2/

b. Augur v. Dlta Airlines - MIS ease was de9ded
171 tie 1J.S7-SUI5reni.715Ourt on 'larch 9, 1981 The
issue IP this ease involv.d the discretion of the
U.S. District Court in Title VII actions to allow
costs uhder Rule 6S of the Pedtral Rule;.4 c):' Civil

Procedure to an employer that pros/ails on tue tmeiits.
after having made a good f9th settlement offer. 'The
loan amount on this case was S1.006.

v-
, The attorney,in the brief fil.1 with the Supreme
Court,requested that costs he awarded to the plaintiff.

' The Supreme Cotart however, hold that each side
should pay its our) costs. Therolore,'pdt,suant to the
provisions.of the /onn fund contlact, we haee,reconmend.1
that this loan he ev:ingui.hed

2/ The JMOUnt luaned on Inc tuse $ 5O( jc re,:dived a
letter frbm the loan recipient which stated that payment
wa. made to,the Budget.nnd FiLance Div.i,ion. We have
lequested Budget and Finan01% lsion to verify that
repayment was made. If paymcn has been mad.. the uut-
standing balance will he $212.006 W.,

3 -

1
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c. FaUteckS v. Montaamerv WIrd - lhe attorney has informed
.

us that this case is currently pending in United States
District Court for tbe Northern Ointrict of,Illinois,

, He stated that $816.75 of his $7.590 loan has been :mild
out in costs and therels.a balance of $6,893.25 to be used
on the case. We have placed this informatioW in our files.

d. v. Motor Freight - We rerieved n letter from the
attorney on July 21, 1981, informing us that, the
case was settled on September 6. 19SO., He stated
that the funds tor this case were transferred to
another case entitled Smith v. General Hotors. The
amount loaned on this aiTF-was $7,500. No further
information as to the amount of funds used ha s. been
supplied. We have placed this information in our files.

ZIALLA:LLCAN Y17;41)

The DaPlas LoLn fund Loaned a tokal f S249 iil6.32 on 87 easel.
There is a total. of $206,096.62 in outstanding loabn: There have
been 16 loanS repaid in.the amount-of $37,951 and 4 loans cancelled
in the amount of $4,768 add $1.000 returned unused. .We will send
confirmation l.-tters to each loan recap) .nt and recommend to the
Budget and Finance Division that accounts recrivabs be cstab-

,lishcd on catch loan on October O. 1981.

The cane files were trynsfrred to the Office ot Audit by the
rol.en ,or ChLbge Inc., which crified the.loaned amounts en,: in
turn sent the files to tre Support Pmtrams Brach. This office,
because of technical problems relatibg to the promissory notes And
loan agreements.sorted out and reorgabi/ed each of the case Ines

.

anii have reconciled the amounts includepcm each.

CONCLUSION
-

A summary of the CJ!.CA funded ubder cacti fnry lb aailable tn
the Branch 1%Jr review.

A

-
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The CHAIRMAN. The more I get into this-tand, of course, I have
to admit I am getting very irritated with itbut it ,sounds to me
like you've got a "lawyers' relief fund" here: ,

Mr. CAMPBELL. There is certainly not much incentive to the at-
torney to win or lose if he is going to get his money either way.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. It is not only that, but you are funding
special-interest groups at Government expense to sue the Govern-

. ment and other people in society, rightly or wrogly, with all of the
biases that these special-interest groups may 'or may not have.

Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN I am sure if groups that were dedicated to main-

taining segregation had received Government fun4, there would
be a hue and a cry throughout this country that would tear these
roofs down. Would voti agree?

Mr. CAMPBELL. I agree, sir, 100 percent.
The CHAIRMAli, I think the Government ought to play it right

down the middle in order to do what is right, and the Government
authorities ought to handle these problems, not outside private spe- . '

cial-interest groups at Government expense, who are under no risk.
This is a special lawyers' relief fund that literally, is fomenting liti-
gation not only against the Government but against other people,
rightly or wrongly. I don't know, but it just doesn't seem right to
me. Does it to you?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sir, it does not. That has been the position
taken by our office, too.

The CHAIRMAN Well, taking the Atlanta.. regiOn, for example,
which was run by the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights ,under
the Law, the-committee gave out $141,000 of its $150,O00 foan fund
an& spent all of the remaining $50,000 on 'adininistrative expenses .
as expected when the grants were given. Where is the $141,Q00
today? ,

Mr-ACA-MPHELL. To-be_quite_ifrank,_MrChairman, we don't have
,the slightest idea. -

The CHAIRMAN Where is the $9,000 that was not lent?
Mr. CAMPBELL:We don't know Where that money is, either.
The CHAIRMAN There is no record about it?
Mr. CAMPBELL. The accounting records are not capable of provid-

ing a track for that money.
The CHAIRMAN I see.
My staff contacted Women for Change and asked about the

status of their loan fund. Its director said all money that Was not
spent had been returned or was tied up in court cases. The EEOC's
memorandum indicated that only $37,951 of the $206,000 in out-
standing loans has been returned

Now, is the remaining money 'tied up in court cases, and if so,
who is maintaining records of that money?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Tlie same answer. There are no records in the ac-
counting system. We are unable to determine where that money is.

The CHAIRMAN Well, I wonder where are the exposes of these ac-
. tivities.

It seems to me that they may be using these moneys adequately
and rightly if the law provides that they can do this. But is it right
for the Federal Government to put $206,000 of the taxpayers
moneyout and then not account for it one way or the other?
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Mr CAMPBELL It is a very questionable program, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN Well, assuming Women for Change is a good or-. ganizationand I have to assume thatand assyning that they

-ate using the moneys properlyand let's assume thatit is still
aborninabre that the Federal Government is not keeping records' of
this money or the utilization of it, assuming that you can get by
the hurdle that these are private special groups, special-interest
groups that are using taxpayer moneys for their private special-in-
terest purposes-Is that right?

.Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct No matter how glorious the
intent, that does not compensate for the poor accounting.

The' CHAIRMAN Does the EEOC know whece any of the money
not spent oh administrative costs is today, some $$00,000?

Mr CAMPBELL, As I understand it at the end of our audit, they
are attempting, through the Office of General Counsel, to develop
an inventory and. contact the attorneys who have the money and
send out letters requesting repayment.

The CHAIRMAN I see. Has the EEOC's Office of Audit reviewed
these loans?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir.
The Cl-rAIIIMAN What were its findings?
Mr, CAMPBELL. Of tha p00,000 administrative cogts, they ques-

tioned' abbht $100,000 ofhat.
The '1-1,411tMAI:i I.see. Voii questioned a lot .iore than that.
Mr: CAMPBELL.J am n t sure we covered it, did we? The GAO, as

. part of our audit, did not look at the supporting docimentation for
the administrative costs eld by the nonprofite

, The CHAIRMAN I und stand that these reports were submitted
to the 'commissioners, o you 'know what action was taken by
them? 'Sr

Mr. CAMPBELL. They are still unresolved as- far as I know. They
are-Dpen cases'.

The CHAIRMAN. I think Vie loan fund was not a loan fund as
might be implied in the literal-reading of those words. These loans
were loans only if you won you6case. Is that right?

rr. CAMPBELL. That is correct.
he CHAIRMAN. Moreover, approxiinately $334,006 of the $1.2

million involved in this progranl went to administrative costs. Is
that right?

Mr.'CAMPBELL. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the audits conducted by the EEOC ques-

tioned why Women for Change had not returned over $2,000 in fur-
niture it had purchased under the program. Why was money being
spent or loaned under this program being spent on furniture?

Mr. CAMPBELL. I am assuming it was allowable cost under the ad-
ministrative expenses incurred. Am I correct, Mr. Curry? Have you
looked at the contract?

Mr. CURRY. I believe that particular expense for the furnitseire
was questioned by the auditors, the fact that they had not returned
their furniture aj.the end of the contract.

The CH . It has not been returned.
Mr. CAMPBELL. It has been about a year, and no action has been

taken yet.



The CHAIRMAN. Otheg instances concerned those administering
the program giving loans to themselves, and as always there are
very few records available documenting expenditures. Is that right?

Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN, The EEOC's own 'Office of Aix lit has challenged

tens of thousands of dollars claimed to be spent on administrative
costs, as I understand it. Is that correct?

Mr. CAMPBELL. About $100,000 is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What action has been taken 15y the EEOC t*6.fin;-

cover the money incorrectly paid cot to those groups for unsubstan-
tiated administrative costs?

Mr. CAMPBELL. It is still an open, unresolved issue, and as far as
we know, little or no action has been taketi.

The CHAIRMAN, What was ,the legal justification given by the
EEOC for creating such, a program?

Mr. CAMPBELL. The EEOC asked its general counsel for an opin,
iolr on the authority to .undertake the program. The counsel recog,
nized that they ,lacked specific statutory, authority but concluded
that they had implied authority to enter inte grants of this type.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was the counsel? Do you know what his or
her name was?

Mr. CAMPBELL. By name? I do notJim, do you know the name
df the counsel?

Mr. CURRY, NO.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I can provide that for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you provide, that for,us?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, we will.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you, proVide us a copy of that opinion?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN...Staff tells me we have a copy.

r. CAMPBELL.'Do you have a copy .of the-opini&t?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we do.
Mr. CAMPBELL. OK, sir.
[The material referred to follows:J

[Memorandum]

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., July 18, 1978.

To Chris Roggerson, Director, Office of Special Projects and Programs
From Constance L. Dupre, CLD, AssociateGeneral Counsel, Legal Counsel Division
Subject Invitation for Grant Application. Private Title VII Bar 'tind.

This office has reviewed the draft "Invitation for Grant Application" fbr the ad-
ministration of a loan fund which would provide costs, on a reimbursable basis, to
private attorneys litigating Title VII cases It is our understanding that the loan
fund program will be initiated in fiscal year 1978 and funded from fiscal year 1978

appropriations.
We find the draft "Invitation" to be legally sufficient, subject to the following con-

siderations. (1) Sufficient Ascal year 1978 funds are available for the funding of the
program, (2) The proposal must clearly reflect that the program addresses a need
arising in fiscal year 1978, and Q. The Commission must comply strictly with the
urpform administrative provisions set forth in OMB Circular A-110 which requires
tNe use of standardized application and reporting forms which, to our knowledge,

are not currently utilized by the,-Coramission and, therefore would have to be ob-
tained or developed

Further, we would recommend that the term "revolving" loan fund not be iied
since a revolving fund must be expressly authorized by statute (See attached Expla-
nation)
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THORITI ro EXPEND t OMMISSIUN APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE FUNDING OF SUBJECT
PROGRAM

The purposes to which a federal agency's appropriations may be put are governed
by several statutes, aKiong them 31 USC §628 which slates "Except as otherwise
provided by law, sums appropriated for the various branches of expenditure in the
public service shall be applied s9lely to the objects for which they are respectively
made, and for no other," and 41 US.0 § 11 which provides "No contract or pur-
chase un belialf of the Umted States shall be made. unless the same is authorized by
law or Is under an appropriation adetwate.to its fulfilltnent."

Absent a statutory prohibition against a particular, type of expenditure, oc.a more
spec& appropriation for such expenditure, the Comptroller General has stated that
the tek to be applied in determining what types of expenditures may be made
under an appropriation is whether the expenditure is reasonably necessary or inci-
dent to the exeNtion of the program or activity authorized by the. appropriation, 29
C,onip Gen 419 (195M

As we understand it, the funds for the prope ivity vkiuld be taken from the
Commission's ftscaf year 1978 approprkatipn Which generarimrpose appropri-
atim with theexception of a specific amtunt Mlptted xpenditure in connection
with State and local FEP agency ptogranis Additionally, e are unaware of any
provision of law' prohibiting ,eorontsgioti expe,nditure, of funds for the stated' pur-
pose , .. ".

Thus, the rerosiping quest, a would be4rhether the operation.of a. loan fund to
cover costs of private Title itttorneyelitig-ating Titlp/VII cases is-reasonably re-
lated or incillent to the acco phshment of the purposes oQTit1Vfl

In previous inefiioranda discussing Commission programs of assistance to the pri-
v ate bar. this division determined that a prograni whiclowould "improve the access
of aggrieved. individuals tkt the courts aod the implementation .of 'the statutory
scheme of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, *": and a Program which
would "initiatc a targeted iturnber and type of litigatioalehides via the private bar
in order to provide direct litigation support to tile Comtnission" woe.retisonably re-
lated to The ao_ornplishment of the purposes of Title MN, tkierefor'6, within the
authorized use-of the C6mmission'general appropriation:

We,soncluded specificalts,that.':the.Commis'sion has authority tb contract
with 'ECCRUL'and MALDET. to increase the effectweness and size of the private
Title'VIT bar and to assure that every chargmg party,who,wishes. to pursue Title"
VII rights-1M court.mq dp see page a of IVIktch 29, 1974 memorandum from
WtIianl 'Carey. General' cl .11-wt to Chairrntut

Thus, the proposed activity bging reAvnubly related to the mission of the agency,
not specifically prohibtted * statute, qqr the subject or a niore specific appropri-
ation, vie conclude that thi; ebmmissions general apetpriation may be expended
for, the operation of the pro0o.sed loan fund

,
'!itevicivejszo" LOAN FUND

The term "revolving" fund is used by QMB ro dkortbe a fund the purpose of
hich is to carry but a continumg cycle of opetations,AlaB Citcular A-34, Part II,

§ 1 1 Such a lurid is ordinal:11,y gSbrl in konnection with.=Bovernment corporations
or officers vi ithm the overinnetit,which onerate,3nco* as well as expend money
in order to allow the Government Iv Qrt6stertnako tve. r ttie,tncory to finance the
continuly of the Operation in ivhich i1716.ei*rfged -,

However, the use of revolving fitridprocedtwes rjeAtmes tpecifie statutory authori-
ty since, absent such authority, motaies receilvitd frOnta GOernment progrxim would
have tb be ceturned to the Treasurylee'§484 of Tif16 31 U S.C. which provides that
"the gross, ainount of nibneys received for the use of Ahe Umted States from, any
source whatever shall be covered into the Treasury,' and-i4 Cpmp. Gen. 87, 88
t Atig 14, 19611, interpreting this provision as requiring specific authority for the use
of revolving fund procedures where federal expenditures are Wolv

Since the Commission,hqs.no enregs statutory authority to-o! rate a revolving
fund, and sipce the' ptograhi'.as described would not op te ti reate such a fund
within the Commi\ssion, yve-wbuld recoMmend that the -th st evplving" loan fund

,not be used
,

ont3GA90K OF FISCAL YEAR 1978.APPROPRIATIV

It has been consistent1y/w1g that an agency may not obligate fiincla appropriated
for one flip) year to be eended for the needs-of apothetAscal y,ear, see 36 Comp.
Gen ti83:' 4, 3 d 9Q, 92, and that the fiscal year appropriations may be obligated

t

5;rr,
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only for the procurement of supplies and services needed during that fiscal year, 21'
Comp sea. 1159, 1.160, 32 id 565. However, these statutory limitations do not neces-
sarily mean that articles and services procured with annual funds must be delivered
or performed or even used in that fiscal year, so long as the need for the article or
services arose durmg the fiscal year sought td be charged, 20 Comp Gen 43G11941)

Therefore, to the extent that the Commission contemplates funding 'the proposed
actwity with fiscal 1978 appropriations, it must be clear that a bona fide need far
the activities arose in fiscal 1978

While these decisions relate specifically-10 the pbligation of funds under a con-
tract arrangement, it appears that grants Tire subject to the some restnctions, 20
Comp Gen. 370 (1941); Comp. Gen B-189712 (Jan. 5, 1978).

Since the loan fund progranvdescnbed would involve a repetitive service, i e, the
reviewing and approval of loan applications as fhey are submitted, the nexus be-
tween the grantmg of a loan and a need arising in fiscal 1978 must be clearly estab-
lished in order to charge such loans against the fiscal year 1978 appropriation

This could be accomplished by providing that loans will be made only for cases in
which the notice of Right-to-Sue was issued, or the case accepted GA- handling by the
requesting attorney, during fiscal 1978 H8wever, under this approach, the priority
established by the Commission, i.e., that new cases be *given first consideration,
might be compromised since these ckses may not begin to emerge Nom the rapid
charge processing system in any substantial numbers before the end of fiscal 1978

An alternative approach Would be to implement the program as a research and
demonstration project emphasizing thd experimental and unique nature of the pro-
gram and focusing on the development of an end product, i.e . data needed by the
Commission to assess the feasibility of such a ptogram as a means of accomplishing
its overall litigation strategy, providing effective assistance to the private Title VII
bar and mcreasing the amplability of legal representation to Title VII charging 'par-
ties. Language reflectingthis change in emphasis could be incorporated into the
"Program Purpose" section of the Invitation for Grant Application.

APPROPRIATE FUNDING VEHICLE

Guidelines recently promulgated by the Office of Management and Budget pursu-
ant to the Federal Grant and CooperatiVe Agreement Act of 1977 (Public-Law 95-
224), make the type of funding arrangement utilized tO support a particular activity
dependent upon the relationship created between the federal agency and the recipi-
ent of the funds.

These guidelines require that a procurement cOntract be used when the principal
purpose of the relationship is acquisition of property or services for the direct bene-
fit af or use by the Federal Government, that a grant arrangement be utilized
where the principal purpose of the relationship is the transfer of anything of vahle
to accomplish a public purpose or stimulation authorized by federal statute and no
substantial invoNement between the federal agency and the recipient is anticipated
during the performance of the activity, and that a cooperative agreement-be used
where the principal purpose of the relationship is the accomplishment of a public
purpose and substantial involvement occurs between the federal agency and the re-
cipient. .

The intent of the,guidelines is that the instrument utilized reflect the true rela-
-tionship intended.

As we understand it, the motivation for developing a program such as,the one
proposed was generated in part by the Commission's revision of its "cause" deter-
mination standard so as to make cause determinations synonymous with litigation-
worthiness, and.the agency's commitipent to ensuring that as many cause determi-
nations as pOssible be litigated. To the.extent that the proposed activity and the in-
formation developed during its Performance is-intended to assist the Commission in
living up to this commitment, it will be of direct benefit to the Commission. Howev-
er, thp program as described Would also further the public purpose of eliminating
employment discrimination which Congress sought to accomplish in enacting 'Title
VII.

Thus, a determination could reasonably be made that ihe relationship between
the Commission and the loan fund administrator is intended to serve equally the
purpose,of obtaining a service which will directly benefit the Commission and of 4c-
complishing the public purposes of Title I. Therefore, the use of either a grant or
a contract would be justified.

'1411"...../
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COMMISSION AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO CONTRACT OR FRAN+ ARRANGEMENT

The Commission's authority to confract is based upon § 705(01) of Title VII
which provides that the Commission "shall have the power--(1) to cooperate with
and, with their consent, utilize the regional, ,State, local and other agencies, both
public and private, and individuals," which, read in conjunction with the proscrip-
tion of 31 US C_ §665(b) against Governmqnt acceptance of voluntary service, would
perm(t the Commission to expend funds in exchange for services provided.

Section 7(a) of the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 provides
that, notwithstanding any other, provision of law, each executive agency authorized
by law to enter into contracts, grants, cooperative agreements, or similar arrange-
ments is authorized and directed to use contracts, grant agreements or cooperative
agreements as required by this Act The purpose of this authorization, S. Rept 95-
449, p 12, is to overcome the problem many agencies now face if their choice of in-
strumerii is statutorily restricted to a particular instrument. If an agency is present-
ly authorized only to enter into either contracts, grants, cooperative agreements or
other arrangements, this authorization enables that agency to enter into any or all
three types of agreements unless its use of a particular type of agreement is specifi-
cally proscribed by a provision of law

Title VII does not prohibit the use by the Commission of any particular type of
agreement and neither does the language of § 705(01) restrict the Commission to
the use of any one instrument Even if such a restriction were present in the stat-
ute, it would be superseded by § 7(a) of the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agree-
rnent Act of 1977

In conclusion, we are of the opinion that the "Invitation for Grant Application" is
legally sufficient and may be implemented by the Commission subject to the consid-
erations previously mentioned

The CHAIRMAN. Doe5 the GAO agree that the interpretation
given by the attorney involving title VII was correct? I have to tell
you, I don't agree Nith it. . . .

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sit, we do not agree, either. We do agree-that
they lack explicit authority to undertake such a program.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I agree with that.
crMr. CANWBELL. We agree that they had implied authority to issue
grants, but we felt that this grant was beyond that intended by the
Civil Rights Act and was for a purpose not envisioned, and there-
fore it was inappropriate to make grants of this nature.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I notice that my colleague and dear friend, Senator Nickles, iS

here. Senator, I have been very alarmed over 'what has been going
on at the EEOC. They just seem to be running this agency in an
extrajudicial fashion. .

I would appreciate it if you would continue on wit I the hearing
if you,can, as long as you can. I will have to go to the oor because
of managing the bill, but, I 'appreciate, Mr. Campbell, your being
here today, and I appreciate your work that you have been doing to
tzy to help us resOlve some of the difficulties facing this agency.
Wharwe want is an efficiently functioning EEOC that will create
jobs, not one that is going to create paperwork and burdens that
seem to debilitate jobs. What we have found is exactly that in
many respects, although there are many good employeeS and
people who really want to do what is right over there.

And so the purpose of these hearings is to tRy to-get this agenCy
doing that far which it was set up to do rather than what I have
called extrajudicial things. I think we op,ght to call these activities

\what they really are.illegal activities.
So with that, I will turn over the rest of the time to Senator

Nickles,
Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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'Let me ask you some brief questions.
The final issue that Senator Hatch would like to address con-

cerns your statement that millions of dollars in unsupported ad-
justments were made to the yearend reports submitted by EEOC to
external sources stich as Treasury and Office of Management and
Budget. Whrdid these adjustments occur?

Mr. CAMPALL. The adjustments occurred at the end of both
fiscal years 1980 and 1981.

Senator NICKLES. Why were they made?
Mr. CAMPBELL. They were made because EEOC recognized there

yere a large number of accounting transactions that had been re-
jecied by the automated system and that the data reported in the
system was inaccurate, and they attempted through two meang,
one, to force enter some transactions by bypassing the edited inter-
nal controls, and they used a worksheet td attempt to come up with
some amended balances which were more indicative of what they
thought the end-of-the-year figures should be.

Senator NICKLES. Who made those?
Mr. CAMPBELL. The individual person involved?
Senator NICKLES. Yes. .

Mr. CAMPBELL. What was the name?
Mr. CURRY, Arlene Fields.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Arlene Fields.
Senator NICKLES. Arlene Fields?
Does the Chairman of the EEOC sign off on, or at least review,

those reports?
Mr. CAMPBELL. He does not sign off, and whether or not he re-

viewed them, we are unable to tell from the record.
Senator NICKLES. Is that the same person that is responsible for

the yearen'd reports?
Mr. CAMPBELL. This person was not. The certifying officer?
Mr. CURRY. The certifying officer was Leffert Fauntleroy.
Senator IslickLEs. It was will?? Could you pull the microphone up,

Mr. Curry?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Leffert Fauntleroy.
Senator NICKLES. Does the Chairman of EEOC Sign off or review

those reports?
Mr. CAMPBELL. He does not sign off, and we are not able to deter-

mine, Senator, whether he reviewed them or not.
, Senator NICKLES. Your report states that EEOC officials certified
the agency's fiscal 1980 and 1981 yearend reports tO the Treasury
as being accurate, even though this certification was made with
knowledge of inaccuracies. If true, such action would violate a
criminal statute, title 18 United States Code section 1018. Could
you please explain the facts behind these allegations? 4

Mr, CAMPBELL. At .the time the certifications. were m the
agency knew that there were a large number of transacti:!Itlhat
had not yet been entered into the system. The agency knew that
the accounting balances had been adjusted manually. The agency.
was aware of a history of accounting wrobleins. The certifying offi-
cer, at least in 1 year, was notified that the balances were inaccu-
rate; and yet the certification was made,

Senator NICKLES. When did this occur?
Mr. CAMPBELL. This happened both in 1980 and 1981, sir.
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Senator NICKLES. What was the name of that official?
Mk. CAMPBELL. Mr. Fauntleroy
Senator*NicKLEs.' Was a report sent to the chairman's office?

Was the chairman informed of that inaccuracy?
Mr, CAMPBELL. We are unable to tell whether or not the chair-

man was notified, sir.
Senator NICKLES:Has the EEOC taken any steps to improve the

financial disarray baSed upon your recommendations in the inter-
im report?

Mr. CAMPBELL 'Yes, they h#,ye done a number of things. They
have filled some of the vacant positions which we were complain-
ing about They have dismissed Mr. Fauntleroy, the ceitifying offi-
cer They are prs,viding some training. The backlog of rejected
transactions has bVen considerably reduced. The rejected transac-
tions are now beihg inputted monthly before the monthly reports

pare prepared, and there have been a 'number, of actions taken to
address the problem.

Senator NICKLES. Were charges filed against Mr. Fauntleroy, to
your knowledge?

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think it is being investigated. I am not sure. Do
you know, Mr. Curry?

Mr CURRY The Office of Counsel is ithrestigating it at EEOC
right now.

Senator NICKLES. So it is still pending invegikation?
Mr. CURRY. It was pending at the time that we left, yes.
Senator NICKLES. Gentlemen, we eppreciate your cooperation

before this committee and also for your in-depth review and report.
As chairman of the subcommittee, and also for Senator Hatch,
chairman of the full committee, I wish to say thank you 'for your
efforts, and we hope to have the legislative follow-through to make
sure that some of the changes you recommended will be made.
Thank you very much.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Campbell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILBUR D CAMPBELL, ACTING DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION, GENERA& ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr Chairman and members of the committee, we are here today at your réqueat
to discuss our recent report, "Continuing Financial.Management Problems at the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commisiion." The report is the outcome of a
review we made at the request of this Committee after it received allegations that
the Commission was beset with financial problems similar to those it had experi-
enced in fiscal 1974 Our April 1976 report on' those problems stated that the Com-
mission's accOunting records were in chaotic condition and that this had contributed
to over $900,000 more being obligated in fiscal 1974 than was appropriated by the
Congress Such overobligation is specifically prohibited by the Anti-Deficiency Act
(31 IJ S C. 665) Our current review did not disclose any evidence of the Act being
recently violated, ,kut it did disclose that the Commission has continued to- experi-
ence serious fiUancial problems during the past 3 -fiscal years.

When we began our audit work in August 1981, we noted many of the same rec-
ordkeeping yroblems that were discussed in our April 1976 report. Ftir example,
transactions were still not being pmmptly and correctly recorded and some types of
records were again piled on deslcs awaiting processing, Records were not being prop-
erly reconciled or researehed to identify system deficiencies that allow record errors
to develop We also noted that accounting records could not be used for manage-
ment or reporting purposes without extensive adjustments to make them more accu-
rate In short, we found an agency operating an automated accounting system that
was producing unreliable data.

au 1.
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We firk looked at the design features of the system, which the Commission pur-
chased in 1978, add found nu major deficiencies. We attributed the unreliable data
it was providing to the fact that personnel wOe not operating the system as de-
signed For example, we found that transactions rejected by computer edits were not
researched, corrected, and reeorded as intended A backlog of about 4,000 transac-
tions, with an e4nated value of $9.4 million, developed before positive action was
taken to deal witrthat record problem
- Our recent report provides details on the conditions contributing to the poor ac-
counting records and describes other serious financial problems as well Briefly
stated, we ifoted that:

Receivab es, or amounts owed the Commission, where not properly recorded, con-
trolled, o collected. For example, the $2.6 million in receivables recorded at the end
of fiscY 1981 was not correct because it included some apparently uncollectible

ts and omitied other amounts that possibly could be collected
About $1.1 million of the recorded amount was related to tra:;el advauces that

were made primarily to Commission employees Before our audit, very little action
was takenhto collect or settle amounts that had been outstanding for extended peri-
ods

Internal controls were particularly weak in the financial Management area For
example, duties were not properly separated to reduce opportunities for fraudulentt
wasteful, or abusive practices, accounting persoubel were not adequately supervised
or trained, and the internal audit staff was not large enough to perform needed fi-
nancial management audits.

Controls over the Commission's bill-paying activities were also weak Payments
were sometimes d6layed for extehded periods tlecause or such things as missing doc-
umentation and shortages of typists Some vendors had complained about delayed
payment -

Our review also identified a number of questionable acts .by Commission officials
in the past 3 years, which either violated Federal statutes or unnecessarily compli-
cated fund control efforts These are summarized as follows.

In the last few days of fiscal 1978, and again in 1979, agreements were entered
into whereby money was either loaned or advanced to private attorneys handling
allegations or unlawful employment practices. About $1 2 million was disbursed
under the related program, for which the Commission has no express authority

Funds provided for one fiscal year were obligated to cover goods and ,servicei that
were clearly to satisfy the needs of future years. For example, over $111,000 in I-Beal

W1979 funds as obligated on the last day of that year to cover periodicals td be pub-
lished and delivered in future years

Unliquidated obligations valued at about $30 million were not validated ,as re-
quired by law. In one case, a $1.2 million transaction was recorded even though it
was apparently known to be invalid.

Yearend reports were certified for fiscal 1980 and 1981 as accurate when it should
have been obvious to agency personner that the figures were incorrect.

We reported on the Commission's retent financial problems in an interiril report
issued to this Committee in October 1981. Although the interim report did not con-
tain recommendations to correct specific deficiencies, the Acting Chairman of the
Commission commented on it in a Decernber, 1981 letter to his Committee His letter
lists a number of specific actions that would deal with the deficiencies we found
Since that letter, we have noted, or have been advised of other actions, either taken
or proposed, to address some of the problems. Our final report recognizes the Com-
mission's planned or completed actions.

In our final report, we do make a number oispecific recommendations to correct
the financial problems at the Commission. The recommendations are directed
toward specific action needed to improve the CommisSion's financial operations. In
some cases, the actions can be accomplished in a relatively short period; others will
require more time. If our recommendations are implemented and the Commission's
otherproposed actions are completed, we believe these longstanding financial prob-
lems will be resolved.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman We will be pleased to now answer
any questions you may have.

Senator NIcK4Es, Our next guest is Clarence Thomas, who is
Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Welcome. We are glad to have you before us, particularlY with
the short amount of time that you have had as Chairman. We are

,
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most appreciative of the time and effort that you have been able to
put in in a short period of time.

It is my understanding that you have ,a statement you wish to
make. -

,Mr. 'ThomAs. That is right, Senator.

S*TEMENT OF CLARENCE THOMAS, CHAIRMAN, EQUAL EM-
PbOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY
CARLTON R. STEWART, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIR-
MAN; JOHN SEAL, DIRECTOR, ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY GROUP;
AND ODESSA. SHANNON, DIRECTOR. OFFICE OF PROGRAM
PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Mr. THOMAS. First, before getting to my statement, I would like
to introduce the individuals at the table with me. To my far left is
Carlton' Stewart, one of my special assistants. To my immediate left
is John Seal, who is heading the reorganization task force, and to
my right is Odessa Shannon, who is the Director of the 'Office of
Program Planning and Evaluation.

Also, prior to reading my prepared statement, I wou,Ist like to in-
dicate that many of the changes or problems which have been set
out in the GAO report were addressed by the previous acting Chair
of the organization, Cathie Shattuck, and the Acting Executive Di-
rector at that time, Edgar Morgan.

Serotor NICKLES. Who, sir?
Mr. THOMAS, Edgar Morgan. These individuals have addressed

many of the concerns raised in the GAO report, or at least in the
Interim report.
, Senator NICKLES. Mr. Thonias, could I ask you to pull the micro-
phone around?

Mr. THOMAS. I would also like to indicate that although there
have been many *valid criticisms bf the EEOC, I would like to state
that there is much that is positive and good about the organization.
The task which the 'organization is required to carry out is both
awesome and necessary.

Since arriving at EEOC, I have found. that there are many sound
programs and dedicated employees who are willing to put forth the
effort required to get the agency back on its feet.

With that, Mr. Chairman, j would like to move on to my pre-
pared statement.

I was sworn in as Chairman. of the Commission just about 1
month ago. I knew that the EEOC faced some serious management
problemS before I accepted the position. I read the interim GAO
report issued in October setting out the serious deficiencies with
EEOC's accounting system.and poor financial management. I had
also heard of other managerhent problems within the Commission
such as low morale and a lack of direAion.

What I found upon assuming the lot as Chairman, however, was
worse than I had been led to believe. Internal control probleMs
exist not only with the accounting system but also with other vital
management systems such as payroll and personnel.

There is a lack of, automated information systems tO provide
managers with timely and reliable information. The management
objectives system is highly burdensome on managers and of gues-

s
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tionable value as an information tool for top management in the
EEOC. -

As is'probably true of other agencies, there appears to be a prob:
lem of overgrading of some staff positions. Also, collection of out-
standing debts owed to the Government has been a low priority.

Perhaps worst of all, there has been an overriding lack of strong
management 'accountability throughout the CommiSsion. In terms
of management objectives, the whole focus has been on meeting
quantitative goals: reducing the number of "backlog"ged charges,
processing a prescribed number of actions within a certain time
period, et cetera.

I support the use of quantitative goals, but there has been little
emphasis on the quality of work produced, the managerial capabili-
ty of supervisors or the responsiveness of staff to policy direction.

Numbers can always be fudged to look good. Strong management
accountability can never be established in an agency until it has
been made clear that managers are in fact exPected to manage.

Complicating this problem is the fact that when the EEOC was
reorganized in 1979, functions such as policy research, internal
management analysis, and employee training were splintered
throughout the agency, and management accountability for these
critical activities disappeared. Rirthermore, due to a RIF in 1981
arid continuing hiring freezes within the agency, serious staffing
heficiencies have developed which disrupt organizational perform-
ance.

In addition, there is a well-known "backlog" of EEO charges
which was of special concern to the Congress during the previous
administration. EEOC instituted the rapid charge process through
the field offices to reduce the "backlog" of charges. While the num-
bers came `down and cases were more rapidly handled, some nega-
tive aspects of the process are miw apparent.

First, because field managers are rated on the number of cases
resolved, there is a great deal of pressure to settle charges to meet
performance quotas. This pressure does raise the question of equity
being rendered on behalf of the complainahts.

Second, EEOC has no substantial quality assurance effort sup-
porting the rapid charge process to assure that settlements are
made in accordance With Commission policy. Furthermore, I was
led to believe that the "backlog'," of charges was down from 69,000
in January 1979 to approximately 14,000 at the end of March 1982.

I discovered, however, that the term "backlog" 'as used by the
agency referred only to those charges initiated prior to February
1979. Since then, of course, additional charges have been received.
As the inventory of those charges grew, EEOC began to refer to
these kdditional charges as "frontIog" rather than counting them
as increases in backlog.

I consicl,er this a meaningless distinction. Charges that are a year
pld represent backlog just as much as the ones that are 3 years old.
So while I was originally told the case backlog was 14,000 charges,
I have discovered the true charge inventory figure we should be
discussing, adding both backlog and frontlog, is about 45,000
charges.

Under the present system, while productivity is maintained and
the size of the inventory contr011ed, many of the older charges are
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getting older, My staff has recently informed me that a significantportion of the inventory is over a year old. However, I will soondevelop and implement special projects with specific tasks and
deadlines for prioritizing the processing of older charges.

Confronted with this wide range of management problems and
constrained by the fact that I have assumed this position with 16months of this administration's first term already gone, I knew
strong action was needed.as quickly as possible.

Specifically with regard to the GAO's findings on EEOC's finan-
cial management system, the following actions have been takei !

Obligations through March 1982 have been completely recon-
ciled, and we will reconcile by the end of this month the records for
April and May. I sent a memo last week to all office directors ein-
phasizing the importance of their attention to this reconciliation
project.

All rejected transactions outstanding on the error file have been
corrected and processed. Any new errors are now being corrected
on a current basis prior to generating monthly reports.

Critical staff vacancies in the Finance Office have been filled,and we have sought temporary accounting staff assistance from
other Federal agencies to help us in the reconciliation effort.

Previous supervisory staff in the area of Finance have been re-
placed with new managers. We are in tre process of hiring a
person for the new senior executive level position of Director ofAudit. .

A debt collection program has been established for outstanding
travel advances, and we 'have collected $250,000 of the estimated,
$1.1 million osiked the Government. We are also in the process ofreviewing debts owed by contractors and other receivables with an-
eye toward developing an accelerated debt collection strategy to be
implemented within the next few months.

A review has been initiated of all unliquidated obligations fromprior years to deterrnine their validity. The review will be complet-
ed by September 30.

Proper separation of financial duties lies been made within the
accounting staff to improve internal control, and further reorgani-
zation of the Finance Office is under review.

In addition to these steps, some of which, were initiated before I
arrived, I have asked the staff to provide me with concrete sugges-
tions for making systemic improvements to the finance operations
once we have gotten the accounting records corrected and up todate.

Since I found that there were many more management problems
than just those in the finance area, I have also taken the following
actions within the past month:

-One, to improve management accountability, I haVe directed the
staff to review the current management objectives tracking system,and I have completely overhauled the performance agreements forall of EOC's managers to include qualitative performance stand--ards, not just numerical goals, upon which they will be evaluated
in October.

Two, I temporarily assumed the position of Executive Director sothat I could have more one-on-one contact with office directors and
quickly get bn top of important issues.

a
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Three, r ordered a review of our 1982 budget situation to better
understand our resource constraints 4nd options within those con-
straints.

Four, instructions were given to review other EEOC internal
management systems such as payroll, personnel, property inven-

tory control, and contracts and procurement.
Five, a reorganization study has been initiated with the mandate

to improve the organizational structare and provide the Commis-

sion with the capability for better policy analysis, stronger internal
management, and an effective quality assurance program.

4 I know that this committee is interested in the goals I plan to set
for the Commission over the next 2 years. I am still in the process
of developing benchmarks and goals, but let me identify for you
some of the management and program objectivas I am now consid-

ering. The objectives under consideration for the coming year in-

Str amlining the EEOC organizational structure; implementing
an celerated debt collection program; improving the internal
management support functions such as finance; updating internal
EEOC management and program policy directives; improving the
internal policy development process so that the EEOC Commission-
ers can better address important policy issues; addressing in a real-
istic manner. how the Commission can reduCe its nagging backlog

of outstanding EEO charges from both the private and public sec-
tors; reviewing the usefulness of EEOC surveys required of empYoy-

ers and labor unions and the paperwork burden they place on the
private sector; streamlining the Federal agency EEO grievance
process; reviewing the EEOC field office intake procedures used for
incoming complaints and making any necessary ithprovements
those procedures.

It is more difficult. to projeCt goals for the following year since so

much will depend on our course of action on the projects awing
this coming year. There' are a couple of priorities, however, that I
can now identify:

First, improve EEOC's internal automated managernent informa-
tion systems so that we can deal with reliable, current information
when making program and management policy decisions.

Second, develop the capability to assist smaller employers to un-
derstand and support EEO laws and offer them technical assistance

in meeting EEO standards.
Finally, I Would hope to have firmly established the reputation of

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as an organiza-
°tion that works from the top down. Agency heads come and go, but
ultimately a healthy EEOC with institutionalized, well-run process-

es and systems is the best insurance for the public that the Federal
Governinent is protecting the employmvIt rights of individuals.

Laws have been passed to correct employment ine4uities, and it
is up to agencies like EEOC to administer those laws in a profes-
sional manner. The Mission of the EEOC is to insure equal employ-

ment opportunity without regard to .i"aee, color, religion, sex, na-
tional origin, or age and, in the Fedeol sector, without regard to
handicap.

The management initiatives I have implemented and those I
plan to implement are all designed to strengthen the EEOC to
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enablO it to carry out this mission. I view the role of the EqUal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission in the 1980's as a civil i-ights
law enforcement agency, not as an advocacy tool for either busi-,
ness or civil rights interest groups. Policies from the Commission
must be based on sound, objebtive analysis arid judgment supportedby the best facts available and rendered in a timely fashion.

In closing, let me state that I intend to lead a working commis-
sion that will review in a systematic way its EEO policies, contin-
ually- reevaluating ihe effectiveness and relevancy of policies to
current employment problems.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer any questions the
committee may have.

(The following material was supelied for the record:]

BACKUP DATA FOR TIME LAPSE STUDY CHARGES PENDING MAY 31, 1982

Atlanta

Baltimore

Birmingham

Charlotte

Chicago

Cleveland

Dallas

Denver,
Detroit

Houston

Los Angeles

Memphis

Miami

TAIhkaukee

New Orleans
New Tork

Philadelphia

Phoenix

St Louis

San Francisco

Seatfte

Total
Percent

Months

totalUN* 3 3 to*6 6 to 3 9 to 12( Over 12

450 376 335 230 1,365 2,756
511 497 382 3,33 2,685 4,408
713 322 178 121. 1,250 2584
494 380 238 219 1,196 2,527
543. 242 146 119 650 1,700
437 296 212 194 1,307 2,446
496 255 112 98 65.4 1,615
203 120 63 46 359 791
463- 114 26 8] 735 1,419
629 ; 357 27 198 las 2,676
336 151 129 89 251 956
540 497 438 321 2,799 4,595
503 340 258_ 178 796 2,075
324 289 309 278 1,629 2,829
201 129 46 39 866 1,281
576 434 391, 237 1,528 3,166
563 605 273 168 2,486 4,095
511 332 253 186 1,543 2,825
339 158 65 62 686 1,310
599 '288 188 146 1,017 2,238
372 167 , 136 , 90 1,406 2,171
169 88 48 118 591 1,014'

9,972 6,437 4,453 3,551 27,064 51,477
19 13 9 7 52

' The daN Presented here was used to calculate' the time lapse perceniages (19
percent, under 3 months, 13 percent, 3 to 6 months, 9percent. 6 to 9 months 7 want, 9 to 12 months and 52 percent over 12 months{ The percentnes confirm our expectations about theProgressive aging of charges in our workload (all charges pending as actnre as of May 31, that is, new and backlog)

It should be noted that computer run used to produce the time lapse data showed
that, as of May 31, 51,477 charges were pending in the Commission's workload. That
is 6,638 charges higher than the 44,839 pending figure indicated in our 2nd Quarter
report covering the period through March 31, only 2 months earlier. In order to de-termine the validity of this sudden jump is inventory, the Office, of Program Plan-ning and Evaluation conducted a diagnostic' evaluation of field office data entry
practices for the period ending May 31. We found almost 3,000 charges for Which no
source code had been entered into the computer. Source codes define whether theCommission or a.State and Local agency has first received the charge and who will
process the charge. Under current worksharing agreements with State and Local
agencies, chaiges originally received by the Commission may be forwarded to theState Sor processing When source codes for such charges are timely entered, com-puter runs would delete them from pending end of period inventory reports. Thus,in terms of 6,638 charges increase, it can be said that many of these charges were
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hot in fact part of tbe Cpmmission's workload, although because of data entry lag ,

they appear to be
Moreover, our diagnostic study provides a strong indication that cl&sure codes

which would have further reduced the pending inventory (igure also -were not
timely entered. It.was found to be the practice in some field offices to wait until the

end of the reporting period to catch up and enter codes'for all actions during the

quarter As a result, since the computer run cutoff for the time lapse study was M4
31 (one month ahead of schedule), fewer source and closure codes had been entered

than would have been by the expected cutoff date of June 30
Ph addition to these reporting anomalies, is the fact that all chmes received

ieither directly into our workloador simply "on hold" for.transfer to State and
Local agencies) are captured by thecomputer Therefore, during April and May the

computer picked up aparoxiinately 7,600 new charges as "received" (at the intake

rate of 3.800 per month) into the Cornnlission'9 workload, Unfortunately, beoause

some offices lag.behind in enterang the source and processing codes that would clari-

fy the actual status of these.charges when the time lapse study run cutciff on May

31, 6,000 charges were still shown in the inventory creating an inflated inventory

figure

Senator NICKLES. Thank you very much, Mr. Thomas.
I am impressed with your understanding of the problems of the

agency and also your interest in seeing the EEOC as a civil rights
enforcement agency rather than an gdvocate for any particular
group. Congress specifically established the EEOC as the main Fed-
eral agency to remedy discrimination. ,

I am sure you will find this committee supportive of your efforts

to make the ,EEOC operate. in a fair, expedient, and professional

manner.
. I am also pleased to see you describe the, quote, backlog-frontlog

as it really is, a backlog of unresolved cases. The April 9, 1981,
GAO report is critical of EEOC's' rapid charge process which 'em-

phasizes settlements, which raises' questions about the credibility of
the agency, both from respondents and complairiants. GAO found

that EEOC's 50-percent settlement rate with benefits included

cases where EEOC had no jurisdiction or where there was no rea-
sonable cause to believe that there was any discrimination.

The report said:
Typically, these charges involved individuals who were fired fdr alleged job infrac-

tiong such as excessive absenteeism, poor job performance or work habits in viola-

tion of company policy
These grievances are riot violations of title VII, and as a conse-

quence settlements do not provide for substantial relief yet allow
individuals to abuse the system. .By. filing charges of discrimina-
tion, they can get settlements under title VII not related to dis-

crimination such as "clean work record and neutral references."
I'see where you have set the review of backlog as an objective.

Would you also review the rapid charge system and report back to

this committee?
Mr. THOMAS. Review of the rapid charge system is also one of our

goals, and of course we intend to report back to this committee.
Senator 1\hcm.r.s. What do you thinkt would be a reasonable/me

frame?
Mr. THOMAS. Right now, I think it would be somewhat imprudent

for' me to set a timefrafne -because there is so much that we are
reviewing. The rapid charge process is being looked at, ia, the con-
text of the overall review of the organization.

However, within the next few months I will have pretty much of

a handle on some of the major problems: whether or not, for exam-
,
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'pie, in the rapid charge process, we would want to have a built-inquality assuratice unit or whether we would have a separate qual-.?43, assurance unit.
These are decisions that are further down in our review of the

organizational structure, and we simply have not gotten down tothem yet. -So it would 'be somewhat imprudent. right now to give,myself an arbitrary tiineframe. I will say, however, that we willreview it as quickly as possible arid that we are utilizing a taskforce that is working full time on the reorganization.
Senator NICKLES. You mentioned 45,000 cases. Are those casespending, or are those cases over a year old?
Mr. THOMAS. Those cases are pending.
,Senator NICKLES. Those cases are pending. Whjg percentage of

those would be over a year old?
Mr. THOMA. Fifty-two percent.
Senator NICKLES. There are about 20-some-odd thousand that areover a year old, and those would range anywhere from a year tohow many years? .

Mr. THOMAS. I think perhaps 4, 5: 6 years.
Senator NICKLES. Do you happen to have an average of time spanof those over a year; how long their time might be? Has anonecompiled that?
Mr. THOMAS. We can provide that to the coMmittee.
Senator.NIcKLEs. I am interested. I personally haVe seen or havebeen involved in some past cages that would drag out for 2 or 3years and greatly increase the, one, legal expenses for all parties

and, in many cases, not really go to the real crux of the question. It
seeme'd to be of great benefit for persons who were advocating oneside or another but not so much for the individual complainant norfor the company that was involved.
o' I- think it is important to reduce that timeframe, but not just doit as your predecessor had and change the classification or defini-tion of backlog.1.think that was less than honest.

The same GAO report points out that, the EEOC's systemitic pro-gram, in' many inStances, duplicated that of OFCCP's ExecutiveOrder -11246 program. Our committee report, and those of others
over the years, have consistently raised this problem. There_ is nnneed for duplicating our resources or to place employers in ad ouble bind.

Could I ask you to study this problem and see- if we 'couldn't
come up to a solution so that we will not duplicate the efforts? ,Mr. THOMAS. That again, Senator, is a part of the total reorgani-
zation study. We are looking at the systemit program as well asother parts of the organization, and we would be more than happyto report to the committee. There is very little in the organization-
al structure tha't is escaping our scrutiny at this time.

Senator NICKLE.s..Good. Have you found that QFCCP and theEEOC have duplicated your efforts?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, there has been duplication. I think thatocdrs when you have 'overlapping of authority in various areasand when various individuals are subject to similar laws. However;

you can build in criteria for looking at certain cases which wouldpreclude that kind of duplication. In addition to that, you can co-
ordinate responsibilities with the other agencies.

3.8
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Senator NICKLES. We would be most appreciative if you would co-
ordinate al§o with this committee so that we can do everything to

'insure that that does not happen, It has been somewhat of a repet-
itiye problem which many have said, Yes, we want to eliminate
that, but we haven't been successful to date.

Your-looking into ,it is appreciated by myself and Senator Hatch,
and we would like to coordinate our efforts with you in that regard
to see if we-can eliminate some of the unnecessary duplication.

Do you have any idea when you might be able to get back to us
as far as some possible guidelines for either or both?

Mr. THOMAS. With respect to systemics, we have not begun to un-
earth the patticulars of those problems, but again, I will saY that
we will get back as quickly as possible, and we do work with mem-
bers of the staff of the committee on a continuing basis. .

Senator NICKLES. Have you visited with Ellen Shong, the head of
OFCCP?

.
MK. THOMAS, I have not, but I have visited with hi. boss, Mr.

Collyer. - .
Senator NICKLES. Great. I would appreciate your coordination

with them.and both of you together getting back to our comaiittee.
I think that would be a good step in the right directions

The GAO report further found that EEOC had not been timely in
initiating litigation ()ride conciliation has failed. In some offices, the
average length is 7 months before starting litigation. It seems to
me that you would want deadlines; otherwise, you wou,ld have no
management control points to which to hold staff accountable. In
addition, it would assure all parties involved resolUtion of a matter
at a given point. _

-

Do you agree?
Mr. THOMAS. I do' agree that litigation and enforcement efforts

should be initiated in a timely fashion, arid we have already taken
steps to build in responsiveness to our directions intq the account-
ability system, both the SES agreements and the merit pay sys-
tems. ,

.

'Senator NICKLES. You state there is a possibility of overgrading
at EEOC, and I share that concern with you. It is my understand-
ing that the Office of Personnel Management has .completed a
study of the Commission's Office of Administration. I also under,
stand that OPM has completed similar reviews of EEOC offices in

the field such as Seattle and Atlanta.
Could you provide the committee wlth copies of; these reports as

soon as possible so that we can also be informed? .

Mr. THOMAS. We would be more than happy to do that, Senator.
Senator NICKLES. The past administration of EEOC.reorganized

the field offices quite extensively. It is my understanding that some
of the field offices have such a small caseload and intake that it is
hard tojustify their even being ..kept open. Some, I understand,

fr
handle only backlog cases.

From cliarts prepared by the EEOC, one &mid seriously ask why

EEOC maintains two offices in the San Francisco Bay area, one in

Oakland and the other in San Francisco. It seems to me that such

caseload is all in Oakland, and since real estate is so high in San
Francisco, does it-not make sense to close the San Francisco office?

1.
.

:
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Mr. THOMAS. Senator, with respect to the distrig offices and thearea offices, we are looking at the entire fielcritiffice structure todetermine whether or not it is more feasible to-go back to a region-al office stfucture or some reduced version of theefield office struc-ture that we currently have. Of course, if there is overlap of re-sponsibilities in the San Francisco-Oakland area, weviill take stepsto reduce that overlap or elinfate it.
Senator NICKLES. Could you get back to tliis.tponirnittee within 6

'months?.
, *--Mr. THOMAS. Definitely.

Senator Nicxu.s. The April 21, 19131, GAO rePort, states legaloverstaffing nationally, a finding that I find alarming. It points outthat attorneys are averaging only three cases when the driterionset by EEOC is 10 cases. With that level .of production from yourattorneys, it is no wonder the EEOC has a backlog,
It is even more alarming when we find thaeZEOC starteda loan

program with civil rights groups to hire private attorneys to trydiscrimination cases. I think it is irrespbnsible for administratorsto allow such waste of resources. What is your opinion of that?
Mr. THomks. With respect to the productivity level of attorneys,

we are looking at that. However, I might add that cases are potfungible and they are not interchangeable. An individual hired todo age discrimination cases may, have a much, much more difficult,caseload than an individual hired to do a sex discrimination case ora race discrimination case.
In addition to That,l'however, the productivity rate iS somewhatdisheartening and discouraging.
With reSpect to flie loan program, we "are looking into that. I

, have just recently become aware of it. I wilfsay that I personally
would not have made the loans, but again that is not offered as anindictment of the loans having been made in the past, although I
do have problems with it, personally.

We are lookirig into it, firSt of all, to collect the Money that isowed the Federal Government and to determine once and for allwhether or not we did have authority to initiate the loan programto begin with.
Senator NICKLES. When did the loan program first collie intobeing?
Mr. THOMAS. It is my understanding that that loan programcame into being in 1978, and if I might give you some informationon that--
Senator NICKLES. Please do.
Mr. THOMAS: As to what we have done and what has been done,the total number Of loans was 201 loans. The total amount of loans

under the loan program was $819,064.28. The total amount of loans
'that have been repaid by loan recipients as* of June 10, 1982, is$86,021.03.

The total number of kens which have been repaid as of June 10is 36. The total number of cases lost by loan fund recipients as ofJune 10, 19a2, is 21. The total amount of money which is unrecov-erable as a result of cases lost, again under the conditions Of the
loan program, is $39,688.16. The total numbei- of outstanding casesfunded by the loan_ fund program as of June 10,1982,-is 144.

40
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The total amount of outstanding loans owed to the Commission
as of June 10, 1982, is'$693,453,under.this program.

Senator NICKLES. Thank you mery much for the information, Mr.
. Thomas..I am appreciative of that. I am also very ,appreciative of

your statement that y'ou are not in support of this, quote, loan pro-
gram.'

Mr. THOMAS. I am not.
'-18 enator NICKLES. I would very much concur with that. Could you

give me a better example? What -would be a typiCal case where
they were able to get a loan if they Nanted to? Could you explain
that further?

Mr. THOMAS. Senator, I am ,not that familiar with that loan pro-
gram. I am only fainiliar with the general outlines of the cofidi-
tions of the program. I am not familiar with the types of cases that
they have handled in the past. Over the next week or sd, however,

-I will become more familiar with it.
Senator NICKLES. All right.
If you would report back to the committee, in particular as far

asis it your belief that these loans are illegal?
Mr. THOMAS. That possibility does' exist. However, at this point

we have not Often a final ,decision from our general counsel. We
will look at it to determine the legality of, it, to determine also

, whether or not we concur with the opinion df GAO and, of course,
nonconcur with the prior opinion of the-general counsel's office.

Senator NICKLES. I would appreciate a copy of that opinion for
the committee aid also what possibilities would exist of terminat-
ing. ',know some of these cases, as we have found, can stretch over
some period of, time. You mentioned some of *these began in 1978.
Had some loans been issued in 1981?

Mr.,ThOMAS. I do not think so. To my knowledge, no loans have
been issued in 1981. The molt recent loans were in fiscal year 1980.

Senator NicuEs. During sour OFCCP hearings, we heard how
women were, being excluded from' construction jobs, one of the rea-
sons being that unions who have agreements with contractors do
not refer to women for these jobs. The, March 15, 1979, GAO report
on, minorities in construction craft ,unions points out that minor-
ities have had little success in getting neW jobs.

The report found that the EEOC, which has responsibility for as-
suring nondiscrimination in unions, had done little to monitor
union activity to assure nondiscrimination. The report specifically
states.EEOC's enforcement approach has been "ineffective and has
done little to improve minority representation in these unions." It
points out that the EEOC has not kept acCurate records in monitor-
ing unions and union,reports. The EE0-3 forms are frequently not
filed or are inaccurate.

Since unions are a key point for entering 'construCtion jobs and
the EEOC is the agency tesponsible for monitoring their activities,
I think it is impOrtant that EEOC make a priority to establish an
accurate monitoring system to review unions' compliance with the
responsibilities under title VII.

Now, there may be a geod sy'stem on the line at EEOC, since we
have.tnot inquired about it, but if there is not one on line, will you
agree to set one up which will monitor and enforce legal require-
ments Under titleVII for unions?
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Mr. THOMAS. Senator, I agree that we should ferret out discrimi-
nation wherever it is, including labor unions. I will note, however,
that I have been informed by my staff that we are somewhat be-
tween a rock and a hard place with respect to monitoring discrimi-
nation in the uniona because recently our EE0-2, and EE0-2E
form surveys have been denied by OMB.

However, we will continue to work out the problem, tO monitor,.the discrimination or problems in employment of minorities andwomen in labor unions and also work out the problems with resped to these various survey forms.
Senator NICKLES. As you knOw, testimony has been submitted tothis committee concerning numerous financial problems at EEOC.TwO of the issues addressed earliet are the EEOC's loan fund andthe alterations made, apparently by Mr. Leffoni Fauntleroy, to the

yearend financial ieports in fiscal years 1980 and 1981.
I realize it would be unfair to expect you to be conversant in all

_these issues, liven the fact that you have only been on the Com-
mission for 1 month. Therefore, will you submit to this committeewithin 1 month a report on the statiii of the loan, fund, how much
mOney is owed to the Commission, the steps that you will take torecover the money?

Mr. THOMAS. I will be more than happy to do that, Senator.
Senator NICKLES. Will you also submit a report on What steps

were taken by your office in regard to the allegations made against
Mr. Fauntleroy concerning,the yearend alterations and whYT

Mr. THOMAS. We will do that.
Senator NicKLEs.-Is it correct that an investigation is currentlypending?
Mr. 'Dimas. In that case, we have an opinion with respect to the

yearend certifications from our director of andit, from the audit
office. We gave an opinion also from the Office of General Counsel,
both recommending that the Department of Justice be contacted.

Senator NICKLES. Is your intention or your belief that the infor-mation will be turned over to Justice for prosecution?
Mr. THOMAS. I intend to review those two opinions, and at thispoint it is my intention to act consistent with the recommenda-

tions.
Senator NicKLES. And you"ill repo.rt back to the committee asfast as possible?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; I will.
Senator NICKLES. And Mr. Fauntleroy has been terminated?
Mr. THOMAS. That is right, prior to my-- -
Senator NICKLES. Terminated as of when?
Mr. THOMAS. Prior to my arriving at the Cotnmission but some-time during the spring, I believe.
Ms. SHANNON. March.
Mr. THOMAS. In- March.
Senatot NICKLES. One of the concerns I have had about theEEOC is the tendency -for the chairman to make too many inde-

pendent decisions without involving the, other commissioners. At,
your confirmation hearing, we expressed concern, and you 'agreed,that there is a need to keep your colleagues informed so they could
make informed decisions about administrative matters, organize-

. 4 2
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tional matters, managerial matters, as well as the decisions they
would make about the substantive policies of the organization.

Can you tell me what specific steps you have taken so far to
carry out that commitment and how you plan to involve them in

the future?
Mr. THOMAS. With respect to the administrative functions of the

organization, that function is, by statute, lodged in the Chair. With
respect to overall Commission policies and budgets, those sorts of
things, we do intend to take steps tO involve all members of the
CommisSion.

As a part of t,he reorganization effort, we are looking at wos to,
for example, give the lead role on various areas, policrareas, to in-
dividual commissioners, to have them choose areas of interest and
to- wOrk on those areas and to lead designated staff in .developing
policy in those areas. These are things that we are beginning to
look at. .

In addition to that, we are implementing a paper flow system
which, interestingly enough, does not now exist in the organization.
We are implementing a paper flow system to see to it that the
members of the Commission as well as the rest'of the 'management
team are properly informed about all management decisions con-
sistent with, of course, their level of responsibility and_their inter-
est. :.

Senator NICKLES. Mr. Thomas, just a couple 'of brief questions:
How many employees do you have?

Mr. Maus. We have just under 3,200.
Senator NICKLES You have how many?
Mr. THOMAS. Just under 3,200.
Senator NICKLES. 3,200 employees in the Commission.
Mr: THOMAS. Right.
Senator NICKLES. Spreiid out throughout the United States. How

many are in the-Washington area?
Mr. THOMAS. Approximately 700.
Senator NICKLES. What is your total annual budget?
Mr. THOMAS. $145 million, approximately. .
Seiator NICKLES. Are we looking at the same figure for next

year?
Mr. THomAs. That is right.
Senator Niciu,E.s. The same thing, $145 millibn. -

Well, let me compliment you on your statement before this com-
mittee today, particularly in view of the fact that you have been
chairman for a little over 1 month?

Mr. THOMAS. That is right, just under 1 month.
Senator. NICKLES. I think you interited a very large job, at least

that is what I would term it, and it has been mismanaged for some
time. I think Cathy Shattuck did, an outstanding job in the interim
and continues to do so on the Commission, and I think you and the
other commissioners are to be complimented for a very substantial
turnaround that you are making in the commission.

I realize the problem and the mismanagement that you haye
taken on and the fact that you luive'' been able to come before the
committee and say there have been some substantial errors made
in the past; We are trying to resolve those financially; we tare
trying to change those bogus numbers that proxiously were given-

43
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to 'make the Commission look .better than their productivity wasreally showing. I think this speaks well for you and also for the
balance of the Commission and for the employees of the Commis-
sion.

I think you haVe'Certainly taken some good steps in the right di-
, tection. Looking at the mountains of work that still is yet to bedone, I will wish you well in that regard and state to you that youhave the cooperation of our subcommittee aKtd also the full commit-
tee and of Congress to help you make some of those changes. We
should iid this country as well as we possibly can of discrimination
where it doos exist and try to open up some avenues of opportunity
for all people regardless of race, sex, color, or creed. We should
eliminate some of the more probable, misuse of Government funds
that we have seen 'through the loans, et cetera.

. Please stay in contfct with us 'concerning your progress, we will
also continue to work with you As we have in the pagt.

We thank you very much for your appearance before the com-mittee today.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you.
Senator VICKLES. We have a note that Senator Zagleton would

like to submit a'couple of questions for the record,. and it is quite4-

possible that other Senators will also. We would appreciate your re-
sponse to those question's as well.

[The information referred to along with questions and responsesfollow*
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,...EQUALOMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D C 20506

December 14, 1981

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Committee on Labor and diman Resources
United States Senate
washington, D.t. ,20510

Dear Senator Hati

Thank you.for y letter of November 25, 1981 forwarding to me
a copy of the interim General Accounting Office (GAO) Report on

the financial staths of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, dated October 30, 1981. I have reviewed it carefully'

and my staff has reviewed it. As you know, very soon after be-
coming Acting Chairman, I became aware that there were some pro-

blems in our financial operations,,and began'early to identify the

extent of those problems, and to initiate stepssfor corrective

action. I welcomed the GAO investigators, and viewed them as an

arm of government to assist us in identifying and resolving

whatever problems existed in our.control and administration of

government funds. Staff at EEOC gave the GAO investigators their

full coopetation'.

I have directed staff to immediately begin to address all of.the
deficiencies identified.in the interim report. Beassured that

I share your commitment to sound financial management systems
and procedures and to internal controls that insure that govern-

ment funds are administered in accordance with established.
requirements- .Unfortunately, the deficiencies identified by GAD'

are ones dating back for several years, as the report indicates,"

and will take time to.correct. However, I am monitoring closely

and now taking corrective action necessary to get EEOC back on

a sound financial manageMent.track.

While I recognize that the October 30, 1981, GAO Report is an

interim one and that no response is required at thiS time, I

-want to share with yob as Chairian of our Oversight Committee
-

what has taken,place to addiess the deficiencies. The following

preliminary steps have either been taken or will-be taken within

the timeframe indicated:
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'N. A new Acting Director has been appointed to head
.

the Office of JProgram Planning-and Evaluation,
the office in which the budget finance func-
tions are placed. The Director i taking on active
role in initiating improvement programs, including
better organization of files and records to facili-
tate verifications And checks of financial records.

_2. The selectisn procedure is in process for a Budget
Officer and an Accounting Officer. These ate vital
positions which have been vacant since July and
April, respectively. Selections should be made and
personnel on board by January 30, 1982, or sooner

3. Two,traieing programs were held 'in October in which
sessions were included on financial management and
Procurement. Reinforcement trainrhg on finandial
management and procurement for Office Directors will
take place at the January 14715, 1982, meeting of,
District birectors. As new staff come on board,
priority training in financial management will be
given to those having reaponsibility for such func-
tions. The new accounting and budget officers will
be responsible for extensive on-the-job training of
present staff in the finance and accounting branches
to upgrade skills Wherd necessary.

4. 'The high error rate in coding financial transactions
has been considerably redUCed over tht past several
months due to a recent training program provided for
our coders initiated by the new Director, and to
assigning the coding of all disbursement to, different
staff. This is a systemic changb.and expedites
input, reduces the error rate, and.pliminates
duplicate filing anç recall of docukents. Progress
4s being made in en ering all of our transactions
into the Central Ac ounting Syslem. Extensive effort'

' is being made to res rch and correct rejected finan-
cial transactions whi h were reported by GAO as
recorded in our error file. We have reduced the 4,130
rejected transactions in the error file as.of.July 16,
1981 to 1,676 errors as of this date. I expect these

' 1,676 transactions in the error file to be resolved
no later than January 30, 1982.

5. A clean-up cycle will be mandatory-before any monthly,
or other periodic financial report is produced to in-
ctease the accuracy of our financial reports.

" 4 6
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6. In order to avoid the adjustment problem made in

the closing of our fiscal 1980 &Anancial records,

we have delayed such closing of'1981 records until
resolufion of outstanciing error transactions. In

a further effort to increase the accuracy of our
FY 1981, financial records, Office Pirectors were

required to submit final reconCiliations on any
remaining FY '81 obligating documents to our Office

of Program Planning and Evaluation by October 9,

1981, and to certify that'as of September 30, 1981,

the reconciliations were complete and that all

obligating documents had been forwarded.

7. Errors reported in reconciliation reports will be

promptly addressed by OpPE. We will no longer allow
the build-up of an etror transaction file. The

finance and accounting staff has been instructed that

it is responsible for prompt verification of errors

reported in the reconciliation process by Office

Directors, end that timely resolution of the errors

and updating of the Central Accounting System to
reflect reconciliation reports must take place* .

Failure by financial management staff to timely

verify and,update the system will result in discipli-

nary action.

We have already initiated a feed-back program to
OfficelDirectors so that they are promptly notified

When there is problem,to be resolved in their re-
spective office's financial reports or records. This

should avoid lingering, unresolved _problems, speed up'

payments, and preyent fu ther deficiencies.

8. The new accounting offi will be' expected to begin ,

ah active program for validating Unliquidated obliga-

tions. Such a prog^ram should be in full operation by

March, 1982.

9. 'A program to improve the physical facility for filing

and storng oub'financial documents is underway. We

are investigating the possibility of putting our
financial documents on microfilm to.facilitate the
retrieval, checking and filing of such documents.

kO. .Staff hii been instructed that the accuracy of.all data

-on vouchers must be pre-audited hifore payment. A
formal pre-audit directive is-in draft f6rm, and will

be reviewed and processed,for clearance for iSsuancefiy

the Commission nb later than Match, 1282;

4 7



11. The prOblems associated with taking advantage of
discounts is a systemic one involving fund avail.-
ability, procurement and payments. This pltoblem will
be addressed and corrected eliminatiilg the loss of
budget ,authority caused by the untimely payments.

12. A special effort has been initiated and' will be in-
tensified to collect outstanding travel advances
trom current staff and personnel not on EEOC staff.
New Instructions to staff and Office Directors will
go out to speed up the collection activity. ,.Instruc-
tions -on clearance for resigning or otherwise termi-
nating employees in the:travel advance area will be
re-emphasized.

.13. Actions will be taken within 30 days to assurethe
separation of duties required to assure appropriate
internal controls.

14. 'With the hiring of'a Budget Officer aneAccoudting
Officer, I will require much closer supervision of
the systemic finandial management process. We will
also begin extensive on-the-job tzaining of per-
sonnel responsible for and supportIng this function.

15. Two additional auditors will be added to the audit
staff to assist with the audit functron, and I .have
instructed our internal audit office to develop,
with OITE, a plan for periodic audits of our financial
coptrols.

Our finhncial management staff and Office Directors clearly under-stand that we cannot allow these deficiencies to persist anylonger, and they understand my commitment to resolving these4ra-
bless. This agency will continue to cooperate with the 0Ao 'investi-
gators as they complete their investigation and finalize their
report. Should you have any questions about the corrective actions
being taken, I Will be happy to provide you with further informa-
tion.

46,

Sincerely,/ a
.J. C1e7Smith, Jr.
Acting Chairman
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT' OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

;

Msy 101 1982
OFFICE OF THE CHMR

Hanorable Orrin G. %tell
Cnaimen
Committee on labor and Haien iteacurcea
United Statea Serate
Mashirgtco, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairs= lintch:

Thank you for your letter cf April 29; in which you asked aeveral questions about
the Camniasion a operationa, including trhat problem I found ithen I became Acting
Chaimen regarding the agency's financial sanagement. I Pm Pleased to reaRond
and enclosed are my,camenta cn the issues you raised.

Sincerely',

QattitA. Shattuck
Act 'Chairman.

Enclosure

97-339 0 - 41.
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1. As you know, the General Accomting Office Ia Cdadacting a review of FECC's
financial operations. WouldYou respond to the following observation made as
a result ct this review:

.

What ill the financial condition of-EEOC at this time? Are the financial
ream* curnmat and do you know how much mmey you have for the remainder of
FY '82? ,

The GAO audit requested by your committee pinpoints the prokeme we are
addressing: prompt pcatinga, reconciliations of monthly obligationa on a
month-by-month buts, and the use-of cur Internal Audit Office to hmmdiately
audit reconciled toonthly reports aa each mmth's records are closed. Postirv
of obligati= bad not besom for the present *fiscal year until February, and
therefore, an accelerated schedule of this activity was required in order to
asaire that,we have adequate rands for the remainder of FY 1982, thereby
avoiding any pceaible anti-deficiency violations. Accounting4reports are
now nmning cn a current basis, and the Internal Audit Office, which for the
past few years ass restrained fron elcmcdfling the Monthly obligations reporting
systan, is new doiag ao cn a.continuing, timely basis.

Fluids now availLe for obligation in FY 1982 aie $139,889,000. Also,.a pey
supplemental has been approved by CMS in the antunt of $4,850,000. The (*VP-le-
mmata' is contingent on Congressional approval and, if enacted, will provide a
total of $144,739,000Jor FY 1982. Projected obligations through Septanber 30,
1982 are $143,253,053, leaving unprogrartred funds projected at $1,485,947.
Total funds obligated through March 31, 1982 are $73,343,565.

'
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2. Please provide us with the names of those who were in the falowing offices
for the time covered under the GAO study:

(a) The Exeoltive Director: Preston [avid 6/6/77 - 6/12/81
Isaie Jenidns (Acting) 6/15/81 - 3/3/82

(b) The Director of Prcgran Flaming and EValustion: Brooke Trent

(c) The Budget Officer: Lefford Pauntlercy

that is the present atatus of the Office of Internal. Audit? How many
positiona are inclUded on the staff? that studies are currently in
process?

The statue of the Office dr Internal Audit is being upgraded -- from one
that merely audits to cne that both audits and ousducts investigations. Tne
new Office of Audit and Special Investigations will be headed by an SES-
level director. That job, which hes been filled by a 0S-15 in an acting
capecity for the peat two years, is being advertised not and we expect to
select a remanent direcbar this sumer. Tne present sdiffing level is
eight (six professionals and two clericals), and five more positions have been
authorized.

The Office is currently auditing seven cloae-cut reports of i local fair
employment practices eget*, one commercial contract, coe pre-award contract,,
and is continuing to monitor the activities of the Ccermission'a budget and
finance office.
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3. Another OAO review is tmderway In the Commission'a Office of Revieniend

Appeals. Plea= adviae this Committee on the generally existent =mentions
of this office when you assured your position and whit charges, if any,

been made since _that date. Uhatis the current workload of this
offi ? In responding to thia question, please address the iota= Of the
Pe ormance Standards for the attorneys in this office which call for only
two decision a week per attorney.

1

The Office of Review and Appeali (ORA) handles all EEO appeals fr..= other
Federal agencies, a function that 1ml transferred fnan the Civil,Service
Ccurdssion pursuant to Reorgardzation Plan No. 1,'1978. The current work-

load of CEIA is some 3000 appeals.

When I became the Actirg Chainmanoon March 4, 1982, I found the conditions
at the Office of Review and Appeals (ORA) t43 be chaotic, in terme of both
the physical procesAing of cues and the managernent of the attorneys nho

review case files and drat appeals decisions. For example, there ims a ,

backlog of huldreds of appeals which had been decided some weeks or montha
before but never daplicated, assembled and/or mailed. This back-up lapped

over into other processing areas, such as,the intake and central records
units, caused by a shortage support staff. Since none of the functions

were perfonning adequately, backlogs developed throughout the system and
current feta on appeals was virtuallynan-existent. Farther, due t43 a

paucity of information on what cases had been decided, it happened op
several occasions that two decisions were issued on the same case.

A computer terminal was finally installed in opA to track cases but was in-
adequate because it wai programmed to identify cases by docket number only,

not by the appellant's name. In ccmputer seardhes for" case, if the docket

timber was not knosol; the computer was of little help. This prograrrretic

error led to assignnent of more than one docket nOmber to a sin3le appeal ,

in several instances, connasion as ten the office's actual workload, and the

Emig-mot of the same case t43 two different attorneys.
;$44,

Cue t43 lack of basic storage equipment, such as Min; cabinets, case files
were frequently lcet or mdsplaced, and thus the processing
tizies were delayed and in sane cases hack t43 be reconstructed, which
entailed soliciting duplicate documents from both the appellant end the

charged agency. far

The other major problem I foand in'ORA was that attorneys and their work were
not being properly supervised. Time and attendance problems were rampant;
performance standards were 60 104 (two cases per week per attorney) that saw
attorneys could easily complete in a week the amount of work expected or them

52
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in a month; attorneys were allowed to work on just the easy cases, letting
the more difficult ars acaxnulate into a substantial backlog; and, draft
decisiorm were not being metered adequately for internal consistency as
comparea to.other EECC decisions, for consistency with prevailing case
Law, or, more remarkably, for duplication. As indicated previcuslY, duplicate,

, and scartinas different, decisions were unknowirgly iasued on the sanr
case.

All of theme probleua I found have been or apedbeing corrected'new. On
April 5, a eroven agency nanager vas detailed to ORA for 120 days as acting
director of that office. In the brief time he haa been there, the following

"aotions have teen taken: Tne Acting Eaecutive Director approved, cn a tem-
porary basis, six additioned clerical positions for ORA. lhis teak force
has assembled, daplioated and nailed cut nearly one-half of the backlog of
several huldred appeals decisions and is sotenatically organizing the
paperwork aasociated with newer appeals, rich heretofore had been allowed
to simply accunulate in an morganized fashion. New appeals are being
processed by the intake Lrdt on a current basis. Tnat unit has ale* been
organized so that dupltcate, premature or otherwise inappropriate appeals
donot enter the system. An adequate =ober of filing cabinets have been
provided to store case files and two pieces of work-processing equipment
will be delivered in the very near future to ORA, which should considerably
reduce the time it taKemr44\get drafts and final deCialals typed.

Time and attendance problems in the office have been virtually eliminated.
The current perfonnance standard for attorneys is three cases per week,
although the productivity has increased free two cases per week to nearly
four. Attorneys are now required to work on both easy and difficult cases
on a routine basis and to systematically eliminate older, backlogged appeals
already assigned. A weekly reporting systen within ORA covering productivity
and case-management within each unit reporting to the head of the office
is in place, ard the Acting Director is assiduously reviewing each proposed
Appeals decision to assure consistenoy, and, of course, to eliminate any
Possibility of duplicate decisions on the sere case.

In sum, the princry problena I found in the Office of Review and Appeals, wheni
I beaune Acting Chairean on March 4 are well 6n the way to being resolved.

pier
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4. Recently another Performance Standard, this one ler EEOC field complianCe -%

personnel requiring an average crush benefit per settleeent of 03,000, has

been drawn to our attentiont How is thia standard being implemented?

ftrtherenoe, why is this standlik neceasary?

Inthe late 1970% to address the pmoblea of low ereloloyee prodUctivi,ty, the

cconassion developed a rapid-Charge-processing system which placed primary

emphasia,on the early resolution of charges. Th measure theyrbductivity or
each field office performance indicators were established to measure not

only the member of charges resolved, but also the average dollar-beneftt-per-

settlement. Goals tn each category were set for each office based on actual

experience. Tne unrortunate aide-effect, however, deapite,instructions
I'm headquarters to the contrary, was that some Commisaion employees, in
their zeal to settle cases resulting in monetary benefits, pushed to resolve

.aven obviously non-meritorious cafes', 'blob some respcodente`and charging

parties perceived to be coercion on EECC's part. I recomized the inhprent

difficulties in this standard, and effective April 1, 1982, eliminated it

as a perfomiance indicator for field mews.

r-
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5. EECC district offices have investigative staffs divided by type Of- charge,
i.e. Title' VII, Equal Pay and Age Discrbmtnition Units. In several
instinces, employers have experieleed a Title VII investigation on behalf
of charging party,'been advised that no cause was found' to subetantiate
that charge and within a few reeks, once again greeted by an EECC investi-
gation onbehalf of the same chiming party tut%the second investigation
centered around an ege or equal pay issue. Why must employers go through
this type pf treatment that appears to bonier on harassment?

When the Commission initially received administrative responsibilities for
'the Age'Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and the &pal Pay Act (EPA),
the procedural rules and regulations fraa the Department of Labor were
adopted for an interbn period duriing each the Camission moved to sievelop.
its own procedural rules, We.are aware of instances during,this time in ,

athichinveetivitirrm_aerarsotzffectiVely_coordinatedlit_responer- to rhie
lam, the Commission issued special gaidance to its field staff to assure

tion of these- inveetigations.

Wi the devel4ment of a new compliancemenual for proceesing age and equal
pay 4ses, investigations are now coordinated through procedkuveas well through
ars manegement supervision. If duplicate irrrestigationo reoccur, they are the
result ofabreiledown in one or both of these processes and will be corrected
wiien identified. It is possible in a limited atter of ciramostances that
the Cc:mimic:a might initiate a directed investigAion after the completion
of a limitmi-ecope investigation in which evidence indicated the high
probability of ',LEA or EPA violations. In suCh cases it is necessary for
the Darestigator to return to the respondent establishnent in order to
complete the investigation.

Analysisle now widemsay on the advisability and practicality of integrating
/the Corardealon's.Title VII, AEEA end ETA field staffs. If this plan is
adopted, I believe it will be, perhape az early as the tegArning of FY 1983,
then, of e, s-training of investigative persanael in each statute
wtlltake p . 'One of the primary reaults of such integration should be the
virtual elimination of poorly.000rdirated investigations. .

5 5
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6. Under the 1978 Civil-Service Refonn Act, EECC is pursuing a federal

government-wide affirmative action pOlicy. kat is the status of this

program and what requirements are expected'to be net and within what time

frames by the IfaXiCUS departmets and agencies?

Since'the President's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, EEOC has been
ismiing instructions to Federal agencies for the implementation of their
affitmative action programs thrcugh a series of management directives. This

wes previcuply done by the Civil Service Camdsaioe, rice the fffice of
PereonneI Manegement. Both;Federal agencies and ES03 went through a bet,-

year transition period, whiCh ended on Septenr 30, 1981.

The Commission's nexogement directive #710, lasted on Pcto6er 6, 1981,

prescribed procedures, guidance and formats for Federal agency reporting cn

,FY 1981 snal employment opportunity affinmative actimn accomplishmenta. The

FT 1981 accanplishnent report consists of those aetIons which reflect the

pewees and efforts of an egency to eliminate evlOyment barriers for
ndrorities and woven and to attain traneition period goals. Based on instruc-

tions frcm previous directives, agencies had targetld their aix most populous
occupations, based on an underrepresentation analysis for mach, and estab-
lished a one-Year gcel Wnich was later extended to the end of the transition

period, i.e., September 30, 1981. 'lb measure acomplialments, agencies were
asked to oanpare their workforce profile of October 1, 1980 by race/national
or14111 group/sex with their EEO profile on September'30, 1981. Agencies

were also aaked to report on actions taken.to eliminate barriers to goal-
achievement and to provide additional explanatory oxenents as necessary.
Acconplishnent reports were dae EEEC by DeCember 1, 1981. By Apri180, 1982,

COE had meived 122 accomplishment reports. See Attachment 1 for the list of

agencies that have and have hot subudtted the reports.

Cn January 23;.1981, EBOC issued mulegement directive #707, which instructed
Federal agencies to begin the preparation of their malti-year affirmative ,

action plans for mtnorities and ',semen for fiscal years 1982 to 1986.

Agencies, major operating canponenta, and field inetallatione are required
to develop plans establishing long-term (five-year) goals and emmlal goals
for-all those occupations where they find underrepresentation,ce a particular

minority group or sex. Agencies are to conduct the underrepresentation
analyses by comparing the actual perontage of representationlof each race/
national origin group by sex in each srploynent catm3ory with the percentage
representation of each race/national origin group by sex in the appeopriate

civilian labor force. Agencies are pennitted to use alternative availability
stattics or a data base otHer than local SMSA civilian labor force data

if t ir recruitment pnd hiring for a specific occupation is consistently

done from a given geographical area.
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EECC is aware that it may not alnys be possible to attain all gdals despite
gocd-faith efforts due to recent hiring freezes and reductions-dn-force,
which will affect egencies' analyses and planning. Agencies ere therefore
encouraged to monitor their programs and adjtist them as necessary. Also,
EECC will give craft to egervies for innovative pecgram activities and for
efforta that result in restrueturing jobs, creating bridge positions ind
larger pools of qtalifiedapplicants and providing tetter training.

EECC also enforces Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as arCended.
The Cammission &mvelcps and reommends pplimy concerning equal employment
opportunity for,handicapPed indivicbals in the Federal government. Under
this authority, on Cctober 6, 1981, EECC isamd to Federal agencies management
directive 0709 prescribing instructions, procedures guidance, and formats
for FY 1981 six-month affinnative action accomplistMent reports, FY 1982
twelve-conth affiimative action prop.= plans, and FY 1982 twelve-month affir-
mative action accanplisthant reports.

Under this magma, affirmative aotiod is to be an integral part of orgoing
agency personnel management programs, as evidenced by persons with disabilities
ermoloyed in a bread range of grade levels and occupational aeries, commensurate
with their qualifications, and by agenmy policies that do not unnecessarily
exclude or limit persons ulth disabilities because of Job strUcture or
desigk or because of architectural, transportation, cannunication, procedural,
or attitudinal barriers.

Agencies with 100 or fewer enployees are not required to establish rumerical
goals; agencies with 101 or more enployees are to establish numerical goals for
persons with specified severe disedlities. For the purpose of setting goals,
the disabilities specified may be consideredas a group. Agencies that
expect little or no hiring activity are to concentrate their affirmative
action efforts on writ proction, upward mobility, and developmental assign-
ments for handicapped enplcyees.

Most Federal agencies complied withThe requirements for sutmission or plans
and reports by December 1, 1981. ige Athachment 2 for list.of agencies that
have and have not stet:Atte:1 plans VT reports alder Section 501 as of April 30,
1982.

0
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7. EEOC has historically had a problem with its ever-increasing tacklog
dharges. What 1.5 the present status of the badklog? Also, in recent
years, do Title VI/4.duarges still represent the nmjority of chan3e3
coming to the Oannission or has this shifted to Equal Pay or Age.
If a tacklcg still exists, What steps can be taken to relieve this.si
ticn? What system is used to track the total dpirge load inventory? What
is the annual cost of this system?

As of January 26, 1979, the date cnwhich the backlog was segregated into a
separate processing strategys-the agency had a backlog of 69,060 7itle VII
charges. Cn October 1, 1981, the first day of FY 1982, the agenay had a'
resaining backlog of only 15,755 Title VII changes. Of the 49 offices with
a potential for having responsibility for procesaing backlog daarges as of
October 1, 1981, 16 had a backlog of between 0 and 100 charges anti another
10 offices had backless of tetweem 101 and 500 charges. In FY 1981, the
agency ciceed 17,437 backlog charges using 155 investigative staff years.
In FY 1982, the agency is programred to utilize 97 investhgative staff
years on backlog processing.

4

As indicated, the agency plans to elimirate that backlog by the end of FY 1983,
given current and expected staff resources. Taken overall, with 97 investi-
gative staff years alloted to tacklog in FY 1982, the agency should close 4
approximately 10,000 such charges in FY 1982. This would leave approximately
4,000 backlog charges to be closed in FY 1983. - In addition to alloting
-sufficient staff to accomplish that objective the agency is just campaeting
a hard inventory of backlog charges which a/mild correct any data errors and
cicee any charges,which could have been ciceed earlier based on State action
or for anrother reaaon. Tnis inventory process shalld be completed by June
of 1982.

Title VII changes still represent the majority of charges coming to the agency.
In FY 1981, 56,228 charges were filed directly with EEOC for proaesaing.
Of this amber, 46,223, or 82 percent, were Title VII charges, 8,790, or 16
percent, were ago discrimination charges, and 1,215, or 2 percent, were ,

equal pay charges.

7h6 perCentages are aimilar for Charges filed with the State and local agencies,
then referred to thia agency. Pram early data,' the Cornission ckes not expect
a substantial change in this ratio for FY 1982. Fbr FY 1983 projections will be
processed.soon and will be based on FY 1982 half-year data.

The agency utilizes.a central ccmputer with rsoote-entrY terminals in, each
field office to operate ita information system, which is called CSRS (complaint
statistical and reporting system). Changes caning to the agency are entered
into the system on receipt and tracked through the administrative process by
means of dated and coddd entries. Quarterly and upon request the Osten
provides reporta on both a detailed and sumerary nature.

Ihe agency purchased the remote-data entry terminals at a one-time cost of
3155,000. Our annual automated data-processing operating cost is approximatelY
$1,225,000, which covers the follcwing seraces: telephone lines, rentals

Iof software, and the maintenance of equipment.

58.
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8. How many charges does EECC now Contract with state and local agencies
to process instead of doing them itself? Has the use of these Section

706 agencies been very successfta? How much has this program experded
over the last five years? How many.agencies currently have Charge proces-
sing contacts with EBCC?

There are four types cf HEW contracts under which State.and local agencies
are performing in FY 1982, as follows:

FY 1982 Title VII new-charge contracts 38,655 charges
FY 1982 , CEA charge contracts 2,826 charges
FY 19E1 AEEA charge contracts . 2,235 changes .

FY 19E1 Title VII backlog contracts ,424 charges
TVIAL 43,180 charges

We think that this contracting program has-been highly successftd. In ?Y
1977, State and local Agencies revolved slightly more than one-foirth of
the national workload, or 18,429 <images. In J,8l they reaolved 38,740,
or 43 percent. Ihe quality of agency pertoance l.geet1rg Title VII
standards has Improvedd each year; in FY 19E1, the ove 1 acceptance rate
of agencies under contract to the MCC was 98 percent. Ime agencies origi-
nally had a backlog of 33,995 charges, tut the current acklcg contracts,
which do not expire tntil March 31, 1983, are for 3,142k charges, wtich
represents a/1 remaining backlog charges. 'By the end of this fiscal year,

September 30, 1982, we expect over 97 percent of the'backlog charges to
have-been reaolved, with the remainder completed on or before March 31,

-_-1983.
<

Expenditures of State and local italds over the past five years is 83 follows:

FY 1978 $13,178,703 27,530 resolutions. -

FY 1979 14,710, .. 31,999 resolutions
FY 1980 14,522,65 37,361 resolutiods

FY 1981
.

l7,1427,l3 39,970 reeolutions
FY 1982 17,929,5004 47,180 resolutions

1OTAL $77,7615,818 184,040 resolutions

Sixty-eight State and local agencies currently h;ive charge-processir.on-
- tracip with EECC. All contracts are fixed price: each agency receives a
per-Marge amount Tor each resolution accepted. The baae mount is $375
per charge, which Can be increased 10 percent by meeting incentive goalS,
to $412.50 per charge, or decreased by failure to meet any goals, to $337.50
per change. Agencies Presently receive an average of $396.00 per change,
which represents only a third or leas of their total processing costs.

*$15,328,500 oblimted; $.2,600,000 to be obligated for upward modifications
and,inventory -reduction contracts.
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9. Since you have becane Actin; Chairman ce EEOC, there haa been an intenqe
assessment of both the programmatic and administrative functions of the
Carrissial. Mut has been the outcane of this? What conclusions
have you made and wtvat, if any, myomnendations do ytu have at this time?

When I beease the Acting Chainman or this Commission on Mardh 4, 1982, there
were several areas of ooncern I wished toladdress, having already served as
Commissioner since December 21, 1981. These included the financial and
administrative activities, with special attention to the existing management
information 'system and a reviee of adr program offices, particularly the
Office of Reviewfand Appeal&

I was aware of the GAO audit, and the agency's inadequate financial reports
were of particular concern bp me. The new Acting Executive Director dis-
missed the previoas Budget Officer cn Mardh 5, 1982 and immediately set a
priority.of havirm; updated financial records. Any GAO reviestsince March 4,
1982-4-11 surely confirm a much-improved situation in air accounting ind
budget offices. Bringing bp EECC a newly strengthened internal audit office
should also assist in wroidin3 steh deteriorating conditions in the future.

An evaluation ce cur. FY 1983 and 1984 budget needs, compared to cur resources,
was also undertaken. In order to live withiq anticipated tudget constraints
and bo continue bp develop necessary case leatwon behalf of legitimately
aggrieved chEtrging parties through odr litigation pnmplan, the Comnission
must move quierly to reduce the size of its current staff level by at least
200 positions over the next 17 months, consolidate several of its under-
utilized field offices thli year bp reduce overhead costs for next year, and
expend the use of the current $18 million state er4 local agency contract
program so that those agencies cantprocesar additional individual discrimina-
tion,charges in the Attune. .

An OPM management evaluation 1-eview, to be completed in early Mhy, addressing
other conCerms I have had, is discussed in greater detail in MY answer to
question 10.

Because ce concerns about cur maregement information systems, an independent
evaluation of oll?. 14 present and planned information systens, computer

capacity and computer needs was completed cn Mardh 15th. It is anticipated
that by early summer a reassessment will be completed so that any changes,
such as a reduction in the use of present systems and the Implementation of
new, less costly systems, can be effected. A major problem with our current
systems is that they are rather sophisticated and ray be incompatible with the
skills of our present workforce. In addition, the expensive on-line capacity
to each of our 49 field offides may exceed cur needs..

60
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my last major concern has been cur systeadc program. Due to a hiharGated
reporting plmeedure for the Office of Systemic Programs (see my answer to
question 13), the General Counsel has no supervisory control over.systeinic
charges Lmtil they have beeninvesgigated and the Cormissico has voted to
initiate litigation. It is Imperative that the General Counsel be involVed
in these 'cases fran their inception to assure their legal syfficiincy and
consistency of enforcement. *.

6

A review of all' the Ctacdssion's peogran officea was canpleted May 7, 1982
by Horace G. Hassell, a former EECC office director arel current consultant

we to this Ctemdssion. His repcolips are helptAll in pinpoihtng bdth inadeqtacies

and overlappingprogrern functions.
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10. 'A Management Evaluation Review conducted by the Office of Peraonnel

Management is now in progresa at EBOO. When will this be ocapleted and
%tat results are anticipated frcm this review? This Committee would
appreciate a copy of any OPM report:5ms will receive as a resultof this'
study.

An OPM management evaluation regale of.the Oanniasion'a Office of Adalnis-
tration was requested by EEOC on March 12th and begin April' 1st. This was

sougnt in ordeeto atrengthen cur Office of Administration, since that
office perform some pf the most.critical yet routine functions of the .

agency, such as processing personnel actions, labor relations and records
management and procurement. This revira, which included desk audits.of
benennaric positions, will be canpleted by early May, and we will be happy to
provide ycu with a copy.

11. What is EEOC's present faall-tinm wortforCe staffing level? Are any
increases or decreases expected to occur in the next 18 to 24 months? 0

Tne Cormdesion's fUll-time staffing level, as af March 31, 1982, its 3210.
Because we anticipate that our uncontrollable Oaks, such as rent, payroll,
equipment and poetage, will rise over the next 18 to 24 months and that cur
agpropriations will not keep pace with these increaaes, we have recently
set new peraonnel ceilings, reducirg by approximately 110 positions the
nutter of staff at headquarters and by 75 pceitions in field officep, so
that by the beginning of FY 1984, sm will have nearly 200 fewer employees.
We fully expect these reductions to be acccmplished thra41 attrition,
thereby obiviating the need for any reductions-in-force, since this reduction
is to be achieved over the next 17 months.

6 2
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12. The Office of Policy Implementation wee created durirg the terure of the

Last permanent Chairman-, Eleanor Holmee Norton. What are the responsibil-

ities of this office? What is the size of the staff? Does it report to

the Chain:eel, the Camissioner or the Executive Director? Since its

.incepthon,.who havejpeen the Directons 'of this office, When did they serve

in this capacity meta the Director a career appointee? Please address

the sane questions regardim the Office of Inter-Agency Coordination.

A) The Office of Policy Implementation, Aich reports to the Executive Director
on administrative matters arxl to the Camas-lion on policy matters, is respon-

sible for Ras:misting draft policy papers and memoranda that, if adopted
by the Occedision, articulate-Commission policy on the effective implementa-
tion Of EEO laws, regulations and Elecutive Orders.. %Ls office recommends
to the Ccurdssion ways to use the nspllatory and administrative process of
the Camnission by the use of proposed guidelines, decisions cn Indivickial
charges of discrimination involvirg regulations and precedent-setting issues,
interpretations of and public hearings on canplex issues eux) the translation

of policy into operational form through neruals used by Le Comdsaion's

compliance staff.

Moe Office of Policy Inplenentation is also responsible for convening and ,

manaiOg the agency's staff canmittee on internal EECC policy ($CEP), which
is comprised of OPI staff, special assiatants to Corndssioners, office of
Oeneral Conmel staff, and is chaired each week by a different Commissioner.

Currently there are 32 employees in this office. Moe following.persons have

served pa direator,of the office:

Peter Roberteon (Career) 10/77 - 7179

Frederick Dorsey (non-career SES) 5/79 - 8/80 and 6/81 - 2/82

Karen Clamart (Acting) (temporary career SES) 8/80 - 6/81,

Chris Roggerson (reserved career SES; 2/82 - present

rehired annuitant)

B) Tne need for coordinationamong rumercus Federal equal employment oppor-
tunity programs was recognized by the Congress in Section 715 of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, which established an Equal EMployment
Cpportuaity Coordinating Council (MCC) with responsibility for:

...developing mai implementingagreements, policies'and
practices designed to minimize effort, promote efficiency,.
and eliminate conflitt, competition, duplication and
Inconsistency among the operations;'agencies and branches
of the Federal gpvernnent responsible for the impenentation
and enforcement of equal employment opportunity legdslaticn.
Orders, and policies.
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The MCC lacked the staff and authority of a lead agency; as a result it was
unsucceasful in accomplishing its mission. Reorganimtion Plan No. 1 of 1978
transferred the functions of the EDO= to the Equal Errployment Opportunity
Commission. Executive Order 12067 further delineated the Ccmadssion'a respon-
sibtlities for conducting a coordinated program to promote efficiency and
develop inifamrstandards, policies and procedures for Federal agencies with
equal grappyment responsibilities.

ThesCterdssion established the Office of Lateregency Coordination (OIC) to
carry cut its coordipation function. PIM= two major activities: Elimina-

tion of major problems of duplicati6n, inconsistency and inefficiency'in
Federal equal employment programa, and coordination of proposed equal employ.:
ment issuances submitted by Federal agencies (including prccosed issuances
of the Commission) with other affected agencies po'assure consistency and
promote more effective progrems.

This Office, uhich has 28 employees, reports v3 'ate Chairman and to the Cammis-.7
sion cn policy matters, to the Executive Director cn administrative matters.

/ Since its creation inmid-1979, OIC has had pro directors:
- .

Francesta E. Farmer (nan-career SES) 7/79 - 4/81
Douglas J. Bielan (Acting) (career) 4/81 7.present
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13. _Toe Office of Systemic Programs includes functions and duties thatAire
formerly tinder the dirgction of the General Counsel until this sepahte
office was created daring Cqairman Nortan's terure: What are the daties

of this office? Were does it report? Most is the present size of the
'staff? How many cases or parses does it handle arruallr WHO have tem
the directors of thie office? Seen did they serve in this capacity? Is e
this a career or non-career position?

Tne Office of Systemic Fr:trams (OSP) 'was formed it 1977 cut of elenent3

drown Wan several different offices within the *mission. OSP's litiga-
tion enforcement divisionwas formerly in- the Office orthe General bounsel;

its investigation division Vas in the forper.Offire of Compliance, and

. several pcsitions in its tedonicallservices division cameirom other Oon-

mission ofticee
The Office c( Systemic Programs is responsible fOr development and oversight
of the Commission's program to identify and remedy systemic employment dis-
crizathation through the lei:lance ct carefully"selected Carbisaioner charges.

Its principal duties and w3lic1oad are vs follows:

Ihe fiairl contact mit retiews prcpceed Changes, investigative reports,
r decisions, and settlemqnt agreements generated by the line systemic units

located in the COmmdels/bn's 22 district offices. provides trainirgand emir
tancetto the field units. and oversees their bulget and tfie quantity and

quality of their wodc. This unit oversees the 131 cases in the administrative

process in field systemic units. It Ls anticipated that 38 of these cases

willihave been completed (settled or m-ferred for litigation) and replaced

on a one-to-one basis during FY 1982.

The technical services division provides technical guidance and assistance,
principally to the Oommdmion's systemic units tut also to other administrative
and litigation units, on such natters as labor market analyses application

of the uniform gmaidelineis on employee selection procedures, anhysia of

computerized data, and the like. Ibis division expects to provide substantial

assistance on 45 cases during FY 1982.

Ihe litigation aiforcanent division ooducts litigation of systemic cases
originatim in headquarters, provides legsl assistance to OSP's investigation
division, and monitors convent decrees origthating in headquarters. 'This -

clivision hes21 sukts-in process and expects at the beginning of Fy 1983 to
hate completed 13 of them and iditlated five new suits durirg FY 1982. It

currently has responsibility for mccitoring 16 consent decrees.

Ihe inwestigatiOn division proposes selection of, investigates, and con-
.

ciliates ConaSsioner durges which are sufficiently large in scope or
precedent-setting in nature that they have been deemed appropriate for

headquarters processing. 'ads division had 19 cues in process at the

v, beginzdng ct FI'1988 anclexpects to have completed 16 of then by the end

. of this natal year.
.

ue,

97-339 0 82 5
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The Director of OSP reports to the Executive Director on 1111 matters other
thsn the oonduct of litigation, Whieh is overseen by tip General Counsel. +

06P staff currently includes 71 professionals and 19 clericals.

The Director of OSP is a career position, although one person serving in that
capaelty whs a non-career SES employee, as inditated below. A has been held
on.either an acting of, permanent basis by the following indidiiivals:

David Zugswerdt 4(Acting).' 1047 - 1/78
LowelPlehnston 1/78 - 3/78
Alvin Golub (Acting) 4/78 - 74q8
Tbrrence Banks 7/78 - 3/79
David Zugswerdt (Acting) 3/79 - 5479
Michael Middleton 5/79 - 6/80
Prederick DorseY (non-career SES) 7/80 - 6/81
Debra Millenson (Acting) 6/81 - 3/82
Constance Dupre (Acting) 3/82 - present

66
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.14. Ihe 1972 Civil Righta Act Amendmentt created a presidentially appointed
General Carmel, confirmed by the Senate. How doea this appointee inter-

relate with what.is revived at the "compliance" aide of-the Commiasion?
Has a litigaticn strategy evcaved either frma the charges filed by
individual coaplaints or a review of the 030-1 thrargh EE0-6 Employer-Survey
forme which might-suggest the pmence of pattern or practice posaibil-
ities? How many cases have been authorized for suit by EEOC? Jio_w roam

have been filed? How mezy have rebulted in settlemente prior to ah
initial trial and time free? How many have gone to trial, Omit of
Appeals and the Supreme Court? How does the General Counsel's work relate

to the Office of Systemic Progwas?

Ihere are a =15er of ways that the General Counsel interrelates with the
compliance operatiort.of the dcAnission: Tne Office of Otneral Counsel
reviews and advises toe Commission cn'all policy decisions affecting the '

compliance process, izeluding cccuillAnce nrusual issuances, directives,
precedent-setting decisions cn charges, and on all regulations and guidelines.

Tne General Counsel is alma responsible for prOviding legal advice and
Iva assistance to the Coadissionsrs and to the Commission's operating
offices. ,

Tnere is continuars legal assistmace and input at eadh crucial stage of the .

compliance prooess in the adndnistrative processing of charges of discrimi-

naticn. At the intake stage, hhich involves the initial receipt and Perfection
of a charge, attorneys are involved in advising EEOC's compliance personnel
on Jurisdictional matters, as hell as reviewing aharges for their potential
,as litigation vehicles for the Cammiesicn. .During investigations of such
charges, attorneya give advice on the investigative plan, including the
evidence necessary to make a litigation-worthy determination that there is

reasonable cause to believe that discrlininatica has ocairred. Should the

issuanee of a subpoena ite necessary to obtain information from a respondent
during the investigation, the mAapoena is reviewed by the legal staff. If

a subpoena is dballenged by respondent, reconrendations as to whether the
subpoena should be revoked, modified or left unchanged is made by the General

Counsel to the Cannission. If subpoena enforcement litiiaticn is necessary,

that litigation nmst be approved and litigated under the direction of the .

General Counsel. Attdrneys in the field also review conciliation proposals

for legal sufficiency.

One of the litigation strategies that is prtsently being utilized is the
early litigation identification progran (ELI), dedcribed aboye, where appro-
priate charges of discrimination filed by individuals but which often are

class in nature are reviewed, investigated and selected as ELD.charges
tased cn prescribed standards, with the intent that shoald reasonable cause
be found and conciliation fail, the case will be reccamended for litigation.
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j
Review of the Commigiatqn!e employer survey roma (EE0-1 through EE0-6 reports)
is an Integral pert of.the agency's systemic program far isieuing Comissioner
charges to eddreas breeder patterns and p cea of discrimination.. The
legel unit in the headquertersr Office of Syertic Profniunsis reeponsible
to -the General Comae wittrxespect to the li1gation of cases eseigned to
that unit. -In turn, the-General Ceunsel provides legal advice and assis-
tiance to systemic unite h headquarters and in the field co the administra-
tive proceseirg of CarniaMiener charges issued under this prognmn. Tne

General Counsel reviews all reommerdatiens Dor litigation of Commissioner
charges, and shOuld litietion be approved, he directs and supervises euch

Since FY 1978, the last year fer`which reliable records exist, the Comniselon
has authorized 1,086 suite, tiled 1,357, gene to trial 204 times, had 118
cases dismissed, settled 901,\and has filed 217 appellate briefs, shich
includes acme reply briefs in case where EECC was the defendent. Thus, the
Candssion has filed appealsAn acme 200 cases since FY 1978,-and of Oat
muter, about two per year have been filed.in the &wane Cturt.

Although the Commission has not kept records on the average time it takes to
aettle a suit or the amber resolved prior to trial, our Office of General
Counsel hsa =feinted a,sp6cial survey of eormncrepresentative EECC field
offices for the pericd °atter 1, 1979 to the present. (Records for prior
years are tnevalleble). Those offices (Atlanta, Chime, Dallea, Philadelphia,
St. Lcuis, San Franciico end Seattle) settled an average of 45 cases each
for Urat'period, 84 percentike than before trial, and the average time, frcm
the date or riliog.00til pre-trial-settlement, was 19 months. -

s
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- Attachment 1

Section 717

GROUPA DATE RECEIVEDe
, NIJLTI YEAR PLANS

'ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE U.S. CdURTS 10/30/81

/ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION sysmit *,

AMERICAtrUTTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION *

ARMS CONtIilAND DISARMAMENT AGENCY'
ARMY
veHeadquarters
Office of the Secretary, Headquarters
Army Forces Command 1/12/82

/Army Training & Doctrine Comand 1/26/82

VArmy Corps of Engineers . 1/12/82

vekmay,Nealth Services CoMand 1/12/82

VAray Recruiting Command-

./Rilitsry District of Washington 12/30/81

/Army Communications Command
Vtillitary Air Traffic Management Ommm. 1/12,82

/Intelligence Security Command 1/26/82'

Viiestern Command 1/12/82

/Material Development & Readiness Comm. 1/12/82

ARMYAIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE'

/Alamo Exchange.Region, Texas

Capitoi,ExchianIce Region, Virginii HQ

vWestern District, Region, California
vrEastern District, Region, taorgia J.

vOhioyalley Exhange Region
"Regional, Dallas, Texas ' 11/25/81
Vcolden Gate Exchange, Region, ST

- COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS '1D/23/81

vecommITTEE "OIL PURCHASE FROM BLIND *. 5/11/81
./CCMHODITY FUTURES TRADING COMM. 12/4/81

VC(INSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMM.
gimmATIbk
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 3/4/82

/FEDERAL-COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 12/3/81 ,

/FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 10/13/81

Agencyvide
Headquarters
Division of Suspension
Divisionrof Liquidation.

* AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 100 EMPLOYEES

"AGENCIES THAT HAVE sysmaTIED AcccmpLisHraur kipters



GROUP I DATE RECEIVED
MULTI -YEAR PLANS

F&DERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
fEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY 8/25/81

I/FEDERAL MARITIME COMMSSION 10/5/81
FEDERAL MINE SAFETY Es HEALTH REVIEF. COMM. * 10/6/81
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 12/4/81

AOREIGN curms SETTLEMENT COMMISSION * 10/6/81 f,
HARRY S. TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND * 6/23/81

"REALTH:AND HUMAN SERVICES
.4ffice of the'Secretary

4..../bffice of Human Development

"ftealthgare Financing Admin.
9ffice of Child Support Enforcement

"kcial Security Administration
0"Pub1ic,Health Service
HOUSING AND URSA DEVELOPMENT
"Boaton Region
New York Region

"Philadelphia Region
"Atlanta Region
wthicago Region
"Forth Wdrth Region
"Kansas City Region
vvDenver Region
"San Francisco Regipn
VSeattle Region

INTERIOR
"bffice of the Secretary 10/30/81
Water and Power Resources Service
Bureah of Indian Affairs 313/82
aureau of Mines 3/3/82
ish and Wildlife Service 10/30/81

todeological Survey 10/30/81
Aational Park Service 10/30/81
Alffice of Surface Mining
Auredu of Land Management
.BurAau of Reclamation '100/81

* AGENCY WITH LESS .THAA 100 EMPLgYEES-.

VPEEN-CIES THAT HAVE SUBMI1111) PCCQMPLISHMENP REPORTS
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GROUP
DATE RECEIVED

t4JLTI -YEAR PLANS

NUCLEAR'REGULATORY COMISSION
PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE DEVELORCENT CORD.
'POSTAL SERVICE

*
..

Li /5 /IL

40STAL RATE COMMISSION * 11/6/81

vgAILROAD IIETIREMENT BOARD .12/21/81
SELECTiVE SERVICE SYSTEM*

.4141211E0141M JNSTITUTION 2/9/82

VTAX COURT,'
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

TVA-wide
,

4/1/82
..!liffice of the,General Manager I2/9/81 .

Ottiee of General Counsel
410,

Affici of Management Servicea
v(Iffdce of Engineering Design &
.10,popstruction

Ioffice,of Ecdriomie and
.

12/3/81
12/3/8,-

-,..-'

Community DOelopment 2/1)82
.vOffic'eof Natural Resources 42/10/81,,
VOffice of Dower, ..

. -12/1/81-
Office of Agricultuval& 12/9/81
Chemical DevelopIeent

TRANSPORTATION
Coast Guard -

FederalAighway Administrmtion
Federal Railroad Administration .

National Highway
Traffic Administration

St. Lawrence Seaway
Development Corp.

Research & Special Program
Administration

Office of the Secretary
e

Office of the Inspector General
Federal Aviation Administration
Urban Masa TransportAtion Admin.

1/6/82'

'It AGENCY-WITH LESS THAN 100 EMPLOYEES

VAGENCIES *nira HAVE SUBMITIED .PCCCNIPLI '-flE,PDRTS
. -

4,41,

71
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GROUP I

DATErBECEIVER

VULTIYEAR PLANS
TREASPRY
"ffice of the Secretary
',Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms
Apreau of Engraving and 'Printing,
Bureau of Goliernment Financial Operations
Bureau of the Mint

v/Bureau of PUblid Debt

Comptroller of the Currency
:lnternal'Revenue Service
ustoms Servtce
. Headquarters

Region I
Region II
Region III
Region IV
Region V
Region VI
Region VII
Region VIII
Region IX ,

Savings Bonds
Secret Service-
Federal Law Enforcemen0

Training Center
4ETERANS ADMINISTRATION

/AGENCIES THAT HNVE SUBMITTED ACCCMPLISHKENT REPORTS
. .

7?:

'44r

J2/28/81
12/30/81

12/30/81
12/30/81

12/311
12/311/

11/10/ 1

3/8/82

2/9/82
2/9/81

2/9/81
2/9/81
2/9/81
2/9/81

2/9/81
2/9/81

2/9/81

10/7/81
TO FIELD

ft

ee
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GROW I DATE RECEIVED
MULTI-YEAR PLANS

"INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AGENCY 4/12/82

"NATIONAL AERONALUTICS & SPACE ADMIN. 10/1/81

%/NATIONAL ENDOWNNT FORIIRE AR2S 12/8/81

weNATiONALENDOWHENT FOR TEE HUMANITIES 10/21/81

linIONAL GUARD BUREAU
'NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD * 10/22/81

NATIONAL SCIEOf FOUNDATION 2/10/82

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 10/26/81

AAR
, RAVYWIDE 2/17/82

MOC -WIDE 2/17/82

Office Of the Secretary
Secretariat and Staff Office 4/19/82

Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Research

'Chief of Nival Reserves
Chief of Education and Training
Chief of Naval Materiel Command
Marine Corps
Naval Security Group Command
Naval Telecommunication Command
Bureiu of Medicine and Surgery
Naval Intelligence Command
Naval Military Perionnel. 0:iguana
Naval Civilian Personnel Command
Naval Oceanography Command
U.S. Atlantic Fleet
U.S. Pacific Fleet

as,-\

* AGENCY WITi LESS THAN 106 EMPLOYEES'

VPGENCIES MAT HAVE suBmrrTED pcoomeusimta REFORM

- 5
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'10

ACTION
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE U.S.

/ADVISORY COMM. ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS *.
VADVISORY COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL PAY *
ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR HISTORIg PRESERyATION

QATE RECEIVED
MULTIYEAR PLANS

J

AGENCY FUR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMEKT
ve-ACRICULTURE

v., Office of the,Secretary

'3/18/82

2/4/82
yoEconomics 2/4/82
VNatural Redources and 2/4/82

Environment
i/Small Commenity and . 2/4/82

Rural Development *

v/Office.of International Affairs
and Commodity 'Programs

2/4/82

/Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service 2/4/82
p/EconomieStatistics & Cooperative Servicea 2/4/82

- y/Food and Consumer Service 2/4/82
PtScience and Edycation Service - 2/4/82
AIR FORCE

Headquarters 1/25/82
Air National Guard 1/25/82

vemiIitary Airlift Command 1/25/82
Air Force Academy 1/25/82
Air Force Systems Command 1/25/82
Tactical Air Force Command 1/25/82
Air Foree Logistics Comman 1/25/82
Strategic Air Cammand 1/25/82A
Air Force Traini4g Command
Air Force Reserre

\. t/25/82
1/25/82

Air Force Europe 1/25/P2
A Alaskan Air Command 1/25/82
-Flectronic ServiCe Command 1/25/82
Alr,Force Pacific Command 1/25/82

* 'AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 1011.4MPLOYEES

WCWIES THAT HAVE SUBMIPIED ACCOMPLISHMENT
4

74

nuclei's

'

- 6 -
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GROUP III

APPALACLAN REGIONAL COMMISSION *

//BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING *
ye CIVIL AERONAUTICS.BOARD

COMMERCE
Commerce-Wide
Office of the Secretary
Bureau of the Census
Bureau of Economic Analysis
International Trade Administration

National Bureau of Standards
National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration
National Telecommunication &
Information Administration

Patent & Trade Office
National Technical
'Information Service
U. S. Travel Service
Minority Business Development Agency
Bureau of Industrial Economics

connI8sION ON FINE ARTS

DEFENSE
Office of the Secretary
Defense Investigative,Agency

yeoDefense Contract Audit Agency
v/Office of Dependent Schools

Defense Intelligence Command
v/befense Communications Command
v/Defense Mapping Agency
v/befense Nuclear-Agency
v/Dniform Service University

of Health Sciences
Dafense Audit Agency

v/Defense Logistics Agency

Defense Audiovisual Agency
4 v/Office of Civilian Health

k..* AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 100 EMPLOYEES

VAGEDCfES MAT HAVE SUBMI'rlID PCCOMPLISBMENT

7

7

4

DATE RECEIVED

MULTI-YEAR PLANS

7/21/81
10/2/81

3/15/82
3/15/82
3/15/82

3/15/82
3/15/82

3/15/82

3/15/82

3/15/82
3715/82

3/15/82
3/15/82
3/15/82

3/15/82

10/2/81

10/1/81

12/28/81

10/23/81

11/3/81

1/7/82
9/15/81

11/16/81

REPO/CS

.)"

1/4/82
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GROUP III
DATE RECEIVED

IANERGY MULTI-YEAR PLANS

Headquarters 2/9/82

Western Power Administration 2/9/82

Region V. Dallas, Texas' 2/9/82

Albuquerque Operations Office 2/9/82

Oak-Ridge Operations Office ' 2/9/82

Bonneville Power Administration 2/9/82

,Chicago Operations 4 Regional Office 2/9/82

ANVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
"Headquarters 1211/81

Region I .. 12/1/8k
"Region II 12/1/81

%/Region III 12/1/81

-"Region IV 12/1/81

4.4Region V i2/1/8I

.'Region VI 12/1/81

"Region VII .1.2/1/81

/Region VIII 12/1/81

4/Region IX 12/1/81

/Region X .12/1/81

%/Cincinnati r Environmental: Research Lab., 12/1/81

"Las Vegas .46
12/1/81

%/Research Triangle Park, N.C. 12/1/81

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK 11/6/81

-*FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION .

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 12/9/81

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 12/23/81

FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE
leeFEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION' 1)18/82

L/GENERAL SERVICES.ADMINISTRATION 12/1/81

GOVERNMENT PRINTIgG OFFICE
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION' 4/14/82

* AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 100 EMPLOYEES

AGELVIES THAT HAVE SUBMITIED ACCOMPLISHMENT RUMS

- 8 -
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GROUP III. DATE RECEIVED

MULTIYEAR PLANS

INTERAMERICAN FOUNDATION *
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION -

3/8/82

JAPANU.S. FRIENDSHIP COMMISSION *

ipSTICE
Drug inforcement Administration ,

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Office of Boards and Divisions
U.S. Attorney's Office
Bureau of Prisons
U.S. Marshall's Service.

VLABOR
Employment Standards Admin. 10/9/81

Employment & Training Admin. 4/19/82

Solicitor of Labor
LaboeManagement Services Admin. 11/19/81

Asst. Secretary for Administration
and Management

Office of the Secretary
Occupational Health and

Safety AdAlnistation
Bureau of International Labor Affairs
Mine Safety and

Health Administration '

Bureau of Labor Statistics

* AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 100 EMPLOYEES.

1/IALENCIES THAT HAVE SUBMITTED ACCOMPLISHMENT REPORTS

9
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GROUP III DATE RECEIVED
MULTI-YEAR PLANS

VMARINE HAM& COMMISSION * 9/21/81
%/MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD 12/30/81
METRIC BOARD *

%/NATIONAL'CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION 10/30/81
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 10/24/81
NATIONAL CAPITOL PLANNING COMMISSION * 12/9/81
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AIR QUALITY *

viiATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
VNATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 1/27/42.

OCCUpATIONAL SAFETY E. HEALTH REVIEW COMM,
VGFFICE OF PERSONNELMAHAGEMENT 12/2/81
- OVERSEAS PRIVATE, INIZESTENT coat?.
LeTANAMA CANAL COMMISSION 978/81
leTENSION BENEFIT AND GUARMIll CORP. 11/17/81
No/PRESIDENT'S-COMM. FOR STUDY OF ETHICAL etc. * 16/9/81
yeSECURITIES AND eXCHANGE COMMISSION

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ,

v&SOLDIBMS AND AIRMEN'S HOME 9/29/P1
STAIT 4/1/82

*AGENCY WITH LESS THAN 100 DIPLOXEES
AGENCIES THAT HAVE SUBMITTED XraMPLISHIENT REFORTS

-10-

7 6
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ANSWEKS 'R.) QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HATCH

I. SEVERAL RECENT CASES HAVE AWARDED ATIGNEY'S FEES AGAINST THE MC, SHARPLY

CRITICI2ING MEWLING OP CASES. me EXAMPLE, IN EECC V. UNICN CAMP CORP.,

27 CCH E.P.D. PARAGRAPH 32,344 (i.D:.MICH. 1982), TIE COURT STATED:

HEFE TIT CHARGING PARTY CFaES DISCRIMINATION
AND THE MC, DFSPTIE AN UTTER LACciCV
MIME, SYMPAIWICALLY FILES surr HOPING
THAT THE DEPENDANT HILL SURRENIER RANEE THAN

GO TO TRIAL. MEN, As Hat, WIENDANT
REFUSES.TD KNUCKLE UNDER, DEM GOES TO A

-IDGTHY TRUL, TRIES THE CASE POORLY, USES
AND HCTES A IESSII HAS BM TAUGHT. A SEMI
CASE FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES COULD

NOT 1E MADE.

SIMILARLY, IN MO V. S.1ChEET,INO., NO. 81-0-0509,S, SLIP OP. AT (N.D.

ALA. MAR. 23, 1982), THE COURT.POUND MAT:

(T)HE FECUAS FAILED 16 EXPLAIN, DEM CR
MITIGATE IPS CONTINUATION OR THIS CASE WITH
1117 LACK OF WILE= TO SUN A PRIMA FACIE
CASE. THIS FUNDAMENTAL FAILURE WAS
COMFOUNIED BY THE siLlaw OP FACTS WM%
INTO THE MARGE, (AND) ITS DRZETPFUL
SUPPRESSION CP THE CalMENT THAT WOULD REVEAL

THIS . . .

SIGH AWARDS DIVERT INCREASINGLY SCARE RESOURCES FRCM MIT:NATE ENFOFC/i/ENT

EPPOINTS AND WASTE THE TAX-PAYER'S MONEY. I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU WHETHER YOU

HAVE INVESTIGATED THERA/BOLING UP EACH OP THESE CASES AND WITH WHAT RESMTS.

Prior to the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the 1978 Case of

MC v. Christiansburgs Garrent Co., 434 U.S. 412, there was confusion among

the circuits as toD the standard to be applied in awardirIg attorney's fees
-against the Ca:mission. Since that decision, attorneys fees can be awarded

against the Ccrtrdssion only in three ewes where the court finds that the

plaintiff's claim is "frivolous, unreasonable or groundless, or that the

plaintiff continued to litigate after it clearly became so." Under that

standard, any award of attorneys fees is a cause of concern because of the

factual finding that the MC engaged in frivolous, unreasonable or vexatious

litigation. The Office of General Counsel haa taken steps to review all

attorneys fees awards, the cirmarstances under which attorneys fees were

awarded, and themanner in which the cases were handled by Commission attorneys.
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IT. WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE 7) PREVIEW IRIS KIM) OP =DUCT IN THE FUIURE?

An extensive memorandum has been prepared by the Trial Division of the Office
of General COZILX.1 tO enable us to identify those factors upon which Courta
rely in attorneys fees awards against the Commission. Preliminary steps have
been taken to establish alley( case evaluation procedure to identify weak
cases. Cases which are identified as being marginal or pot susceptible of
easy proof will be monitored more closely, with periodic reports required by

the attorney conducting the litigation to determine whether at any point
prior to triar it should be apParent to the Commission that it is unreason-
able to continue the litigation beaed upon the discovery or developrent of
evidence.

In addition, steps have been taken to develop9training programs to Improve
the conduct of litigation by individual ittorneys-who are respxxsible for
conducting trials. Tae Commission is seeking to establish training opportunities
in conjunction with members of the private bar in an effort to'permit Casni-
sion attorneya tO more adequately evaluate defenses to Title VII claims.

Accordingly, the General Counsel's Office has immediately instituted more
stringent review in the selection of cases for litigation. Those cases which
indicate a possibility 'Of an award of attorney's feep have either teen rejected,

in the exercise of prosecutorial discretion or have been returned to field
offices for Partherlevelopment. Until such time as new case evaluation pro-
ceduree are in place and training procedures are implemented for trial attorneys,
it is felt that the most important immediate step to be taken is a much more
strirgent review of oases which are to be presentel to the Commission fdr filing.

III. THE EIXO BUIGET REQUEST FCR 1983 IS LOWN4, TELY $5.2 NUI.LION FROM THE 102
BASE COST OF OPE:RAMC. OF IHE $144.9 MI1L REQUESTED, $124.5 MILLION IS
SLAIED FOR ENFORCEMENT. TRERE HAS BEEN SCNE ODNITMERSY ABOUT MigDPER IHE CCOKIS-
SION SECULD =maim ON BIG BRIO ENFORCE/CRT ACTIONS INVOLVING CLASS-WIDE
CHARGES AS OPRAED TO INDIVIWAL OOMPLAINIS. hICCID YOU PLEASE SPAIE WHAT KIND
CP CRITERIA YOU FOOD IN PLACE AT EECC WHEN YOU ARRIVED FOR MIMIC TARGETS
FOR CLASS-TM INVESTIGATIONS AND FOR FILING CLASS-TYPE LITIGATION.

The Cm:mission haa two programs in place whida are utilized for the identifica-
tion and targeting of class-type investigations and litigation. Tne programs
are:

1) The ELI Frog:elm - The ELI FrOgram (Early Liigation Identifioation)
utilizes charges filed by members of the public. Charges receivedin a'Field Office are reviewed immediately upon receipt to hetennine
their suitability for'sthe program. In selecting ELI's, a field office
utilizes the data presented by the Charging Party at filing, an issues
list, end the office knowledge atout the employer. Laladdition, a

a.
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field office considers the potential Impact on an employer and
employees, impact on the aployer canninityof an area, the
potential; based cn available data of a successful conclusion to

the charge, the willingness of the chwedng party to participate in
the program, and thecotential ccet of the inveatigaticn and litiga-
tion activity weiged against available resources and possible outcome.

2), The Systemic Phogram - Tne Commisaion in 1978 adopted a set of standards
for the selection of subjects for systemic inquiry. In applying these

atandards, the Commission's primary focus is cn the strength of the

evidence the severity of the discrimination, the scope or the antici-
pated relief, end theammeability of the me. Other factors which
are taken into account include provision for an appropriate geographic
dispersion of cases; assurance that easels comrall involve a reasonable

mix of sex race, and national origin issues; and detetmdnation of
whether UN; subject is part or an industry that ware to have
significant EEO problema, and whether these probierre have previously

been addressed.

iv. 41AT PRIORITIES WM ME crwissicv ESTABLISH IN THE FUME TO CEIMINE wi
IT WILL INITIAIE A CLASS-TY113 INVESTIGATION OR LAWSUIT.

/ plain in the near future to review along with the Commission the criteria and
Priorities for initiating claas-type investigations or lawsuits. I believe such

a review is overdue on the part of the Commission.

V. WHAT STEPS WILL INE C0t44I53ION TAKE TO INSURE AN MCPEDITICOS EXPENNIURE OF
kTENCY RESOURCES WHEN IT LAUNCkES A MAJOR INVESTIGATION?

The following atepe'have been taken to ensure that major investigations are

conducted efficiently:

\--Detailed guidance has been provided field offices on
the structure and conduct of systemic investigations.

4 Headquarter's staff reviews, approves and monitors the
objectiveas established by field systemic units for both
overall caseload and completion of the varicua stages

of each systemic investigation.

--Fie4d systemic units are required to coordinate with
legal units to ensure that their investigations will
support litigation if conciliation fells. _

81
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Headquarters atter provides technical &assistance
during the,donduct of systemic investigations, and
revieasand approves the findings and conciliation
proposals in each case. 4

Field systamic un.tts submit quarterly projections of
their antioipated expenditures for outside contracts:and
any contract fOr $2500 or more mast be approved in head-
quarters.

-.-Headquarters staff maintains a system for monitoring on
a case-by-case basis costs resulting from thelield's
use or the Comodssion's computerized data.analysis
system.

VI. WILI onwerr sTANDIMS EE EMPDOYED WHEN THE CCWISSION FTTPS A MAJOR CASE IN "
COM, AND, IF sceoaVELL THEY 13E9

4
The standards applied 40091'selectirg a case for litigation are generally the
same as when selecVng aimase for investigation, with two major differences.
First, because a much greater amount of information is.available prior to
suit than prior to investigation, including the respondent's explanations

i4 and justifications for its practices, selection of a case for litigation
normally requires mare thorough and convincing evidence than selection of a
case for investivaion. Second, the mini= scope of proposed investigations
tends to be greater than the minimum scope of proposed suits, because in
selecting cases for systemic investigation the Cornission is seeking to
identify those situatiorm which involve tht most serious problans, whereas
selection of a ClUlt for systanic litigation merely requires that the investi-

gation have disclosed at least one significant systendc violation, In other
words, asses selectOd-for aystendc litigation are generally narrower and more
focused than oases which have been selected for systendc investigation.

4
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ANSAMS 10 QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SMATOR EAGLETON

I. HOW MANY XRELADNS HAVE B8EN FILED WITH THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPCRIUNITI COM-
MISSION arias IMPLEMENTATICN OF LIME 1977 REORGANIZATION PLAN?

. The 1977 ReorganizatiOn Plan, initiated with model office openings in BaltAore,
Callas and Chicago eis fully implemented on January 29, 1979. Data compatible

with the reorganization covers the period from FY 78 to 2nd Quarter FY 82. The
foilswing chart reflects all charges filed with the Commission during that
period.

Charges Filed

Flack Year
OriginallY
With EEOC

Originally With
State and Local FE20's Tbtal

1978 37,390 27,189 64,579

1979 *35,279 31,290 66,569

1980 45,382 33,486 79,868

.1981 ' 56,228 36,989 93s217

1982 (thru 3131) 24,358 16,322 40,680

II, HOW MANY OP/IRCSE COMPLAINTS HAVE INVOKED A SYSTEMIC INVESTIGATTON BY THE COM-

,-MISsION?

.
SYstemic charges are filed following a review of various selection criteria
one of which is the existence of a.record of prior-individual charge filings.
Other selection criteria include'overrell EED profile and workforce utilization.
Sinme multiple criteria are relied upon it is difficult to attribute .the selec-
tion of a particular systemic dhsarte to the fact that individual Charges were
also filed agadnst the same respondent. *

The first charge unden the Commission's systemic program Wa3 filed in August bf,

1978. 'lb date 132 systemicvharges have been filed, of xhiCh approximately
80% were lodged against Pespondents with a history of prior individhual dharge

filings. .

III. HOW MANY CASESRAVE BEEN SHARI BY THE olawassiarl SINCE JANUARY 1981 BOTH
AL CASES AND CCASS CASES?

. 1981

1% 10

.

January, February, Kirch 92

April, May, June 122
July, Augsst, September , 131
October, NovenberDecember 37

OA
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1282

Jamary, February, March
April May

'Dotal

Tne figures for the year 1982 were cut off at the end of May since, obviously,
the figurel for.Jume are not yet reported.

IV. IN YOUR 'TESTIMONY AT YCCR C0107014ATION HEARING, YOU AND MATCH HAIGH HAD A
RATHER LEMliff EXCHANGE MARDI:NG mg PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH CHAIRMAN OP
THE messioN ammo TOO INVOLVED IN THE DAY-TO-DAY A INI1RkTIvE ASPECTS
OF THE AGENCY RATHER THAN PERFORMIM,THE CHAIRMAN'S ANCTION AS A DIRECTOR OF
POLICY. yer TODAY, YOU MEDICATE IN YOUR STATE= THAT YOU HOE TEMPORARILY
ASSUYED THE POSITION OP EXECUITVE LTRECIOR OF THE COMMISSION. SCAT ARMOUR
PLANS FOR PLUM THE EXDOUTIVE DIFECIOR.POSITAR?

V.

I have initiated a taak force to assist ma in analyzing alternative organiza-
tional structures for the Commission. As part of that study, the role and/or
need for various management positidn. Axe being examined. In the meantime, I
am exercising tbe Executive Dimkctor's nrungerotit oversight responsibilities and
the Deputy &emulsive Dtrector is addressirg dzd-ly administrative activities.

YOU TESTIFIED THAT YOU WERE =XING AT CHANGES IN THE RAPID CASE PROCESSINI
SYSTEM. DO YOU HAVE ANY PLANS TO CaANGE THE SYSTEMIC DISCRIKRATION PROIRAM AS
II' IS PRESENTLY SET UP. SPECIFICALLY, IS THERE ANY THMIT EE1N3 GIVEN TO
PLACIM THE SYSTEMIC DISCRDCOOTION PROGRAM DIRECILY.UNDER lig OFFICE OF GENERAL
COUNSEL? .

1/4.7

'The systemic Program is alsebang aria4.y'zed aa part of my otganizational study
of the Commdssion. We are not considering the placemenlof the entire Systemic
Program underlie Office of Orperal.Ccunsel, althouel one-option would be for
the Program's litigation function to be assigned to that,office. However, I
have not made Any dvisiore on that issue to date.

4
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BACKCROUti)

The former Loan FUnd Program Was terminated on September 30,1980.

The former Loan Fund Program was started on SepteMber 29, 1978? as a one-

year grant'in the three district office areas of Baltimore, Chicago and

Dallas. The grmat was to provide loans to pay litigation oosts for plain-

tiffs' attorneys in Title.VII actions and to test the concept of a loan fund

progran in order to determine its imfact in providing assistance to the

Title VII bar in the three,areas. The ultimategoal was for the loan fund
to become independently operated and maintained.

The grant award of a maximum of $145.000, $100,000 for loans and-$45,000

.for administrative coses, was,made to three -organizations: The National

Bar Association for tiv Baleimore Qffice Area, the Chicagp lawyers Oannittee

for Civil Rights Under Lau tor the Ctego District Offick Area and the

Waren's LW Center, Inc.; for the Da s 'District Office Area.

The grant provided that a maximum of $1,500 could be loaned for an individual

case, and a maximum of $7,500 for a class action. These maximas could be

taised for a.particular case only if the Regional Attorneyani the former

Office of Special Projects and. Prouams jointliapproved.

4
Curing the second year of operation.of.the former Loan Fund, a new loan

fund was added, the jurisdictional bcundaries for each loan fund was cbanged

to correspond, as near as possible, to the Federal Judicial Circuits and the

loans and admunistrative costs were increased ,to $150,000 and $50,000

reipectively. Thus, the'AtImita progxam funded cases in the Fifth Circuit,

excluding the"State of Texas., the Baltimbre program funded casts in the

Fourth and D.C. Circuits, the Qu.cago pnogram funded cases in the Seventh

Circuit, and the Dallas program funded cases in the Tenth Circuit and'the

State of Texas.

TIE WCtEN'S LAW GENDER'

The,Wccen's Law Center, Inc. (hereinafter WLC) was a Texas corporation, whose.

Executive Director and President was Dr. Delores Ferrell. In October 1978, '

after the EECC grant was awarded, WLC reCeived tuo CETA contracts one fnan

the City of Dallas and one from the State of Texas. These two CETA contracts

and the EECC loan fund grant constituted all of the,funding and business

operation of WLC. WLC hired Erin,Sneed, a Dallas Lawyer, to be the Project

Director of the EECC Loan Pand Program. Ma. Sneed was the only person

connected with the program who was a member of the Texas Ear. She was respon-

siblePfor processing all, Lama applications. Dr. Ferrell, a graduate of an

unaccredited law scobj and not admitted to any bar, was responsible for .

program publicity and overalladministration. She was to-devote 25% of her

time to the program. In addition, there was one clerical ,worker assigned to

the prograM.

;

8 5 ° VAt
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In May 1979, after investigation by the City of Dallas and the State of
Texas, the two CE1A contracts with WLC were cancelled. The reasons cited
for the cancellation included: overstating by 4TLC of amounts needed for -

rent and salaries, inpropdt recordkeeping of CETA employee's time, and use
of CETA employees for non-program purposes. Dr. Ferrell left Dallas in
late May and went tb California. She wrote to Che former Office of Special
Projects in a letter dated June 11, 1979, "the Board of Wbmen's Law Centers
has voted to moveits headquarters from Dallas, Texas, to Los Angeles, -

California, and will no long& maintain offices in Dallas."

The Contracts and Procurement Division was'advised of the developments in
the WI.0 situation, as well as representatives of Legal Counsel Division.
The Director of Cuctracts anA Procurenent Division cont,acted Dr. Ferrell
as tO the possibiliq of transferring the Loan Fund Program from WIC to
the Mexican American legal Defense and Educational Fund (hereinafter MAIDEF).
MALDEF wat the Only other offeror for the loan fund:whose proposal was
found to 5e,techmdcally acceptable by an evaluation panel that evalaated all
proposals suhmitted. MINT was also contacted as to the possibility.of
accepting the transfer of the Loan Fund Program from WIC for the remainder
of the grant pericd. DT. Ferrell stated that'she would agrbe to the trans-
fer for the remainder of dhe grant period and MALDEF stated that.it would
accept the transfer and administer the loan fund for the remainderof the
grant period. The actual transfer, however, did not occur in time before
the grant period ended on September 27, 1979:

khen the Office of Special Projects and Programs received Dr. Ferrell's
letter advising of the intended move, fiscal controls were instituted to
make certain that the Office of Special Projects and Programs remained in a
position to detennine the grantee's compliance with the technical.require-
ments of the contract. That office, after considering all of the facts and
circumstances surrounding the operation of the Dallas Office, decided to
take the following steps:

r. Velmil Mitchell of the Regional Treasury Disbursing:Center

1
in Austin, Texas, was contacted and instructed not to pay
any SF 183's submitted, by Wbmen's law Centers, Inc., unless

' prior approval was obtained by,the Office of Special
Projects and Programs. Thi,s procedure was to make sure
that excessiveSmounts o4money were not suddenly withdrawn4

2. The Private Bar Cbordinator in Dallas was required tO A
begin co-signing all checks regarding payments under the
loan holdprogram with the Project Director of thelkmen's
LawCenters, Inc. He was nat requested to,and did not
perform any accounting of the program: However, heTlid
check to make sure that reasonable amounts Were paid for
approprista-purposes.

Ile Women for Chante, Inc. waS awarded the Dallas Loan Rind Contract on
September, 1979. The Waren for Change, Inc. was assigned all accounts
receivables, property, furniture and the remainding funds Which were
committed to plaintiffs attorneys.

e

t

o-
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1. How did the City of Dallai and the State of Texas investigations

relate to EECC's contractual relationship with the Women's Law

Center (WIC)?

The Walth's Law Center, Inc. (WIC) was funded by the ComMission in

FY '78. Subsequently in May 1979, after investigations by the.City of
Dallas and the State of Texas, the two CEIA Contracts let by the City of

Dallas and the State of Texas to WLC were cancelled for cause. The Contracts

and Procurement Division and the Legal Counsel Division of the Office of

General Counsel were advised of this development.

Although efforts were made to effectuate the transfer of the EE(C Con-

tract fromAC to the Mexican Aarican Legal Defense Educational Fund
theaLEF), another community agency, the contract terminated on September 28,

1979 before a formal transfer had beenNrried out.

The former Cffice OT Special Projects, after considering the facts and

circumstances surrounding the investigation and findings on WIC, instituted

steps to protect the government's interest. Those steps included requesting
the Regional Treasury Disbursing Center in Austin,.Texas, to make no payments

on SF 183 (Letter of Credit) to WLC witheut prior approval-of the Office of

Special Projects.

2. WhyAdid cobtractor buy furniture and was it permissible 'under the

Contract?

The Centractor was authorized by the Contract No. EED-C-0012,effective
date September 29, 1978, go expend funds for office furniture. The Contract

did not specify whether the office furniture was to be purchased or leased.

However, an explanatory listing of office furniture items submitted by WLC

reflect furniture purchase prices. The furniture and equipment purchased with

EECC funds was valued at $2,735.

3. What kinds of cases were funded under the Loan Fund? The cases funded

were Title VII cases (face, sex, religion, national origin and color).

The Leon Fund COntract stipulated that loans application were to be

considered according to the following priorities:

1. Cause cases Which fail conciliation and Which will not be

litigated by the Commission;

2. eases from the expedited processing system;

3. Cases from the previous processing system backlog;

4. All other cases according to the particular circumstances,
except cause cases are to always have priority over no cause

cases.
,

-8 1
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In addition, 1he "Contract" provides that each "Contractor" shall consider
the following criteria in making loans:

' I. The case implct, projected relief and the size and
symbolic value of the affected class;

2. Other litigation against respondent and the importance
of the respondent in the community;

3. The effect of a sUccessful result onother litigation;

4. Geographic impact; ani

5.. NeedIkto estdbligh litigation credibility againSt
pUblic employers.

86
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EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY OieMMISSION
WASHINGTON,sr.c.' 20506

:RI 1 5 4982

Hondrable Orrin G. Hatch
4/amen

, Committee on Labor and Hudan Resources
United States Senate
Washingtoq, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Hatch:

During my appearance up June 15, 1982, belore pour Committee as part of,
its oversight hearings on the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EISOC), I promised to prOvide you within a month some additional
information on.44rtain topict. The following information, accompanied
by the elelosed documents, respond to your requests.

Private Bar Loan Fund

I requested the General Counsel to again review the legal authority for'
UDC to administer the Private Earloan Fund. The opinion,.which is
at Attachment A, indicates that there was a legal basis for the Fund. I

Was also informed during this review that there soma a predecessor pro-
' gram to'the Loan Fund dating back to 1971. The Commissidh's 1973 budget
,request, submitted in February 1972, indicates that $50,000 was
allocated fot Ti1e VII legal assistance programs in 1971, $100,000
requested for 1972 and $250,000 for 1973. Justification for these
expenditures stated that:

"The =apt enfmrcement mechanism of Title VII is the
ability of a privam,individual to bring a suit under
Section 706(c) .... However, this mechanism
is nOt achieving maximum impact. Not only is the
percentage of 706(e) cases which result in a suit
being filed low, but the.percentage of cases
successf ly conciliated continues to drop. As
poinft4ut by the Senate's Labor and Public Wel-

Com*ttee, the problems of discrimination in
employment are so complicated that it.takes great

_expertise to have a "technical perception that a
problem exists in the first place, and that the
system complained of is unlawful".

89,
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However, such technicarkperception is lapking

on the part of most lawyers. Consequently,
Contracts will be issued to train, through 0

law schoolsland other professional channels,
lawFers in 1,06(e) law and utilfie pending
706(e) cases as a training tool".

D.-spite its history and legal: basis, however, I wish to reiterate my posi-
tion that I do not favor,suclra program and I can assure you alat our only
continuing role with the Loan Fund will be limited to collettion of outrr.
standing dtbts from prior year reicipiants. At Atat,hment B is a June 10,
1982, breakdoWn mf the Fund's loan status.

- Possible YeZr End Certification Vfolations

I also requested the General Counsel to conduct another veview'on the
possibility of a violation of fidancial responsibilities laws when a
former EEOC employee certified agency obligations to the Department of
the Treasury. After studying the evidence, I directra the General Counsel
to contact the Department of Justice on this matter for their considera-
tion.

Trav"el Advances to Employees

Questions were i'aised duringrthe hearing on outstanding travel advances
that ha:d not been repaid to EEOC by EEOC employees who were also officers
of the employees' Union. The Commission's travel advance policy for-Union
ew,p1oyees is the same pdlicy applicable to all other EEOC employees. The
present pulicy provides for a continuing advance up to $.1..000 for those

employees who are in travel status for a large percentage of time.
Norm-11y, such advances are not liquidated until there is a change in
em- ,ee status or the advance is no longer needed.

ank! Uclua official had a large travel advance which exceeded EEOC's operat-
ing ;mi.:clines and was noted by ihe General Accounting Office while it was

,onducting its audit of EEOC's financial systems. Since that time: the ,

cmployee has been repaying his advance as part of our debt collecrion efforts
for the Commission. WV are also moving'to improve the accountability for
travel advances by employees so that future abuses do not occur.

Accounting Records

I am pleased to report that we have reconciled our accounting records
thrugi. 10,y and are maw operating our accounting system on a current basis. Jr

A recent report from our Office of Audit confirms that we have improved the
atcounting system so thatits accuracy-is well within the acceptable
tolerarrce range required of any government accounting system.

9u
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I appreciate yOur Lonstructive support for our efforts to establish strong

management controls within the Commission and fair equal employment

opportunity policies in this country.

Attachments (2)

a

t

Sincerely,

k_ L

Clarence Thomas
Chairmaa

1,

,
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TO:

88

Attactinent A

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

41 131982

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

FROM: Michael J. Connolly
General Counsel

SUBJECT: Legality of Loan Fund progr

The question has arisen as to whether the now defunct Loan
Fund, Program was an activity in which. the EEOC could legally
engage. Additionally, the question has arisen as to whether
any prior opinion this office issued on the legality of the
Loan Fund Program is a reliable opinion. Thirdly, we have
been asked to indicate whether any loans were made during
1981 under this program.

By memorandum dated July 18, 1978, this office, in con-1
nection with a legal sufficiency review of an "Invitation
for Grant Application" for the administration of the loan'
fund, issued an opinion_on the legality of the loan fund
program. In this memorandum we examined the authority of
EEOC to expend its appropriations for the funding of the
program. We examined several statutes thattrelate to the
purposes to which an agency may put its funds.

We first examined 31 U.S.C. S628 which states "except as
otherwise provided by law, sums appropriated for the various
branches of expenditure in the publiq,service sh411 be
applied solely to the objects for which they are respective- ,
ly made and for no other." We also examined 41 U.S.C. Sll
which states that "no-contract or purchase on behalf of the
United States shall be made, unless the same is authorized
by law or is under an appropriation adequate to its ful-
-fillment."

It, thus, became necessary to determine our authority in
light of these provisions. For assistance in this area we

94
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
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2

looked to a Comptroller General Opinion as court case law in
this prea is quite sparse. We reliekl on 29 Comp. Gen. 419
(1950) which states in part that "where an appropriation is
made for a particular object, by implication it confers
authority to incur expenses which are necessary or proper or
incident to 'the proper execution of the object unless there
is another appropriation which makes more spdcific provision
for such-expenditures, or'unless they are.prohibited by
law.!

In light df the foregoing Comptroller Generpl Decision the
question became whether the loan .fund program was an expense
Ahich was "necesaary Or proper or incident to tWe proper
execution of the object °enforcement of Title VIII" for
_which Etht's appropriation was made. The EEOC 1978 appro-
priation was used to initiate the loan fund program. This
appropriation allows funds "for the necessary expenses of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as authorized by
Title VII of the Civil.aights Act of 1964, as amended...."
P.L. 95-86, August 2, 1977: Re*ing on the Comptroller Alf

General Opinion and the absence of any prohibitioh against
establishing the loan.fund, we determined that the EEOC's
general appropriation could be used to finance the loan f
-program.

We discovered no principles or standards which provide
-guidance on what expenditures are reasonably necessary and
proper with respect to the enforcement of Title VII. We
have researched Comptroller General Decisions in this area,
and they provide little guidance as to what constitutes-a
reasonable expenditure of an agency's appropriation. The
provision in Title-VII which comes closest to giving EEOC
specific authgrity to establish a lean fund is Section 705
(g) (1) of Title VII. This.provision states that the Commis-
sion "Shall have power to cooperate with, and, with their .

consent utilize regional, State, local and other agencies,

4
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both public and private and individuals." A review of the
Legislati-ve History concerning section 705 (g)(1) was not
helpful as it is quite limited. However, there are several.
provisions in Title vir and commentary in the Legislative
History indicating the importance placed by Congress on an
adequate private Title VII Bar.

. ,
In conclusion given the limited authority available for
interpreting the "necessary or proper or incident" standard
set forth in ,the Comptroller General Opinion cited above as
applied to, EEOC .appropriations it is difficult to state with
certainty the legality of the Loan Fund Program. Howeyer,
we believe that the language in section 705(g) (1) authorizing
the Co=ission to- work with individuals in` carryilk out its
mission and the invortance placed by Congress on the private
Title VII bar provide a,1egal basis for the Loan Fund Pro-
gram.

i
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Attachment

.5 31 PBCCECT'

-"otal -....;roe. .5; Atlanta
BaltiTore
Chicago
Dallas

36
51
37
77 .

Total arn'ourtof loans 'AtlAnta $138,388.18
Baltimore 236,874.72-
Chicago B13,500.00

. Dallas - 230,301.38

3. -Total arourt ot re-2a,ld loans, gtlanta ' .S 9,209.28
ililtanore 19,354.75
Chicago 15,000.00
Dallas 43,457.00

.:ozal nurther of loans'repaid.' Atlanta 3
Baltinore 10
Chicago 1
Da 1 las 22

casea lost . %,tlanta- 4
'3altinore
Cs:.:ago

0 411

S
^ lt.nore"

C"..:ago
."3kllas '4,20,3.11

ca.cs A tlanta 20
Ba 1 tinore 38

' Chicago 32
Da llas 48

Total ancunt Atlanta
Baltimore,
Ch icago
Dallas

5127,416.17
207,815.54
180,362.30
177,638.8)

Teta.: rzthor fc.r 7...rillas is 7. TWecases have been
a:der loans.

rOt+r: ana na-a. )aer. '.1c.ted act:- t'no "lows r,e;:ald' categor.
:oat" zat,qcr.. ::- three cases,m:.: plaintIffs

hare not in tne clse 6ut `,.,a..-2 returned the -noblIgated
-)r:o case, t.r.w.o of the plaintfs lost t:'eir

t :,t,tain.o 4. fa:orable j...dgnerit k..1
te:osikl her
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f4,

GEORGETOWN UNIVER$1tY LAW iER
WASHINGTON O. C. 20001

N41,42,1,

Senator Otrin G: Hatch,
Senate Labor 4,Human
"Resources Committee
4230 Dirksen Bldg.g
WashingtonDvC. 20510

. Dear Senatdr Hatch:* ,

+Ng

July

Chairman

30, 1982

1 appreciite the opportunity to include this letter in the Official
printed record,of the June 1982 oversight hearing on EZOC befdre the Satiate
Labor and Swain Resources Committee. I have no desire to involve ayself in the
affairsvof therINtamiseion of the Conmattee and would not ordinarily take tlia
uuuaual step of formally submitting this letter, except for serious misappre-

bensious ind prrers of fact that apparently comprise the record of the.hearing.
However, since the recokd is now being prepared for printing, I have had to -

rely on the qdbted, statements and report of the hearing contained in:Lhe Daily
Labor, Report of Julie 15, 1982, (DIA No. 115, Bureau of National Affairs,
hereinafterja.1).

. . - :..

Many statemepts made at the hearing indicate some lack of familiarity with
UGC operations mid reforms, and perhaps reflect the lack of sufficient time

1that is so often mecessarily the cave in preparing for a hearing. leaders of

reports of this hearing-Amight well bo led to believe that EZOC vas actually

harmed and set back dur*the last administration; Yet el4ry outside -
t

prefessionall'and Congrei pal evaluation of HOC'. new management initiatives,
and feedback fro.' chaAing,Iisrty and butaness groups mto use the Commission
have uniformly acknowledge& that this was the period of succes.ful reform of
Commission operations throughout. Indeed after hearing. probing ZZOC

operations in the Senate and the House, Cootiess was sufficiently impressed '1

eith BLOC improvements in management'and case processing that both houses voted _

overwhelmingly to transfer four majof, new statutory jurisdictions_ to EZOC from

other agencies. t
....

,

9

lowever, I Alb noi write because of aoy expectation that you should
necessarily take account of IZOC improvements during a prior administration but
because a great-many erroneous,statements appear in the discussion of 1/ r

overall Commielion,progress in'correcting operational problems; 2) backlog
identification and reduction; 3) the new-case procelaibg system caliod "Rapid
Charge Processing': (RCP); 4) funding for private litigation to assist public

intereit a yet. willing to represent Title,VII complainants who couldvot be
represented by the Commission; 5/ financial matters; and 6) management

. -

accountabilâ.y. These areas will be discussed below.

During my tenure'at &IOC (June 1977vFebruarY 1981) the Commission came '
under the twat intensive scrutiny in its history, largely because of wholesale

-



changes in its o erations carried out after a long periOd of operational
decline and bees se the transfer of four nev statutory jurisdictions depended

upon a substanti demonstration of improved operation and caseload management.

Examination by o ectiwe evaluators and observers among them the responsible
Senate and House iittee, the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Oftice of
Management and Budget (OM), and the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
uniformly found, documented, and reporeed that the Commission, as GAO
characterized it, had made "many significant improvements in its procedures and
practxces since 1976 that increased its ability to attack employment
disciimination" (GAO., HAD-81-29, 4/9/8i p. 5, hereinafter GAO, 4/9/8.1).

The April 9, 1981 GAO report is the central evaluation of the EECC because
.it is the only comprehensive study of the ComMission since 1976. Yet that

report, along with several others, is cited in the hearing in a seriously
distorted vsy as if it vere a generally negative evaluation of the Commission.
In fact the opposite is the case. Although this report performs the mandatory

function of GAO reports, which is of course to detail areas GAO believes
require improvement, the repoit is at pains to be balanced and uses language

throughout to indicate the overall positive nature of its evaluation. Its most

basic conclusion is-formulated in the opening sentence of the Dkgest to.the
report. "The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has taken stepi to

corrict most of the problems pointed put in a 1976 GAO report." (Id. at p. iv) .

, Yet the opening statement of the June 1982,hearing vent to lengths to lay out
only the criticisms, creating the impression that these critici.ms vere the
gravamen of the GAO evaluation of the Commission during the bast

administration. In fact GAO took just the opposite approach, positively laying
out the "procedural and administrative changes that addressed many problems
described in that [1976; repott and improved [UGC's) ability to deal with

employment discrimination." (Id. It 6). After noting its 1976 documentation

of "interrelated factors, including many management problems," GAu reported

that:

Specifically, changes EEOC has instituted include:

--Establishing in Office of Policy Implementation to centralize and

systematize nev equal employment opportunity policy through
guidelinesy interpretations, and rulings.

--Establishing a feeld office structure that consolidated all
authority and responsibility for charge resolutions in the district

offices. EBOC eliminated its five regional litigation centers and
seven regional offices and established a district and area office
structure that provides broader geographic coverage and makes EEOC

More accessible. '

.
--Expanding EEOC's relationship with State and local government fair

employment practices agencies through contracts for resolving

charges and enhancing the agencies' abilities to resolve charges.

EEOC adopted a uniform funding formula for resolving charges, tying
it ta the agencies' performance to provide an incentive for them to

4
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increase charge resolutions.
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a
--Trair)ing EEOC personnel,and State and local government.fair
employment practices agencies" taffs to administer the nev charge

processing system. EEOC officials said 4,000 persons have

completed the training program.

--Replacing tbe clerical staff with professional staff in the charge
intake unit, which screeas incoming complaints to eliminate those
tbat are untimely and not within ESOC's jurisdictioa.

- -Locating EEOC attorneys in distract offices to vork with equal

opportunity speCiaiists vhen investigating cbarges snd developing a
single standard of evidence for deciding w#ether cause exists on a
cbarge and for litigation. This avoids additional investigation
vhen cbarges cannot,be settled informally and need to be litigated.

- rtablishing it separate charge processing system for resolving
_ backlogged charges through negotiation, in which cbargi.g parties

are contacted to,identify active charges and settle them. EEOC

reported that by using these procedures, the June 30, 197,, bauklog
of about 126,000 charges had been reduced about 56 geicent, ta
about 54.000 charges, by September 30, 1979. EEOC planned to have

the backlog cleared by the And of fiscal year 1982.

--Establishing a management accountabilityuystem vhicb includes '
plans foi on-line computer support t7ive field managers the
capacity for constant program feedbac on the status of the active
workload and on the progress in meeting their program objectives.

(IA. at 6-7) '

This v,iew of substantial improvements in Commission operatiots and

managtment was corroborated by every evaluator who came into tne agency to

lexamine its operations. While space does not ailow detailing of all these

Avaluations reports from the OMR Office of Management Lmprovement and
Evaluation and the OPM Workforce Effectiveness and Development Group should be
mentioned.

The OME issues a publication, Manitement &Jaz (Man. gm 10/80
"distributed government-vide to officials vith major management
responsibilities" ant teas as one of its purpoqes "to dieseminate information on
federal management improvements of_government-vide interest and applicability."

at 1) The October 1980-Management lima featured two agencies in an
article entitled "Management Successes and Lmprovements--Tto Case Exampeei."

One of these vas the EEOC. The report suggested tbat, l'The EEOC

experience should be of special interest to other agencies via
renpoatibilities for investigating complaints from the public and tbose that

require timely and accurate reporting on operational progress from extentive

nctJorks of field offices." (11.) It reported that, "Success has been

achpved by changes in: (1) processing methods, (2) organizatioh, and
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(3) communications between headquarters and field'officem" (Id.) Further

detaxls.of these conclusions are reported below.

The OPH ewaluation of EEOC is entitled Management Inittatives'and EEOC's
Imoroved'frOductivsv, CPA Case Management Information Series, Report No. 1 '

Jan. 1981 (OPH Rept..No. 1). It vas authored by Levis W.Taylor and L.S. Tao
of the OPH. Workforce Effectiveness and Developnent Croups set up to carry out

OPH resOnsibilities to federal agencies under the Civil Service Retort. Act of
1978. Among its goals are: "(1) To review the procedures and practices of
various Federal programs in the areas of case management, financial managempnt
and pzrionnel management," and" 2) To identify good practices in these federal
programs and publish reports about exemplary practices." (I4. at 1) At the
time of ita evaluation of EEOC, OPM.had "reviewed =ore than 50 Federal programs
and,same State agencies in the area of case managemetiy, is well as 10 U.S.

attorneys offices.. . . in their debt collection activities." (I4.411.2). The

January 1981 OPH publication was "k report about what EEOC has accompiished and
an analysis of the reasons for its success." After reviewing "productivity
trends," "management initiatives," #nd "quality assurance," OPM found that "The
Commission has made remarkable progresis.. ' p. 13) The details of its

findings sre discussed below.

Bag...kit& idenfification Ad reduction. At the time ve cane to the
Commission in June 1977, the EEOC was known chiefly for its backlog; which bad
reached crisis proportions. The most serious coneern of the Congress and of
the charging party and bus'iness public vho used the Commission vas in hacklog'

reduction. Not only'vas the backlog-largt with totals estimated ai high as
130,000 cases, but EEOC's method of counting backlog obscured any true
assessment of old charges by making the fundamental erroF of counting as
"backlog" the ebtire case Inventory, vhether the cases vere a fev days old or

fev years old. In his testimony before your Committee the new chaarmen ofthe
Commission, Clarence Thom's., Teverte'd to this ertbr and in the process oisened

the way for the serious dhd erroneous charge of prior "bogus''backlóg
figures." (Senator Nickles DLR, p. A-4) Beyond our own standards of

integrity, which demanded the Most open and honest appraisal of progress ve
could give, ve vere under such intensive scrntiny and reported to various
authorities so often that the.manipulagion 0; figurts would have been foolisti

and would have been easily-detected. Ytt M. Tbomas claimed that when he
arrived at the agency. 16 months int& a new administrationyhe vas lea CO believe
that the backlog, had been decreased from 69,000 t charges in January 1979 to

14,000 by March '1982 but that in fact there vas a separate "frontlog" of never
charges, makini 'for a total of 45,000 cases. It may be that because MF. Thomas

van new to the agency and vats called to prepare testimony so early in his

,
tenure he bad had insufficient time to fully familiarize himself with the
available materials and with announced and vell-knovn Cob:mission practices for

counting and identifyihg case voTkleads The seperation of older casps to be

processed through the.backlog charge processing system.from newer cases to be
prncessed through RCP vas anong the most publiciyea and boll knowm piactices

EE0C, enabling, Is /2 keep She separate csautt j1aJ. Alva indicote whether

Iht gm systems are buildine, backlogs NA plA svotems ILIA. Thus EEOC

announced to the public that it Vas separating out all charges that had Come

-
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into he Com4lissionas of January 1: 1979, for the puriose of-allowing a

sep ate staff in each aistrict office to work oh the reduction of GO charges

aevace from new charges that were to be handled in an entirely different way,

using the factfinding conference as the primary investigative tool. Thereafter

EEOC always reported its charges in precise detail, Including not only a
couitdovr of,the backlog but very specific, information on the numBer of newer

charges as well.

Every two months the EEOC issued a "Recurring Data Analysis Chirt." This

chart was made available to Congressional committees and members of the public,'_

in addition to the regular press releases on EEOC caseload. Tbe chart reported

EEOC charges broken dovr by virtually eve y relevant category both agencv-vide

Kai& ever/ district office. includinK ABB ADA nuMber 9j All of current

cOarges. 1,1, those going through RCP. TkJp any-slow'pace in reducing baiAlog

or build-up of never cases in individual o ices could not be obscured b/

overall agency progress in caseload reduction. This bimonthly chart reported

BIB receiPte f6r the prior two months as well as total receipts. It reported

not only Title'VII charge receipts but charges,received under the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act and the Equal Pay Act andNtharges brought
under a combination of various EEOC jurisdietiohs (e.g. Title YII/Age) both new

charges and total inventory. It reported °Total Closures" -and then hroke them

down by "New Charges" and "Backlog Charges." It r!ported separately on

"Backlog Reduction broken down by "Charvis Pending as of" the beginning ot

each reporting perlod andby "Charges Closed" during that wind, and then gave

tbe percent "Backlog Reduction," again in each office as well As agency-vide,

as with all figures and categories/reported. It further reported people

benefited, dollar benefits in several different categories, closures by eadh

statute and closures by each type and unit, among them Backlog and RCP.

Backlog and RCP (among other categories) vere further divided for separate

inspection as to "Closures by Type mid Unit," "Negotiated Settlement," "No

Cause and No Violation," successful and unsuccetsful conciliations,

"Withdrawals . . ." "Failure to Cooperate . . and "No Jurisdiction."

The most important case data the Commission'makes available--the actual
age of charges in RCP--was not mentioned by Mr. Thomas in hea testimony. Yet

this ifttbe key figure for determining whether there is a new backlog forming

consisting of newer chargis. Instead Mr. Thomit chose to use the pejorative

term "frontlog" as some kind of analogue to backlog. Not only ddes this term

not tell us the age of the cases referred to but its clear implication that

most of these cases too are old cases is erroneous. Actually Mr. Thomas'

combined figure is really the entire inventory of cases, many of which would bt

few weeks old and most of which could not be considered old at all. For the

period bgtween 10/1/81 and 3/31/82, EEOC reported that the average charge in

RCP was 166 days or less than six months oldt Thie is longer than in the past

but still very goo time for processipg cases is inherently complicateu As

Title VII cases i9 the other jurisdictions under EEOC. Commission staff

deserve praise fq& such a record in the'face of staff and budget reductio4.

And apparently tilis progress has hem consistent during the new administration.

On Hay 1, 1981 the acting'chairman of the EEOC reported that "139 charges were

completed for eyery 100 chargis filed with the Commission," and since backlog

SI
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occurs vhen an agency resolves fever cases than it receives there vas nd,

backlog formation at that time. (EEOC Release, "EEOC's Production Rate

Increases," 5/1/81) Even Mr. Thomas' 45,000 combined figure, reduced by the

14,000 A4Tiling backlog he reported, vould leave'ERCC vith only 31,000,never

eases. If EEOC is continuing to'receive close to 60,000 cases a year and Hr.
Thomas' figures are mid-year figures; then it appears that EEOC vill dispose of'

at least as many cases as it takes in. If so, then there vould not be backlog

accumulation and certainly sot the "nagging backlog" Hr. Thomas reported. (DU
p. E-3)

Never before Hr. TNotias' testimony have I seen an, indication of confusion

.betveen the RCP or current caseload and the old,bapklog. The GAO listed among

the changes at EECC it approved "(e]stablishing a separate cCarge processing
system for resolving backloiged charges," reported a 56% reduction in these
charges by SepteLber 30, 1979, and took separate note of current chargvg, where
GAO found "no unmanageable accurlulation" but some potential for such

A accumulation in Baltimore and Dallas. (GAO, 4/9/51, pp. 7, 8) The vay EbOC'

avoided such build-ups vat the very opposite of that suggessed by #r. Thomas in
his testimony vhen he lumped together,pre-1979 charges with never tharges
processed by different and more expedited techniques. Separating the tvo

categories of charges did not keep EECC fro= counting and reporting both; but
it,did,ensbled the agency to keep a focus on elle steady elimination of the
oldest charges while pinpointing any actumulations,in, more current charges and

directing resources accordingly.

For years EECCsuffered the poor yeputstion that attended ever increasing

backlog accumulation. An inapection of the data available to the puglic at the
Canqission fndicates that the successful backlog elimination begun during the
last .administAtion appears to have continued into the new administration.

Rind ghat.= Processing System. The GAO fouhd tbat, "Perhaps EEOC's most

important change since 1976 vas the introduction of the 'rapid charge process'

to resolve nev individual charges." (GAO, 4/9/82, p. 8). It reported that

"EEOC's rapid charge process has greatly improved the processing and resolution
of individual ctiarges." (Id. at 9) GAO said that "EEOC's succest iff gett:ng

settlements through the rapid charge process vas'clemqnstrated during the first
8 months that the process vas in use in all offices" andcompartd the:50Z rate
of negotiated settleients achieved.to the 11Z settlement rate GAO had reported
in its last major report on the EEOC in.1976: (Id. at 8, 9) in addition, a

150Z increase in the average monetary benefit from $1400 under the old
procedure to $3400 under RCP vas reported. (Id. at 9)

DesPite its approvIal both of RCP and of the RCP emphasis on settle=ent,
GAO believed that settlement should not be attempted in cases where there vas

accumulating evidence of no cause. The flav in this reasoning is that it

inevitably involves prejudginia case without the statutorily required

investigation. Ironically GAO had just the, opposite criticism of EEOC's

settlpsent efforts vhen it looked at EEOC oierations In 1976. then GAO

complained that the "negotiated settlement rave vas below the minimum

acceptable level established by dobgress" and found that,in 1974 "Individual

`.%
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complainants bad a probability of abc:Ue 1 in 33 of havIng a successfut

resolution negotiated." (GAO, HID-76-147, 9/28/76, p. 13)1 At the hearing

questions vere raised concerning alleged "unvarranted.Title VII

charges . . . sometimes settled in return for 'clean vork records and neutral

references." (DLR, p. A-P)

3Ce Committee's concern about this matter la understandable stnce it

,raises an-issue About which'there may be some confusion and because the GAO

fqiind little else In the EmN reforms to cr1.ticize.2 But criticism of .

settlement neglects tvo essential considerations. First, settlement of as many

cases as possible Is the only alternative to costly and time-consumtng

investigation% vhich an 4 high-volume complaint process inevitably yields

unconsctonable delays and backlogs that severely frustrate the respective goals

1:,f employers and charging parties alike. Second, settlement of weak and

/seeminglyemeritless ,cases to avoid the costs and burden of prolonged processes

ind litigation Ls 5 well recogntzed component of an open legal. system andis

the rule In other areas of law; special rules dIsallowing tt cannot be

constructed for this area of ley alone.

The trim of ihe concern appears to be that remedies for settlement be
available only in deserving cases. , The probability of remedy even tn weak

cases in a aettlement oriented system leads to the criticism that remedies are

prbduced.an undeserving cases. This of course is the central dile=a of our

legal syltem and of any open legaf system that allows anyone who feels

aggrieved to filed :The respondent is withim his full rights to stand his

.01

. la 1976 GAO also found an unusually high suipinirOetive
closure rate of 61X and reported that, "nolit charges are
closed administratively without EXOC enforcement action" of

any kind. (IC at pp. 10, 11)

2 Tbe title of the 19131 comprehensive GAO report, Further
Tiorovements Needed la EEOC Enforcement Activities, vas

noted at the hearing. Hovever the cover-that bears that

title explaInsi -"In 1976 GAO reported that the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission's management problems vere

thwarting its enforctmenn activities. Since the report, the

IEOC has made many changes to correct its problems in

handling individual charges of employment discrtmination

filed with it and in developing and investigating self-

initated charges." The cover then lists its suggestion

that charges without,reasonable cause not be settled.

Notably its other tvo recommendations are to Sive EEOC
additional authority and are addressed to C gress--to give

/IOC authority to sue state and local governm te, nov the

...exclusive paver of .the Department of Justicea o the

Executive--to consoltdate the equal emplgykent
responsibilities of the EZOC and the Depahment of4.abor.

I+
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ground until the process works its full course. But whether in the court or

in administrative processes, this alternative is st costly and time-consuming

that it is rarely chosen.

It certainly would be chosen if it vere possible to close bases pa'the

merits before all the evidence is amAssed--which is vhat the GAO assumed. Bt.t

this is.not possfble in American adjudication systems. To avoid the dilemma

inherent in either settling or investigating weak cases, the GAO suggested
that, "when EECC develops information, ither before or during the fact finding
conference, shoving that a charge appears to lack reasonable cause, EEOC should
either advise the changing party to withdraw it, or close it As no cause."
(Emphasis added) (Id. at 15) But making a decisibn on the merits before the
appropriate investigstion--either by advising vlbtodraval because the compl.int
seems to lack merit or by finding no cause--vodSZ appear to directly contravene
Title VII. Tbe statute consistently tie, a decision on the.racrits of charges

to an investigation. For exesmple, Title VII requires the Catm6ission to

"dismiss the charge . . (11f the Commission determines after 'such
in estiAction that there is not reasonable cense to believe that the charg. is

true . ." '(.Emphasis added) (See generally SeC. 706(a)) Nor may tht
statutory investigation be short-circitited in the case of even the weakest

charges. Because Title VII bars unequal treatment, even the most blameworthy
conduct by an employee mAy not be legitimate cause for employer action if
similar treatment has not been accorded employees of a different statutory
classification. Thus the Commission may not prejudge the outcome of cases ever

It the face of accumulating evidence adverse to the comp1alnant.4 Short,of a

3 This is especially so in a cost-free adMinistrative procesi
that does not have filing or other costs, as courts do. One

of the most importatt improvements at EEOC vas the
introduction of a new intake system, replacing clerks vith '

traiiied iuvestigaors vhose professional and human relations
skikls enable them to screin out the large number of
frivolous and non-jurisdittional complaints thst fdrmerly
entered th; system. Although this resulted In a significant

drop in complaints of about 20%, it leaves many, complaints
which cannot be rejected by the Commission in cbnformance

with the applicable tatutes.

4 GAO noted that rtoc closes cases for nohuse after fact
finding (a. at 27), presumably. to make the point that a
fuller investigation is not alvays necessary-in order to
find reasonable cause. It is certainly true that no cause

may be found in a fair number of cases if the information
disclosed and the books and rpcords which the employer
brings vith him conclusively establish that employees of
other,backgrounds have been'freated the same. Moreover some

complaints may be dismissed for no cause before or during
the fact-findi4 conference with- very little investigation

(Footnote continued)
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settlement, it muse await ihe result of an investigation of the employer's

treatment of dther employees in the cdmpany or appropriate subdivision.5

Another very Important reason employers ultimately decide to settle even

weak charges has not been reported. A settlement offers finality to an action,
obviating the problem of meeting the same case in court after no cause is

found. This problem has plagued employers throughout the life of Title VII.
Moreover it vas not uncommon for complainants to prevaif in court actions atter

EEOC had found no cause.6 Quite apart from the ultimate success or failure of

4(continued)
or involvement of the employer on the basis of self
contradictory information provided by the complainant or

conclusive and non.rebuttable information provided by the

employer.

5 Respondents told the GAO "It was cheaper for them ;o bow to

RUC pressure and pay charging parties 'token' or 'nuisance'
fees of $50 and $100 to settle charges, rather than to be
involved in lengthy and catly formal investigations" and
"Characterized these settlements as the lesser of two evils"

(It. at 17). In many instances, such small settlements may
be the least burdensome alternative, but if so, this is
'inherent in the investigatory process and the available

alternativei in our legal system. For the Commission may

not find no cause without requeiting sufficient comparable
data ,to eliminate unequal treatment even in a case of

- clearly unacceptable behavior, and in many instances

interview.ofyitnesses may'be required. Supervisory reviews

add review by the district director are also necessary to
validate formal findings of the Commiesion: The frustration

an employer feels in settling a case which seems genuinely

weak or without foundatidn is quite understandable, but the
dilemma of continuing the inveitigation or settling the
charge is the creation of our system of law and,the
applicable statutes, not the EEOC. Respondents'are

- accustomed to this dilemma in legal actions of a much more

substantial nature in other areas of law, such as Contractv

or torts, whereA business judgment to settle cases is often

made in order to avoidsthe costs of fttigation in cases
where employers believe they would otherwise prevail at

trial. And of course respondents often decide not to Settle

such cases, as did approximately 50 at EEOC in 1961.

6 I know of no studies that indicate the reasons 'that court
-actions sometimes succeed after a.no cause administrative

'finding. However anyone familiar with legal processes is

avare that different factfinders often make different

(Footnote continued)
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court action, there say be no greater frustration than simply having to detend

a weak charge where no cause has been found administratively. The likeiihood

of settlement in such cases in court is at least as great as at EIOC, excipt

,rliat at the litigation state the costs
are_considerably higher and same amount

for counsel fees is always included.

_Employers are aware of these dilemmas and risks. This may account for the

high level of satisfaction with RCP which GAO found among respondents. GAO

reported that, "ftat respondents replying to our questionnaire were satisfied

with the way EEOC resolved the charges against them" (Ii. at 16). At least 697

of employers expressed satisfaction with important aspects of factfinding as

campared with something leas than 502 of the complainants benefitted. (IA. at

16, 17). GA9 believed that this difference resulted because the very process

of negotiation convinced complainants that their complaint was worthy and that

they were disappointed when their week charges received weak remedies. This

too is understandable, but the alternative of an unsuccessful resolution

following a longer and more costly investigation can hardlyrbe more

satisfactory to either party.7

The very high4satisfactaon level of almost 702 which GAO found among

respondent employers=who are after all the objects of chargesis perhaps the

best comment on the settlement question. Employers and their representatives

have not hesitated to let dieir views be known. The Hex York Times reported

the opinion of one employer representative:

'Employers feel the EEOC's method of handling charges has .

improved its relationship with them. Now it is one of

working out problems together rather than one of being

adversaries,' said a spokesman for the Equal Employment

Advisory Council, which represents major companies and trade

associations and frequently files court briefs on behalf of

employes charged with 'discrimination. (2gy York Times,

Eat. Feb. 24, 1979)

6(continued)
3udgments. Perhaps evertmore likely, depositfons may

uncover problems that are systemic or classwide in

potential, while an administrative process geared to the

individual's Complaint may not.

7 GAO found greater comPlainint satisfaction with settlements

under the old procedures in 1976 as contrasted with greater

respondent satisfaction in its 1981 report. This may have '

resulted from EIOC's policy under the old.procedures of

seldom attempting negotiated,settlements
and then often only

in ttronger cases where complainants had a good chancelef

prevailing.
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It is employers vho are put to the expense and. trouble of providing remedies.
Employers have access to counsel and make judgment. in their own interest, half
the time or in 501 of the cases they chose not to settle. Employers ultimately
nuke bottom-line business judgments of whether to put resources into legal
processes, and often there are good business reasons to do so,or into
settlement,.

Edvard W. Miller, a former Chairman of the NLRB, where the emphasis on
settlement has always been very great, has commepted on the introduction of a
strong settlement orientation at EEOC:

We need look only to the early years of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission to see the redults of
a long continuing &allure to recognize the need for
serious settlement> attempts. That agency's,backlog of
cases continued to mount for years, vhile charging
parties vent without relief slid respondents vere
harassed by having to try to find facts dealing vith
actions which vere years old by the time the EEOC
investigation befan in earnest. Any lavyer practicing
in the labor field knows that it vas virtually
impossible until the chairmanship of Eleanor Norton to
reach a settlement within any reasonable time with ihe
EEOC. The result VAS admInistrative chaos, *harassment
of respondents, and dissatisfaction of charging parties.
The total result vas a failure to implement the lav.
(Edward B. Miller, .11 Administrotive Anorsisal nj the
Mk pp. 18-19 revised edition 1980, Industrial Research
Unit, The Wharton School)

ndinz 121: Private Litixation. According to the DLR report of the
hearing, considerable time VAS spent questioning the propriety of loans or
grants to non-profit public interest lavyersAnd organizations to conduct
litigation. Although EEOC's several general counsels have Consistently advised
over the years that there is implied-authority to avard such grants and loans,
the CAO apparently regarded all such funding as "questionable" because possibly
oStside Commission authority.-inasmuch as no specific mention of them is made
in the statute and because they subsidize private liqgation. (GAO AF101-8x-74.
5/57/62, pp. 79-10'

.But Congress vas fully avare of private b:r funding, vhich vas
consistently included in the Commission's budgets. Indeed, the amuse
Appropriations Committee showed a special interest'in the benefits to the
public by subsittinf specific questiOns concerning the prograt after the EEOC
appropriations hearings for FT 1960 on March 19, 1979. By letter of March 27,
1979 the BEN. dffiCe of Coniressional Affairs transmitted the following answers
to tke Committee's questions:

.

Aulawat IQ LITIGATION AI OTRERS

1 6
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question 1. What EZO resources are devoted to the various activities that

support litigation i tisted by others?

Answer: The Commission's technical assistance devotee to
supporting litigation initiated by others is its Private Bar

Program. The Commission's private bar program is handled by

the Office of Special Projects and Programs. Approximately

$800,000 was devoted to this activity in 1978 and again in

1979.

Additionally, the Commission's Office of General Counsel

provides indirect assistance in private Title VII cases

through formal participation as amicus curiae and

intervention.

Question 2. What benefits.have been obtained from these activities?

Answer: The Commission's activities and timited funding in

these areas have resulted in substantial numbers of cases

being tried by private litigants, where the Commission,

because of resource limitations, could not have hoped to

litigate at government expense. An example is the Lawyers

Committee for'Civil Rights Under Law, which has received

Commission funding to help defray the cost of litigating

cases that were first filed with the Commission, has

accepted a total of 528 cases for litigation and referral.

From this effort a panel of 120 attorneys has, during the

five years of the operation, recovered
$1.5 Milkion in back

pay through court swards and settlements. An additional $4

million in back pay has been awarded, pending outcome of

appeals. The dollar amounts do not reflect the importance

of the Issues of law thus reaolved.. Our very modest support

of the private bar produces
substantial returns in resolving

Title VII cases.

At the hearing, the Committee also questioned a revolving loan'fund once

used as t test demonstration project to
finance Title VII litigation in cases

where the Commission issued right-to-sue
letters but where government initiated

litigation vas-not possible. This ffort was characterized pejoratively as

"front money" for "political
organizations," and the funding of groups whose

mission in bringing equal employment,cases
is consistent with the Commission's

was compared to government funding of "groups interested in segregation."

(OLE, pp. 4-2, A-3) One reading this account would he led 6 believe chik,r.

funding was an aberration or worse that kegan in the last administration ane

that it was somehow directed to groups on
a preferential basis for

inappropriate purposes. Actually our administration inherited a loosely_ ,

structured program of outright grants to
public interest groups, civil rights

lawyers and law schools8 which was
,apparently begun during the Nixon

administration in the early 1970's
(although I knov of no evidence that the

program had any partisan aspects), had continued unbroken, had been explicitly
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reported to Congross,in the testimony of Commission officials,9 and appeared
regularly in Commlasion budgets for which.successive congresses had
appropriated funds. This record casts considerable doubt on the GAO opinion,
which lacks documentation in its report.

In iny case, my owq,preference was to use such funds foi improving the
Commission!s own litigation, but many of the same conditions that produced the
private bar program in prior administrations persisted'and,had became eren more
serious. For many years, the Commission had been conferned about the many
complaints from the public that its right-to-sue letters were often a hplltty -

fdr lack of lawyers who would handle such cases. This situation, which was a
major factor in the development 9f the program over the years, had worsened as
the number of lawyers willing to take discrimination cases has declined in many
areas because of ahe increasing cost of discrimination litigation and
especially of outside experts needed to produce credible evidence in
discrimination cases. The concerted and systematic elimination of the backlog
with the resulting large increase in right-to-sue letters had only accentuated
'this problem.

However I believed the program needed tightening if it was to continue at
all. For the first time, we required that funding be awarded on a competitive
basis just as we introduced campetitive bidding for all outside contracting
done by the Commission. Previously private bar funds were simply awarded to
specific grou0s rho themselves came forward or were known t9 the Commission.

Horeover, as GAO noted,'this was not a permanent program but consisted of's\

16 Host of the funds to such outside organizations during our
tenure went for the drafting of materials to be used by the
Commission and by civil rights lawyers and for technical
assistance to such lawyers, not for funding litigation as
such.

9 For example at an oversight hearing on July 30, 1979, my
written testimony stated:

6. _Funding Private 0rOtps 12 :IR Attorney Troinin& Apl
Technical Assistance. Following an open competition and '

public bidding, the Commission hiss established contractual
relationships with public interest law groups to administer
five training and technical assistance programs for private

, attorneys who represent Title VII complainants, and thrpe
yevofving, loan protramsito assist the private bar ins.
initiating,Title VII cases. (Emphasis added) (Hearing
before the SubcoMmittee on Employment Opportunities of the
Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives,
96th Cong., 1st sess., Washington, D.C., July 12 and 30,

4 1979.)

1 6
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"agreements with"non-profit organizstions.
. . to.test the possibility oi

developing loan fund program for private attorneys having cases alleging'

unlawful employment practices" and was "IntendeA to be used by the non-profit'

organizations until they established'a permanent loan fund program with money

from sources Other than EEOC." (GAO, 5/17/82, pp. 29, 30)

. - The revolving loan fund test program vas a good faith Wort to conserve

government funds undertaken after legal counsel had in good faith advised that

.it vas legally appropriate. Unlike its predecessor program under prior

Idministrations,'the loan program illowed for the recovery of at lepst sone of

the government ands, which could then be reused. Staff recommended this idea

to the Commission based on a precedbnt from. HUD. The Commission proceeded only

aiter the Office of General Counsel researched the question,.at my request, and

issued an opinion that the loan fund was appropriate under the ititute. Later

Oa-raised concerns about loan funds for technical budgetary reasons and the

program vas discontinued. But neither OHE noV.the Congress ever pised

questions about outright grants to civil rights groupp to conduct title VII

litigation, as this Conmittee did at the hearing. To the contrary, the program

vas sanctioned through
appropriations from-Congress for funding private

litigation under Title VII as indicited in EEOC budgets, regular reporting by

the Commission to Congress, and the consistent interest showm in this'program

by Congress itself.

Financiel Natters. The GAO report of financial management problems (GAO,

AFMD-82-72, 5/13/82) relates to details of financial practices that were never

brought to my attention and with which federal agency heads would almost never

be familiar.
Indeed the installation during my tenure of an entirely new and

computerized financial system, itaelf t important agency achievement, led me

to believe that the financial problems
hat the,agency hid had in the past were

under control. Nevertheless as the agency head during at least pari of the

period in question, I have undertaken to obtain information from the

appropriate agency staff at the time in order to be able to comment on the

report.

At the outset, I mdst express deep%concern
that the GAO staff involved in

writing this report apparently departed from the customary GAO practice,of

interviewing'all the relevant and appropriate staff involved before drawing

conclusions and writing a report. This practice, .always allowed by GA staff

' /Fon TitreT-diYi-s-iatnr--of-CAO-vhile-I-was--at-tbe-Comi.ssioa.__iushyi.ously
necessary not only to assure fairness and objectivity but simply to be%able to

evaluate information anct divergent accounts of the causes of operational

problems.

In the case of this report, GAD'.
decision to include in its interviewi

the supervisory staff directly related to the problem area* but not tneir

supervisors--the responsible financial
managers.involvedraisee very serious

questions. These questions are compounded by the fact that the GAd,relied in

part on staff members when-they knew had bleu disciplined and against whom they

knew discipline was pending
for'their handling of many of the very matters

discussed in the report. net conceivable
appropriate motivation cogld there

1
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be for.failing to interview the management staff chargea with the basic
responsibility undei investigation, especially under circumstances of knovn
personnel problems In the units involved? Even if the GAO staff involved had
later concluded that reason existed to discount or discredit information from
such staff, its own conclusiona would have been stronger and more credible for
having obtained the views of this staff. As it stands, the report is flawed.
It is clear that the report would have been more objective and more usefuk had
information been taken from all the appropriate staff, as I vilL try to
illustrate below. The manner in vhich this revi'ev vas' conducted raises such
serious queeneds for an agency vhere objectivity and appearance of objectivity
must be beyond reproach that I am writing directly to the Comptroller General(
to express my concern, am sending him a copy of this letter, and am asking him
to take vhatever corrective action is necessary to ensure that such practices
for gathering information are notoised in the future.

In 1977 EEOC proceeded on financial problemsras it did on other problems
in the agency--1) systematically to avoid piecemeal solutions by facing the
lack of agency vide systems that vere at the coie of the Commission's problems
in virtually every area, and 2) by drawing priorities because of the immense
task inherent in revising the entire management of a federal agency. Thus,
just as nev and separate case processing systems vere installed, a Management
Accountability System vas developed (see discussion below) which tied mission
accomplishment vith budget and resource control so that maeagers vere required
(slid evaluated on their ability) 6 meet performance goals within resource
limitations.

The priority attached to developing the Management Accountability System
vas directly relevant to establishing fund control. This vas important to
prevent a violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, as had occured in the prior
administration. The books and accounting practices in existence at the time of
the over-obligation vere so faulty that paper trails and other documentations
vere often non-existent and reconstruction of many records sae impossible. It

is Important to bear in mind that vhen ve came to EEOC there vere no accounts
in the standard sense.° What vas required VAS basic: tne establishment of
accounts, the opening of books, in short the initiation of the basic mechanics
of an accounting system. It vas clear that ibis vould require a herculean
effort that needed the support of expert and cooperative staff, and that even
thea, many of the books and records of the agency could never be reconstructed

____11Ctuse theActonstatatioa_vas_Asea-exietent or limit

Given the unusually severe accounting problems in the agency, financial
management staff gave,priority attention to preventing another over-obligation.
This could not be done entirely through -normal accounting procedures because
these had to be formulated and institutionalised. Thus, preventing
over-obligation 4equired fund control by financial management staff themselves
through the Management Accountability System, pending the arduous task of
creating Sound accounting practices. Contrary to GAO implications, the
managers involved gave a great deal of time and attention to fund control and
vere held fully accountable by specific performance indicators in their

management plans. In fact despite the difficulties experienced in improviin

(

ilu
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.accounting practices, no over-obligation occurred, ss GAO noted. This wao

because the performance goals of the managers involved included the -

preparation of:monthly status-of-appropriations reports snd other budgetary

analyses. These reporta detailed the finsnpial status of various

appropriations and prevented over obligation.

Meanwhile, it vas necasary to begin to create an tccounting system,

including monthly ledgers and the like, whike the same staff vas involved in

the management, budget, and financial aspects of putting in prace three new

case processing systeMs, a massive headquarters and field reorganization of the

entire agency, an agency.wide management syitem, s new field structure, an

objective system for choosing a new complement of field managers, end over 1200

new staff. To begin the process of syitematiring financial matters, staff had

to find a way to compoterxze the accounting system. Before .our administration

the Commission bad been alerted to the need to computerize its records by the

over-obligation problem. But as of the time ve arrived, the development of

computer capability vas languishing for lack of 1n-house capibiaity. Therefore

EEOC contracted with an outside vendor and the eomputerizeo litedivas

installed. GAO noted that this system appeared to be effect ly designed to

control funds. Actually there vas regular and thorough going contact between

EEOC and GAO as the system was'installed,

The GAO found, bovever, that staff failed to maintain and operate the

ystem Ooperly. This is the essential.root of the problem of financial

accountability.aa.identified by GAO. .

Yet GAO makes no mention of the reasons the system vas not being operated

properly, although it vas informed' of severe personnel problems in the

applicable units predating both our administration and the old over-obligation

problems; and GAO vas informed of vigorous attempts by the financial managmment

staff to deal with these problems within civil Aervice regulations.

Particularly in light of the utp findrag that the system vas not being operated

properly the omission even of mention of severe personnel problems vbj.ch

management wag pursuing is IneXplicable. If the point was to isolate the

caues of continuing problems, to evaluate management's response and

initiatives, and to uggest the relevant corrective action, she personnel

factor that lay at the root of the problem could not be omitted. I do not

suggest that GAO should have involved itself in the detiils of personnel

proble, Int tn-right of-irs-ovn-tindrng-crf-improper-operationr-it seems_clear__

that the issue could not properly be avoided.

Beyond ale, the omission of any mention cif personnel factors in the

report cantiot be excused, particularly because GAO chose to interview'snd rely

on information provided by employees being disciplined for failures associated

with the GAO findings. It followed that GAO vas obligated to et least speak

also with the management staff involved.
Here I do not suggest that GAO should

have trAed to evaluate the underlying personnel problems, Whit I do suggest is

that as to the issues involved in the report,
it vas vrong to exclude the

responsihle management staff' while relying in part On the staff they vere

disciplining in an attempt R.,correct the problems GAO cited.

4,
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The financial management staff had found the key staff upon whom they had
to relythe responsible supervisory employees in the unittO be unresponsive
to training and to attempts to get them to operate the new financial systems
properly and that this staff was unequal to the large task of creating sound
records in a timely fashion. But management staff did not simply decide to
live with these problems, as is so often the case with federal managers.
Instead they challenged the employees involved to produce as expected and
initiated the applicable disciplinary prOceedings when those etforrs failed, in
turn, as so often occurs, they vere themselves challenged over'and over again
in the grievance processes available to federal employees. Many hours of
management time vere spent trying to resolve these problems through the
applicable disciplinary proceedings, action staff believed wae,the only
responsible course for turning the system around permanently. The difficulty
involved in removing even tke most culpable federal -employees is too well known
to require discussion here. Nevertheless, staff sought to remove the
accounting officer. The time involved in collecting documentation and in the
proceedings themselves vas of such a duration that the agency decision vas not

rendered until after the change of administration and after I had lett the
agency. For reasons unknown to me, the accounting officer vas moved to the
Office of Audit, rather than removed, as the staff had originally sought.
Other supervisors had been subject to suspension or been involved in a series
of grievances all the while that management Vas trying to improve staff
performance throughout the unit.

I do not Suggest that the managers involved or that top management are
absolved of responsibility even vhen there are endemic and longstanding
personnel barriers to the achievement of agency objectives. f do maintain,
hoVever, that 'failure to note first the existence of problems strongly related

to GAO findings, thenywhat actions had been taken to deal:with them, and
finally, if appropriate, what further actions might be needed vas a disservice
to the agency and especially to Che new administration, Since the attention of
the new administrators had been called only to operational problems, they.
lacked guidance from the report, even in general terms, to knov that corrective
action tn the personnel area might befteeded.

Finally it is. impossible for someone as far removed 411 I vas from the
level of fine detail involved in the GAO report to comment fully. I do not of
course have access to the applicable iocursent1, nor to comprehensive written
responses from the staff that had resp'bqibility for financial mattersi%
Nevertheless I have spoken vith some of ttiç,taff involved and received some
written informetion from them. I think it would be useful tocommint on a fev
of the significant issues raised vhere detailed recordd say not be essential in
order to respond.

In October 1979 ENG established thedirst fund control reconciliation
system the agency ever had.10 However with a massive field reorganization and
many new employees in the field vho had never hirefinancial responsibility
before, it would have taken more than the year or so involved when GAO came

into the agency for the system to be fully operational..This vas especially

10.-4
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the case given the rultuUll of the
task--literally to construct and reconstruct

agency financial records for the first tine and to traim and &coil/nor...many new

field employees to nev accounting procedures all the while tbere were severe

personnel difficulties in key headquarters positions that would necessarily

take time to correct under civil service regulations.

Thus the financial management staff involved felt forced into what

amounted to a trade off--to either prolluce timely reports or visit for montns to

correct the error rate. It vas clear that taff problems prevented both from

occurring at the same time. Management staff chc4% to attempt timely reports

so that the Commission would knov'the status of the sums in the appropriation

snd thus avoid any possibility of overobligations

I asked the staff involVed about whether consideration had been given to

hiring additional staff. Clearly financial management staff was strained by

the rapid growth of the ageacy--a 502 increase, including 700 nev Title VII

positions and 500 positions transferred with the nev jurisdictions. None of

the Title,VII positions Vere assigneA to the financial office, because 0,13,

following congressional concern that staff be used on the direct workload

problems of the agency, indicated that the new positions vere to be used in the

field. And of the 500 positions transferred with the new
jurisdictions only 11

vere designated by transferring agencies as support positions and only 2 as

financial management positions. When these positions became vacant, they vere

used to fill an urgent need in the age enforcement staff, .; ere complaints

doubled in the first year at EEOC. Rovevpri temporary staf was hired to vork

on a task force basis. Unfortunatelys because of continuing rsonnel problems

.vith permanent staff, cooperation between the temporary and peiiznect staff

could not be-achieved. Still management taff did, not give uP op tryini to

correct the staff'problemsithey had identified among perminent staff. But

these could not be cleared.up fast enough to have the necessary operational

effect.

This can be seen, for example, in the huge increase in rejected error

transactions (from 360 to 4130) noted by GAO that began-at the time otthe

change in administration and continued until July 1981. Staff indicates it

lost the authority to get the required work produced even as yell as betore

during this period when the disciplinary action for removal vas being probessed

and especially'after transfer rather .than removal resulted in one case. 040

vrongly implies that the increase in the error rate vas partly a result of

management decision to shift coding responsibiXities to field officers on

1° GAO leaves ehe.impression that the financialmanagement

ktaff vas responsible for about $377 million during the Lilt

three fiscal years. (IA. at 1) But actual management of a

much smaller amount vas involvedunder $25 illionbstfuse

80Z of the agency's budget goes for mandatory and

nondiscretibnary costs payable by GSA (salaries, rent,

etc.).

4
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October 1, 1979. This could not have been the cause inasmuch a- the shift,
'occurred over a year before the number of rejected transactions gin to grov
precipitously.

Finally at the hearing a point vas made of the pOssibility df legally
improper action by a member of the finantial management staff. Since he vas
never interviewed by GAO it seems only fair indicate his view of the,
transaction. While GAO notes that se.,eral million dollars in manual
adjustnents vere made in preparing year-end financial reports for fiscal years
1980 and 1981, the only specifics that were prdvided were for 1981 after I left
the Coo4ssion. As to that, GAO raises the possibility of a ,rongful act by a

erson who certified a year-end report that were incorrect. GAO talked
o subordinates about this matter, but never spoke to the person involved.

When I inquired of him concerning the circumstance', I learned that the staff
member vas trying to conform to Treasury regulations regarding timliness,

believed he should report knovn obligations, and understood that the sign-off
figure could be adjusted later,"in accordance vith normal government practice.
Apparently Treasury regulations require that year-end reports be submitted by
October 20 (with 2-3 weeks leeway). The staff member believed it was.important
to get the information to 0M3 in a timelrfashion becauie it is necessary for
the President's budget. Since soma unreported obligations necessarily come in
after'an agerk closes its books, unreported obligations for prior fiscal year's
are reported on a monthly basis in the agency's budget execution report. Tbe
amount involved here represented late billing (at the end of the fiscal year)
in additionaecharges by GSA and the Post Office for rent, phones, and postage.
lather than submit a report that did not reflect these known obligations, the
staff person submitted a "miscellaneous obligating docunemt." The staff member
believes he followed common and authorized government practice. In any case,
it seens clear that he acted in good faith and not venally as Implied at the
hearing.

Despite strong and energetic efforts by an able and determined financial
managenient team same of EEOC's longstanding, intractable accounting probleme
remaineimapd continue today. They cannot be resolved if evaluators engage in a
steady Midance of one of the most important aspects of the problem.

Management ASSOM1111111.1. Tbe EEOC's dramatic reduction in backlog and
tine to process charges was not alone the result of new and streamlined case
processing systems and techniques. For the new systtns to yield results, a
rigorous system of management accountability had to Fir built from the ground
up. Tbe Managemenk Accountability System (HAS) was established and management
plans were set up for each headquarters and field office. HAS Is "design for
relating all of the components of _pod management" and 14 "based on . . . two
tssential management principles," namely management goals or objectives and
manager accountability. (E44C FT '80/81 Management Plan/Budget Guidance).
Management Plans contained bosh qualitative and quantitative perfornance-goals
for all the critical elements of the.vork of the office and vere incorporated
into each manager's performance appraisal so that he or she 'could be held
accountable and appraised accordingly. In its study, Management Initisgives

sat ZEOC's liSproved ProdUctilatt, OPH described EBOC's management plans.an&



their relatidtship to the improvements OPM found incase processing at the

'Commission:

Tbe management play ia built around three major elements,

i.e., perfor6nce indicators, management improvement s

projects, and a statement of critical issues. The plan is

divided into ten program uidts (such is intake,

face=finding) that parallel both the case processing systems

and the functional structure of each office. What this

means is that management and accountability are logically

tied in with die a inistrative BSI the functional structure

of an office. (Eai4gsis in the original) (WM lept. No. 1,

Jan. 1981, p. 7).

Thus si the time I'leit the
Commission in.early,1981 its Management_

Accountability System vas among its strongest features. Yet by the' time Mr.

Thomas arrived ahaoat a.year and a half later, he claimed in his testimony that

there vas "an overriding lack of strong management accountability throughout

the Commission," which he concluded vat because "the whole focus has been on

meeting quantitative goals.; (DLL, 4/9181, p. E-2) Se reported "little

emphasis ot'the quality of Fork produced . . . the managerial capabiiity of

supervisors, or the responsiveness of staff to policy direction." (j1.) This

description is so at variance,with
documented avenges in management

aCcountability after 1977, especially the
introduction of quality performance

indicators, that I am left to believe
either that they mere dismantled or

weakened during the sixteen months the
Commission vas without a permanent chair

or that Mr. Tbomas had not had time to familiarize himself vith the details of

the Management AccoUntability System (Ma), including its strong and explicit

quality controls.
4

Given/the timing of the June hearing, the latter is 'probably

the case.

To
;
be sure EEOC Management

Accountability Plans had shyong numerical .

objectives as well. These were not abstract or
inflexible but were drawl from

actual MC experience and fere
always subject to change if erroneOUsly set too

high, if conditions changed, or if
other legitimate reasons mere offere8 for

failing to meet them. Government has only,lately came to understand the

importance of quantitative easures,
although many private businesses,

discipkined by survival needs and profit margin consideiations, could not

succeed without them. Moreover, the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978

contemplates just such numerical productivity.measures.
In its report on ENOC,

OPM reported 'that "almost every feature of Eloc.s management reform can be

found in the Civil Service Reform Ant of 1978." (01014 Rept. No. 1, pp 13-14)

The desire to avoid the rigor inherent in numerical indicators ir

understandable. But this inevitably leads to reduced management accountability

.
in an agency like EEOC, with

the necessity to move 1 ge numbers of cases in a

workload mandated by statute and thus largely outsid4 &gem control, ester

through numerical management accountability.

Bitt Mr. Thomas is simply vroug that there vere
not also strong quality

controls. So important vas quality control
to the success of the agency

11 5
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reforms thal we vtablished an office of Operations Evaluation ieparate from
the regular audit office in order to provide tore regularised qualitative
management accountability and to involve managers themselves in selfinitiated
management improvement and selfaudits. OPH reported that this office
"conducts annual onsite reviews to evaluate operational compl,oance in field
offices and effectiveness ofthe charge processing syhtems." (Id. at 7)
Moreover the OPH evaluation of EEOC included a section entitl d "Quality
assurance", where it reported that the EEC #

conducts audits of sampled cases'processed in the field
offices. d it expects the field to condmce"selfaudits"
once in o months on a sampling of cases,processed by
staff. n fact the rapid charge processing systems seem to
have a iltin quality assurance in that collective reviews
of prob atic cases are conducted by the Management Review
groups . . . , or by a supervisor with an Equal Employment
Specialist vho handles a difficult case. (JA. at 9)

,)
The performance elements of management plans all contained qualitative

measures. For example the quality of investigation vas indicated by a review
of casefires and the actual.observing of.complainant interviews, of
factfinding conferences, and of settlement discussions. Moreover performance
plans Included such qualitative evaluations of management ability as
acomaunication vith staff, training of supervisors and accomplishment of
improvement proects forsproblems that arose in the office: Finally, there
vere the self assessment audits designed by [be Office of Operations Evaluation
and recognized in the OPH reiort (ji. at 9). The selfaudits were exclusixely
quality audits since the Management Information System provided the necesnry
information for self analysis in meeting quantitative goals. And selfaudits
were an important management tool for use by tge director and his own
supervisory staff in the periods betveen the more extensive annual audits by
the Office of Operations Evaluation.

0
*--, The suggestion that quality control requires the sacrifict of quamtitative
measures is inaccurate. Improvements in management at the EEOC vere strongly
related to the design and installation of a couputerizen.complaint tracking

iigers and vas a major contribution tp the overall ip ement of agency

information system stressing quantitative goals that by line
man

vork. When ve cane to EEOC there vere three different and unrela em,ed systs

4)1
for tracking and reporting information, none of them accurate. 0 reported
Oat Em had achieved an "important breakthrough "in" rapid al accurate
reporting by field offices on vorkload and performances." (hyLi. Memo, p. 1) ,

Its evaluation explains the functioaal,importance of quantitative measures:

With program data rece ved on a 'daily basis and reports
,, prepared monthly, thelcentral office has,a currint overView
'of progress and problems and can take timely action. If an-
office experiences a significant increase in new charges, it
may be dkrected to shift-staff resources from resolving

charges in thtbeeklog to factfinding. In order to maintain
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the overall agency goal for reduction in backlog, some of

the office's backlog may then be distributed among other

offices. If analysis indicates that an office is not.

meeting established time frames for factfinding or continued
investigation, resources may be shifted to the lagging area,
or a team of senior staff may be aiked to make specific
recommendations for improvement. If analysis indicates that

the proportion of charges resolved during factfinding is
significantly less than the agency norm, it may be airected
to strengthen its efforts to achieve resolution at the

factfinding stage. EBOC's rapid charge processing system
has made ehe difference in eurning around a case load that '914

vas in deep trouble. (Id.)

/
Because EIOC is an especially difficult agency to manage,ve found that the

most rigorous management tools vere'essential for success. EEOC staff

performed superbly vhen top management made it clear it believed that managers
and staff could meet high quantitative and qualitative objectives set in
consultation vith line msnagers ehemselves. EEOC reports on case processing

show thlt these high standards continue to be met in critical areas. I knov

that the Committee and the Commission vill be striving to maintain and
strengthen Commission efforts. Hay I wish you every success. .

Sincerely yours,

Bleanor Holmes Horton

EHH/ltd

Senator NICKLES. The committee will be adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:56 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at the call of the Chair.]


